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Abstract 
' . J.-- - -
Th~ 
ben~tits 
purpose of tbis stud~as 
• a.. . • 
' to investigate the 
' ·; . . 
o! preceptorship _programs in-reducing real~ty 
s~ock by easing the transition of inexpe~ienced nurses 
into the work environment: and to examine nurse 
administrators' perspectives in designing ang 
~ 
. . . ~ . 
implementing preceptorship programs for nurses. 
. ·J The 
·i : • i . i . . • . . 
conceptual model ut 1 zed for this study \this th~ 
' . 
preceptor model as delineated by Morrow (1984). · . 
· · Data for this study were .obta"ined ·by means .of . 
. . . 
. 
questionnaires' completed by nursing students . 
• 
\ t 0 I , , 
·•(preceptees), precep~ors . and faculty 'liaison members 1 ..Jand 
, ,..~ .. 
\ . , ~ . 
~rom structured i.nterviews conducted wi t;.h head nurses, · 
. . 
nu~se administrat9rs and nursi~g ~ducatibn administtators 
during an internship spent at four well recogni~ed 
" ' ..,. 
schools of nursing i~ Canada and. the8 Unfted States • 
Addi t!ionally ,. i~formal discussions held with key. . 
. , 
. ' ' personnel throughout the internship provfded v~luable 
insights _and informatio~ utilized in compiling data and 
' . 
in drawing conclusions in this study. -· Information 
. } . ' 
._ · J 
· gathered dealt with the ef£ect~veness of ' prece~torship 
programs 
. . . ) .. 
~ . . 
in . e~sing transition of inexperienced nurses 
into the work' environ~e~l, the ~~ministrative and 
-
.... 
f'inant:ial support available for precepto~ship programs, . 
the- benefi,ts of such ~rogram~o · hospi tale and nursing 
.. 
. 
• 
__ ... . _ . .. ·. 
I • · ; 
,._ 
' I . . . 
., ' 
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I , 
schools, the most suitable nur~ng units for the conduct 
.. 
. . ' 
of .preceptorships, roles and _responsibilities of thos' · 
involved in such. programs, the selection of preceptors---. 
and-problems encountered in preceptorship programs. 4 ', · 
Through fr~quency distributions, patterns of the data 
were examtned ~nd displayed. 
The-ov.erall findings indicated that. preceptorship 
programs-are -v~ry succe~sful i~ easing-t~e t~ansition of 
'-, T• 
·.the inexpe~ienc~d. nurse into the .'wg~~~ironmeri~· 
. , 
/ ~ : • • ' • .· • ' • ' , ' * " ~ I • • '# ~ · t 
--· 
. Spe9ific bene~its to hospitals ·and nursing schools were 
. • .. • Q . • • • \ ' .. "! :~~ : • 
/ delineated. It was . further rev~led 'that ad~fnistrative 
support exists for px:e.c~ptorship_ programs. · However, 
inadequate fipancial support exists· fo~ such .programs fn 
. . . . 
__., . canadian hos'pi tala. 
. . . . 
. . 
With· ~e~pe~t 'to problems associated 
with precept~rship __ programs, unions have' complained about 
.. .. 
non-payme.nt of pre~ep.tors for their role. ·However, funds 
are un·avail:able for ~.uch remun~rati~n and, m~_r_~~~~~~-- - ~ --- ~ ~-~ 
professional nursing organizations 'believe that .- ~ 
-socializ~tion · of new nutses into the work environment is 
··a· professional responsibility which · shoull not be 
...... 
remunerated. -4, ; .. , '• 
~~ ,_f 't.. I " 
. ,.~ 
. ~ ~ 
-
Several · recommendations were made including the 
1ntrolfuet1on :of pr":eptorsh ip prog'\amS ~foundland 
nursing schools, and .~hat ftffi.ncial ip~rt for such . 
p~ograms be provided to hospitals and nursing schools by 
. . 
I • • 
the provinci~l government. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Bureau·cratic organizations hav~ become a dominant • 
influe~ce in the industriali~~cl ~hey -are-not 
.4. • .
restricted to the employment .of ~killed or semi-skilled 
. ' ' 
workers but encomp~ss many profes~-ionals as well. 
·. 
Incorporation o'f professionals' in'to the ranks of 
I , 41o -
. . ' 
· or~~n~z'1i~nal elllployees· has provided ·a so.urce of ' 
~ure~1' tic-.rro,~"ess_iona,l conflict. .,. ( > I 
.. . Scott. ( 1'974) ·describes· fo~r areas of conflict that 
. 
< 
arise because o.f differ.ent o'rganizational prin'ciples of 
. . ~ 
the professional and bureaucratic systems. 
. . . 
. resivance __ td bureaucratic · rules. due to tqe 
'' These are: · . 
professional's specialized competence to exercise 
I' .., . • . ~ a.,. .... • • 
· ~ independent ~udgement and autonomy: rejection of concrete 
·'bureaucr~tic standards because of the pro-fessional's need 
. . \ . 
for flexibility to incorpora_te . new knowledge into 
prac~ice1 resistance•to bureaucratic supervisio~ based on· 
• 
the-fact that professionals are frequently supervised by 
..: individuals. :!;. aut~orit~ positions 'who ha~.e~l.ttle.. b.r no 
k~wledge of the professional's area of competence_: .and 
. . 
~onditional loyalt~ ·to the bureaucracy. 
f•i J 
. . ' \ ') 
The bureaucratic 
·I · · . · · ~<;,,. -·-
.,.,;t,em_ ·· rewaFds me.mbers for loyalty : to ·a given institution 
t y 1 
I • .. 
i ' 
• 
.· 
I ' 
j, 
' • I ' ' · • 
:' .'··.·. ,,··.' ~~ ·.·. <.·:.·' : .: '; .'' ·.. . ·' . 
... . ,'-'· .. ' ' . . . ;:, .. ~ .... :..·. _::-_: . .....:.:..' . . ·_,_ '_\......,__,__. ----" .. '• ·:. \ , _. '...._ . . \ 
~-
,· 
.. 
· I 
\ - . 
2 . ~ 
I 
' 
while professions provide mobility opportunities and 
sanctions through interna~ization and loyalty to their 
~ehavioral expectations. The two loyalties .~often in 
conflict: thus the professiohal's loyalty to bureaucratic / " 
institutions tends to be conditional and temporary. 
A· large majority of nurses work in bureaucratic 
·institutions,· having _been educate~n the professional 
behavio~ mode. 'This gives rise to a bureaucratic-
profes~ional interface with the poten~ial for serious. 
conflict. To minimi~e this potential~ prec~ptorship 
...... ,, . 
program~?' have been deve-ioped in some instances to assist 
I 
· inexperienced nurses in coping with bu~eaucra~ic- ~ 
-
.professional 'i:.nterface by having experienced graduate 
nurses. wo·rk on a one-to-one bas is with these 
novices. 
~tatement·of the Problem 
Disallusionme~t and frustration of beginning 
r-
nursing practitfoners are common due to bureaucratid-
. . . 
professional conflict. · Kramer (1974) describes this 
ph.enom~non as 11 reali ty ~,ockf'. T~ese nurses exeerience 
di"fficultie·s in settin·g ·priori ties of patient care~ gJ.ven 
. . ~ 
an increased patient lo~d. Findifg the~selv~s in ~ 
leadership role with other staff report.ing tp them ~n ·· 
• ' . 0 -
. 
.. this hierarc~ial. set tin? is another nfw experience. ··· 
Communications with other professipnaJrs, within the 
1 
I ' t: 
: . 
·' 
... 
•.. 
.... ; .. 
.. .. 
'> 
1 
' 
' - j 
\ 
formal or official organization, are other areas in whi~h 
the neophyte requires assistan_ce. , 
0 
.. 
This study endeavoured to examine four pr~ceptotship 
, 
~. -
programs curr~tly oper~tional in schools of nursing in . 
Calitornia, British Columbia and Ontario. Attention was 
focus~ed on the effectiveness of and satisfaction with 
these programs from -student, preceptor , faculty and 
nursing administ~ator perspectives. --
More specifically, the following questions · were 
addressed, 
1. Are' preceptorship ·programs beneficial in 
fostering independence and easing th~ transition 
~ of the inexperienced nurse into the work 
environment2. 
_2. · What is t~a~i.nistrator 's role both in design 
I , 
and implementation of a p~eceptorship program? 
. 
Cat,Financing, (b) Prograw organization; 
(C) Participant orientation1 (o) Selection cf 
-.suitable nursing units; ~e) Selection qf 
precept'9rs. 
3. What are the faculty an~ · staff roles and 
responsibilities within a precept~rship program? 
' ' 
4. What chang~s ~ust be made in an existing 
• ~ , I 
' 
' 
hospital and/or school ~etting to effect!vely . ~ 
operationalize a preceptorsh~p program? 
.. 
.. --
,, 
.. 
~ • 
-- - ----· · ~ ,_ ---- -
-
• 
-., 
-
: ' ~ 
-~ 
('a) Staffing: (b) Scheduling. 
5. Which sources of conflict potential and/or 
,/ 
problems must be addressed to ensure a 
successful preceptorship pr:og~am? 
6. What are the benefits of preceptorship programs 
to hospitals and nursing schools? 
; 7. How are. preceptor~ rewarqed for thetr role and , 
is the reward satisfactory? 
f\r What are the implications- -of the fin_dings for 
design- and . imple·men\atiGn Qf a preceptorship ' 
. -
program? . ' 
- -' 
Rationale ·:for -the • Studv 
Nurse_ internes and · graduate~ of a nursfng progra.m 
face adjustment problems a~ they move f,rom a closely 
----
' ' 
supervised student env-ironment to the work environment .. 
' 
A ·variety of factors are responsible 'for the difficulties 
encounte}:ed: the bureaucratic n·a ture ·of hospi tala 1 the 
' 
economic environment with its scarce resources resulting 
' ' 
ln staff shortages: cqnsumer at.ti ~udes which demand 
' ' ' 
accountability: lack of expertise on the part of the new 
;-
graduate in app+ying t·heoreti~al. concepts; the high · 
' 
technology environ~ent of toqay' s hospital: and ttie "'1 ife 
and -death nature-- of nurs.ing which demands that' 
.. 
·split-second_ decisions be made calmly an~ correctly. . At 
· ~ 
.... I . 
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the same time, nurses are taught that they must fu:tfill 
a patient advocacy role and be warm, caring individuals 
concerned about patients on a personal level. 
l 
, 
Bureaucracies are characteri2_ed by a hierarchy of 
authority·, rules and regulations, division of labour, 
/-
Wf>rk~ efficiency and an imper.sonal orientation. 
Professionals a:r:e characterized by specialized competeMe 
having an intellectu~l component, auto,nomy, 
· r.e-spondbility and accountability in exercising this '· 
/j'j"i~lized competence and. d~({ision-m~king g~ver~ed by • . 
· i~ternalized standards •. 
.~orwin ... ('1973) w~i±es that:. 
· :: . . 
The professional employee ... denies the· 
principle that his work always · must be _ 
SUpervised by• _administrators and CO]ltrolled 
by laymen. Be-cause of his training, pressures fror(i 
his colleagues, and his dedication to 
clients, the ·professionally ori:ented person 
considers himself :.competent enough to control 
"h-is own work. Hence, he sometimes must be 
~Hsobedient ~ ward his s~pervisorp precisely 
in order to impro his proficiency and to· 
maintain standards cl:"·ient welfare. ( p. 16 5) 
• ! . 
Inexperie-nced nurses.repeat.edly. expres.s· their dismay at 
being confronted with the r_eality' of this - bureaucratic 
work. environment and- 'lack of. . h~lp in ~oping ~.ith it. 
~n ·recent years, · preceptorship programs have be·en 
developed· in sqhools of nursinq'on the m~inland ·.of Canada 
and in th$ United State·s. T-hese prQgrams bridge the gap 
·. . . 
betwQ.tn student and practitioner roles .by utilizing 
. . ~ . .. . . 
---·-· 
I I 
\ 
.. 
• I 
--· 
-
I 
·'· 
.· 
.. 
' 
! . 
I 
I . 
·I . : 
' 
-
II 
·~ 
.. 
-
" experienced nurses as preceptors. These · individuals 
--' 
serve as rol~ models in the ~ork environment to s.ocialize 
~ beginn!rua practitioners into bureaucr-atic institutions, 
~ . > ~ 
thus helping them deal effectively with bureaucratic-
professional conflict . 
.. .. 
' Morrow .(1984) maintains that the preceptor role 
encompasses four m~jor areas of. responsibility:. clinical 
' 
. . 
practice, teaching, con~ulting and research/ as presented 
in the preceptor model• . (Figure 1 ) 
· The Preceptor Model 
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Figure 1 • . Source: Morrow, 1984 
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·.expect a 1:ions ·q~ ~nurs~119 departments .and these graduates 
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-1 ·< repor.t, tbat they. ~njoy' their:; work! · The ~tudents.- find 
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·ttlpt· h~-~i~,~ a consistent resource person from whom the'y 
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can seek help mak~s the work environment less confusing 
and more satisfying. The preceptor, functioning as a 
. 8 
.i ~ • ~ • 
~;· . . role model, provides support arid guidance thus helping 
.. 
,: ·.· the student gain co.nfidence ·and skill in a bureaucratic 
I 
',J. I 
. . , 
·env i'r_onme.~t .,w.h ile continuing to grow as a caring person 
L. t ;,. · 
·. in ber . piofe~sional role. 
Moreover, the beg inning practitioner is better able 
to function fn the work environment which is beneficial 
• >., 
, 
tp the employer who d~es not have to· put as much time or 
mon~y ~nto length'y orient~tion programs for the new ; 
~;. . :;- ' .:;'; . . ' 
.. 
' . 
'graduat:~it Thus, hospi~~'I ~dministrators a~e - generj!lly 
. :· .. :'_;~·:-.. ;: ~~· . ·~upPc>rti~·e of - ·such. programs • 
.. ! .:: .~ • "\, 
' ' 
:'·,. 
, . 
! ' 
I 
I 
' > 
Significance of the.Study 
.. 
Since preceptorship programs do not exist in roost · 
Newfoundland nursing schools, .this study provides these 
organizat-ions with insi-ghts conce:rl)ing administrative 
• 
' 
issues and•concerns related to such program~. The ~tudy, 
. . 
additionally, provides direction in the development of 
. . 
these programs. Therefore, ~irect observation in centers 
~ 
which h·ave develo~ed successful programs was timely and 
~:, 
re~evant. . . 
· - ·:~hJ·~ study ls, also, significant since scarce \ 
.. ., . 
' 
resources restrict. funds available for· inser~ice 
. 
'education within health ca·r.e instit~tions.. This creates 
.a need for cost effectiven~ss. a~d thus a· nee4 for nurses 
·. 
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who are well socialized 1nto the bureaucratic. system so 
that excessive time and money do not have to be spent on 
lengthy orieritati9n programs. Also, many nurses leave 
,nursing because of their frustrations with the system. 
. - . 
\ A precepto·rship program, by providing greater ease of. 
~ . -
entry into the system, helps reduce this outflow, 
thus saving institutions the additional costs of staff 
-r~cruitment and orientation. 
·,_ 
Delimitations-·of the Study 
., 
'This study ·was dei1mited to four college-based 
t . ' ' . •' . • 
. . · . . " . . . . , ' .... 
nursi'ng prograr:ns -in Cali~orn-J:a, Br~~ish Columbia and 
' ' . 
. . 
Ontario which offer preceptorship programs. These 
- ~ . 
nursin~ · programs are located in the following colleges: 
Ohlone .College, Fremont, Californi~; ~itish Columbia 
~ - ~ 
Insd:tute of T·~~hnology, Burnaby~ Ryerson Polyte.chnical 
Institut~,~o~tor and Seneca College, Toronto. 
' 
Parti9ular emphasis was placed on the effectiv~ness 
of -and satisfaction with these programs from the student 
I • 
I • petspe~tive in terms of reducing real~ty shock in the 
,•. 
work environment. Additional attention was focused on 
the admin-istrative perspe-ctive of such programs with 
attention place~ on problems encountered, support for 
·9 
'. ,, 
such programs; availability of preceptors and scheduling ' 
of ~receptors. No attempt was made to carry out a cost 
analysis of ~~ecaptorship prdgrams. 
# \ 
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Limitations of th~ Study 
A study of this nature has limitations. The more 
"-
dominant ones are: ----
1. Dependence on a restricted sample. 
2. Time. 
3. Dependence on the cooperation. of 
respondents. 
. I 
Definition of Terms 
·, 
Clinical Pract£ce. Practi~e . ih providing ~atient 
r 
care in a hospital setting. 
.. . 
! 
Facu·lty Liaison. Teachio,9 members of nursing 
schools · who in this case are responsible for the 
organization and superviaion of preceptor pro9rams as \ . 
, well as liaising with the' ·. hospital staff members who are 
,Participating in the pi:eceptorship prpgram. 
' Head Nurse. The nurse in charge of one nursing 
uRJ,t who is responsible for all· nut:sing activlties on 
that unit. · 
Hospital Administrator. The chief executive 
officer and assis.tants ~ho are charged with the -~~11 
datly _op~ration of a hospital. 
" 
. 
Nurse Interne •. A. senior, third year nursing 
studen~ . who i~ broadeqing her ~ur~ng experience during a 
period, of extended clinical practice. 
. . 
·.· 
• 
. \ 
. ' 
• 
• 
\ '· 
"' • I t • , ~ I 
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< 
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:. . 
~' . 
. , 
I 
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Nurse Registration Examinations~ Formal, written 
examinations administered by a • nursing licensing body in 
a province or state. These examinations must be written 
and ·passed · by nl.!rses, at the end of their ·nursing 
program, before they are legally pe:t::mitted to practice 
nursing aQd Ufiie the designation 'registered nurse ' . 
Nursing Administrator. The Director of Nursing 
and assi~tants who are responsible for the dafly 
operation of a nursing depart~ent;· . 
<> .. 
~ 
Nurs'in9 Education Adni:inistrator. 'I' he Director of 
j School of Nursing ~nd assista,nts .who . . are responsib.le for · 
J 
the daily operation. of ·.a school of nursin9 
Nursing School. A post-secondary educational 
· institution .iJ1 oi ther a college or hospital setting, 
which offers a diploma program in nursing,. preparatory to 
.writing nurse registration examinations. 
Preceptee. A. student nurse who is receiving 
assistance and guidance in· a preceptorship program. 
Prece,Ptor • 
.. 
-
An experienced graduate nurse who 
. \. 
voluntarily works with an· inexperienc~d nurse ~o 
socialize her into t~e. worJc environment . 
11 
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I 
Prepepto~ship Programs. Programs designed by 
() 
schools of ,nursing to assist senior nursing students 
through Jtheir adjustment to the work environment by -
utilizing an experienced graduate nurse to guide these . 
students in the hospital setting. \ 
'"' Sen~ or . Stu~@& . A nursing student in the final 
. 
year or ..Segment of the nursing program. 
Student. A post-secondary student enro1led in a 
registered nurse program . 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OP·RELATED LITERATURE 
Introduction 
This study • s review of litera tureq focuses on the ) 
.American and ·C.adian 'scenes with particular emphasis- on , 
profes~ional-bureaucratic conflict and other sources of 
conflict .for nurses. ·Reality shock in nursing and the . 
. F01e of preceptorship pro~rams in . easing t-he transition 
of the new graduate · into the .work environment are·· 
• 0 ~ • 
discussed. Consideration.s in planning a precep~orship 
" program are . reviewed.; These include: roles and 
. 
responsib~lities of persons involved7 cl:\anges necessary 
in hospi tala and nursin<1. schools to operalize such a 
_i 
program: pott!nt·i~l ~onflict sources; 'benefits of a 
preceptorship program and the nature of satisfactory 
preceptor rewards. 
Professional- Bureaucratic Conflict 
Professional..:bur~aucratic conflict;, is a phenomenon 
which occu'l'.a wJ thi~ m~mb'er.s of a profession who are 
employed in bureauora.t ·ic organizations. It is not 
s~.ci.fic t~ th~ nursing · profession but rather 9uts across 
all prQfessions. According to Kramer ( 1974), with the 
' . . advan~ing tid~ ·Of bureaucratization has come increa~ing 
' . 
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~ 
awareness and study of the conflict which is experienced 
-
by professionals emploved in bureaucratic settings,· and 
' . . , 
I 
the ad~ptations of both ma'n and organizptio"ns to t·he 
conflict. 
. ( 
Professional-bureaucrat!~ conflict has been 
recognize~ for some , time. 
, ' ' 
Scott ( 1969), ~hrough his 
research _into professfonal·-bureaucratic problems-Of • 
-
' . ' 
social workers, identified four area~ of conf~tct with 
respect to task: 
1. Re~istance of professionals· to · bureaucratic 
rule_s. Rule~ . are required in bureaucratic 
systems in order to more efficiently organize 
. -
the work e·nvi'ronment. Professionals are 
educated to exercise independent judgeJi:tent 
' 
·rathet""'than render service t9 clienl:s based on 
• 
! ' 
sets of ru~es ~and regulations. Loss ·of autonomy. 
.. ' 
., .. 
. . 
which is contrary to the ·professional'l 
orientation results from bureaucratic -· 
structure • 
. 
2. (1 • ~jection· o~ bureaucratic standards by 
rofessionals. The standards of qureaucratic 
~ 
organizations -are pre~ise arid concrete while the 
• profes~i.Clllal' s orientation is· based on changing 
standards which are flexible . to allow for 
• 
incorporation of new knowle.dge_and. id·eas. 
Moreover, acceptance of n~w ideas in the / \ ., 
,. 
'• . 
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practice setting frequently lags behind the 
incorporation of these i~eas into the learning 
~ . 
,. . 
setting. Thus individuals transferring from a 
lelrning to a practice sett"ing are likely to 
ex-perience conflict in standards. 
15 
3. Profes~ionals t'nd to res~st burea~cratic 
4. 
. •,, . . 
supervision where authority arises from 
position. In·the profe~sional realm, authority 
ar~ses from kDowledge a~d compet,nce. In~ 
' 
~urea~~racy, xhose in authority in "the hierarchy 
frequently - have litti"e knowledge of th7 
. . 
professional. practice · they .are· supervising. 
. ' . ,...... .. 
This is ~ · primary source of p_rofe.ssional-
b~reaucr~tic conflict. 
Conditional loyalty to the. bureaucr;cy exists 
for .-the professional·. . Whil~ the bureaucratic 
---. • • 0 
/ 
system rewards members for loyalty to a given 
institution, the professional system promotes 
r 
opport~nities for mobility~ for . its members.' > 
. ., 
~anctions are maintained through i~ternalization . 
. 
of t~e professional cod~ which. reguires loyalty 
I' .• 
to its behavioral expectations. Conflict 
between the two loya!ities serve as a sou~ce of 
.. ' 
· dissatisfaction. 
-· 
• 
.. 
: 
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Kramer (1974) holds that professional-bureaucratic 
conflict results from increased bureaucratiza~ion and 
professionaliz~tion as well as an increase in the number 
of professionals employed in bureaucratic organizations. 
. . 
She also maintains that professional and bureaucratic 
systems of work. organization lead to conflicting 
loyalties. 
Corwin. (cited in Kramer, 197 4 ).; from his 'study of 
professional~bureaucratic role conflict in nurses, 
. . . 
' . 
, • • • . • ,.. 'I· 
main_ta1n·s that ·n.ot only do profess·ional ~onceptions 
16 
·interfere with bureauc.ratic values ~t a'lso, that both· of 
. . ' ' . 
, these interfere with ,tradi tiona! ~rsing values. Any 
I ' 
profession~! can and'does hold the~e value orientati~ns 
' . 
simultaneously. The qurse, · Corwin contends'· holds some 
loyalty to each of; the institution, the patient, and 
~ . . . 
. 
the P.rofession. The relative emphasis and priority of 
loyalities give rise to potential conflit~ . 
. 
Corwin found .. tha~ a period o_f great conflict occurs 
for the~rse· upon : ~raduation from ~ursing school and 
employment into a hospit~ setting. P~ofessional ideals 
stressed in school now· co~ront ·bureaucratic principles! 
Corwin asserbs that this conflict exists for diploma 
~ . . 
nursing graduates as·well as degr~e graduates, perhaps to 
~ . 
. 
a."·· greater e·xtent in the latter. . Indeed in his study of. 
~ I • 
'profesErfonal-bur~aucratic conflict in nurses, he found 
/ 
.. 
. . ' ., 
"' · 
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·this to be the case. Kramer (1974) contends th~t much 
ha8. happened in nurslng Since t ·he ~Orwin St~dy WhiCh I 
. . 
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would tend to bring diploma and degree graduates'closer -
in orientation with both ~xperienci~g 1imiliar probl~ms 
in role transition. 
Other Sources of Conflict for Nurses 
.. 
Blau and Scott (cited in,Hanson, 1976) identified. 
internalized ethical code and peer control structure of · 
-.. " • f 
professional\systems as potential sources of conflict for 
nurses. Another source of conflict for nurses identified 
by Benne and Bennis (~ited in Krame~, · 1974) .is the nurse-
doctor conflict. Nurses on the one-hand have been 
•. 
. . 
primarily oriented in the behavioral sciences while 
doctors have been orie~ted in the biological sciences. 
Nurses thus value communication principles and skilrs as 
the basis of their relationships with patients~ do~~ors 
utiliz~ a biolog·ical .approach. .'~'he dilemma for .the nurse 
. 
is that she ~xp~cts to function with-professional ·~ 
' independ~nce of judgement which is b~haviorally oriented 
while the doctor expects her t~ function as an obedient 
extension of his biologically-based prof~ssional 
judgement. Nursing schools and ,~ur~ng associations' 
. 
reinforce the nurse in her self-image ·as an autonomous 
-professional while many doctors do not hold this image of .. ·~ 
V the nurse as a professional· colleague. 
. \,> 
. . I 
~· . 
_ ..... 
........ / 
'., 
• 
.. 
• .. 
,. . 
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Re~lity Shock in Nursing 
Morrow (1984) describes 'reality shock' in nursing 
as ttte discrepancy between expectations and actual 
• 
reality. She ~elieves that all of us go through t~e 
stages of reality shock in each. new job but the effects 
a~e most pronounced in our first professional position . 
• 
Minor and Thdmp,on (1981) cite the four phases of 
·;, reality shock exp·erien·ced by new nursing graduates. The 
:, 
I 
first is the. ~honeymoon phase when' ev~erything is 
. wonderful~ the joh·,_ the supervisors and. the patients . 
. . 
Ev_erything is seen··. th,.rouCJ~ rose-colored '!Jlasses~ 
Gradaally this .phase; passes .~and t~e shock -'phase ·. sets in. :' 
I ' ' 
OUJ:ing this ph_ase depression · occurs, the job aoes not 
.· . 
seem great any more, the s~pe~vi.ors are harsh and 
... 
c~i'cal, and the patien~~ become ungrateful and 
demanding. Nurses -ig tpfs phase are frequently 
. 
exh~~sted, apathetic and unhappy. Th~re is a wide 
d~screpancy between ho~ they believe nursing ought to be 
and h~ it. ~ct'ually is.. The third phase of recovery 
occurs through v~rious me~ns. ·The nurse may move from 
job to job looking for the ideal situation, she may 
' . J 
abandon values learned in nursing school and accept the 
. 
org~ntzational prevailing values, she may return-to 
school to escape the real world or she rmay abandon the. 
,•, \ 
profession altogether·. The finar phase is one~of 
f(~ 
,. 
• 
' --.... --
I 
. .);. 
... 
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.• ·;J 
r~s~lut~o~ which methods of coping with the conflicts 
are found and internal conflicts become resolved. A 
compromise is struck· between the id~al and reality. 
Bushong and)Bi~ms (1979) identi£y·the problems · 
... 
' 
encountered . by new members of the nur&tng profession when 
they first enter today's aren~ of nursing practice' as a 
lack of clinical competence· to cope ~ith the 
.responsibility resulting from an increased patient load . 
• 
. The knowledge ba&e exists ,but · the ·technical s~ills 
ne.cessary-'to cope with th~ fas.~ ' pace of most clinical 
setting.s are not well: devel_oped. :. --The student is 
: responsible for carin.g for one to thl:ee ·pa,tients. It 
. . . / /, ~ . 
com~~ as a greax shock when after graduation, this 
~ · responsibility expands to eight to fifteeq pati~nts. The 
\ 
. ·~ . \ 
skill potential is present but practice is needed. 
~ 
' The knowledge explosion and !~creased technoiogy in 
... / 
the .health care ~ield add the!~ .. share df stress • 
. 
Addi t,.ional shock a·rises from the organizational 
., 
framework o£ the pract~ce settin~Most new nurses h~ve 
li tUe know~ edge _of'. governance, ~udgeHng, staffing and 
politics of the health care sy~trm. Moreover, students 
have been prep~red by their schools for idealized 
practice which many educators argu·e is necessary if high 
ideals are ·~o be strived for. in ~ursing practice. In 
. ... 
• 
m~ny instances, new graduates are expected to perform as 
• 
.. 
• • •• I .. 
- . 
\ 
I · 
I 
~ . 
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I 
experienced nurses due to the budg~ary rest~ints which 
result in nurses being in. short supply. Kramer -·(1974) 
describes the resulting phenomenon which arises in new 
graduat~s···as reality shock. 
May (1980) found that new nurses use words such as 
'frightening', '~onfusing', 'demanding', 'strange', and 
'stressful' to describe their first work experience. 
· · Schmalenberg and Kramer (cited in Morrow, 1984) found in 
their StUdy Of the ef•feCtS Of I real! t)' SbOCk I and 
'bicultural trainin~' on role transformation in new 
: : -:- "", 
/ .· . . . 
nurses that role .conflict exists and role· transformation 
' ; ' .. ( 
from stude~t to·graduate nurse is inhibited. 
. , 
Waters, Limon and Spencer (1983) contend that 
"' difficulty exper~enced by neophyte nurses experiencing 
-t~eir first job leads to ·some graduates changing jobs 
wi-t-hin a few months wh-ile others w~ thdraw from. nursing 
practice. ' These nurses are unable to resolve role 
• 
conflict and their job performance leads to 
dissatisfaction~ 
. 
Nursing servic~and nursing education have Afor many 
years disagreed over. whose responsfbil~ty it should be·~ 
prepare nurses to cope with the demands of realist!~ 
' 
nursin9 practic~. Many other professions provide for the 
tra~sition from student to competent practitioner throu~~ 
. -;. 
practice in the workplace under the supervision ·of a ..f' ~ . . . 
.. -~ 
. . 
\ 
• 
. ~' 
0 • 
-·- -- ---- _ ' __ ,._ ._ . .:_ -
-
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competent member. of that profession, for example: law, 
medicine, enginee;ing, accounting. Mi~or and~hompson 
(1981) believe that new graduates need a structured 
environment in which to make the transition from student 
to employee to enabl~ them to operationalize school 
. -idea~s and develop their abili.ties in th~ areas of 
. . judgement, ' problem solving and organization. 
-The Effectiveness of Preceptorship Programs 
Preceptorsh~p programs have be~n developed to 
minimize the .conflicts and p~oblems experience~ by new 
graduates entering -the work· force. Morrow (1984) reports 
' - --r---·- I.....__ 
that preceptorship is ba~ed on the mento~ conc~pt 
. 
tradi-tionally used in business and indu~tty. This is a 
formal or informal relationship between an older, 
' . 
succes~ful, established individual and a younger one 
w'i..th the established person counselling and supp~rting 
the inelperienced one to promote orientation and 
advancement i~ a business or professional career. ' The 
. ' 
mentorship concept has 'been common for ~any decades in 
the bUsiness community bu't is a relatively recent one in · -
~-
the nursing field. ··The preceptor in .nura'thg is g~nerally 
a staff nurse who guides, teaches, counsel's, supports, 
----- . ,. . . ... . 
role r:nodels ,_and .inspires the novice for a fixed ana/or-
: limited period of time. . I 
.· ~
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Morrow further asserts that a variety of factors have 
brought about recent inter~ in preceptorship programs. ·-
T.hese factors include today's environment of economic 
restraint in the health care sector with resultant staff 
cutbacks, the inability of new nurses to assume 
responsibility for large patient loads and the lack of 
advancement opportunity fol experien~ed nurses on a 
clinical level 
McGrath 
. 
dside. 
(1978) found that·a preceptorspip 
I 
·pr:og.ram helpe~· 'bridge th~ gap' between student and 
They reported that ·a~ their graduate nutse roles. 
•, 
... . . 
institution preceptors, stude~ts, staff, administration 
and physicians believed that the preceptorship program was 
successful and should be continued. Friesen and Conahan 
(198~) · have found that a precept~rship program· is~ vi~bl~ 
. and efficient mechanism o~ . assisting new graduates to 
assume the role of a professional nurse.-J 
. . 
Chickerella and Lutz (1981} state that preceptorship 
in nursing provides professional nurturance to 
inexperienced nurses through exposure to eve~yday 
. / ' 
·practice and frustrations of nursing. It provides 
.opportunities for discussion and working ~hrough 
professional-bureaucr~tic conflict with a role model. 
\ 
't~ylor •and Za~awsk1 (1982) report in their study of · · 
., 
a~ preceptorsh~p progr~ that it is a cost ef,ective 
\ . 
• 
·- . ______ ______ __,__ ___ __,___,__,_ 
\ ( . 
.. 
.· 
,. 
( ..... .. ,~ 
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\ . 
\ 
' . 1-
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·' 
approach to solving the problem of reality shock. · Lee 
and Raleigh (1983) repprt that a significant decline in , 
the attrition ~~te of re~istered nurses (ftbm 37 percent 
' 
student to staff nurse. They held a realis~ic view of 
' . 
their registered ·nurse role. remained longer in their 
. first jobs and received greater satisfaction from direct 
~~ati~nt : care. Walters ~1981) found that students rate 
preceptorspip progr~ms very f~vourably in assisting 
their transition into the work setting. Hartin (1983) 
~ . .,. 
"' 
• • .repo~ted that stu~ts reportecl that role modelling by 
experienced nurses increased their sense of competence 
and confidence and much of the reality sho«k 
dissipated • 
' 
The Role of . the Administrator in Designing and 
Implementing a Preceptorship Program 
Waters et .1a1: ( 1983) report that imprementation of a 
l 
preceptorship model is a more complex undert~king than 
.most curriculum changes because of the requirement for 
• 
; 
' 
..... ,.' .. . , _, 
~. ~ ' ' · ~· .- . ' ~ ~ -· .. . , . .-. 
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inceptive, detailed planning· with nursing service 
. . 
departments. The responsibilities o~ hospital and school 
. -
admi~strations ~ust be clearly-identified and joint 
. t;eaponsibili ties negotiated. Responsibilfties of the 
· school relate to class scheduling, establishment of j 
Jstudent learning objectives, preparation and ass.igning of 
faculty li!ison members and_preparation and support.of 
.. the preceptors. The hospital's resp.oRsibil i ties-· relate 
to recruitment of pr.eceptor~, work ass.ignment s~heduling, 
repognition ana rewarding. of th~ preceptors. Joint 
responsibi~ities relate to cont~actual agreeme~ts between 
_--..~. : the school and hospital, commun1cation chaQn~.ls ·and · 
financial arrangements. 
· The . school administration must seek the support of 
. . 
hospital ~d~inistfation if a preceptorship progfam is to 
-; 0/ - · 
be implemented. in other words, the · conc.ept of the 
program must b~ marketed to hdspital administr~tions. 
Kotler (cited ih Morrow ~ 1984) sets out · three conditions 
. .. ._~ 
for successful mar~et1ng: (1) ·two or more parties must 
be potentially interested in making .a exchange; (2) 
.. ( ~ 
each .party must possess something of nter~st to-the 
I 
other1 and (3) each party must be capable of 
communication and delivery of the valued item.. School 
. I"" .. 
administration must consider the ramifications of a 
pre~eptorship program a'tld attempt to· a~cipate where 
.... ,· 
.. ' ' 
·.· 
: . . 
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. 
resistance to change will be encountered; Acknowledging 
the ~ther parties' concerns and responding to them in a 
f • . 
positive factual manner are essential~ Identifying key 
. . 
people in the organization whose support is crucial is 
4. important: for example, nursing supervisors and head 
nurses. If these person~ .are invol·ved in planning the 
.project, they will tend to s~pport it. 
The Nature of·Faculty and Preceptor Roles and 
Responsibilites in·a Preceptorsbip Program 
. . 
.Waters et ~1 •. ( 1983) outline the faculty -liFtison 
. . 
' . 
r~l~ in a prece!torah~p progr~S)On~· Of providing 
. training, guidance and support >~r preceptors. They meet 
. . ' /. ' 
daily with prece~~o~~ to ~~t~ ~tudents', ~rogress, ~ 
disru~~ their. le~rnin~ ne~ds ~ and · act as a soun_dfng board 
and resource perpon for preceptors. ~aculty li~ison . 
.. 
members are. re~ponsible for assisting with th~ s~lection 
~f.preceptQrs, ~rganizing and conducting seminars for 
preceptors to educate them regarding their role and for 
. asssisting with student evalua~ion throughout the 
program. 
.I . ~ The role of the preceptor is one of role model, 
. . 
supervisor, ·guide and ~eacher. She retains her 
25 
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. .. 
responsibility for patient care and additionally assumes ~ 
-J- ·' 
' 'l 
h' 't:l ~ 
' . , .. 
,. 
' .. 
the responsibility of guiding the ~tudent. She is 
responsible for reviewin9 the·s~udent's wee~~ objectives 
;. 
to;;• 
':, '; t • • 
···.·; :·c::_:: ... :.- ;:-~~ ·: ..... : ..~ ... :.:·,_· ... · ..  -.(. _: .·. .· :~ .. .. ... -'-.· .... ··· ·> .. :. 
' . 
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' I I' I ·- ~, 
and guides her through selected clinical lea~ning 
-experienc~s to meet the objectives. She provides daily 
feedback to the student regarding her performance and 
r . 
provides a written evaluation to the student at 
\ 
mid-rotation and at the end of the e~perience. She , 
-
confers with the faculty liaison throughout the 
·-
experience. 
' 
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Morrow (1984) concurs with the preceding description 
or role and responsibilities of faculty liaison and 
preceptors. She addsrthat preceptors act as social 
~aci~itators, ea~ing the integration of stud~nts into 
unit function~ng. 
. Helmuth an'a..:.Qurberski ( 1980·) identify ·further guides 
. ., 
to. the preceptor role. These include ·d.ernonst.rating 
.. 
collaborative practice with other members of the health 
team, and stressing patient and family education 
~tilizing community re~qurces. 
/ Changes Necessary in Hospitals or Schools·to 
. . . ( 
Effectively Operationalize f Precep~orship Program 
Limon, Bargagliotti and Spencer (1982) state that 
preceptorship programs .necessitate changes in the staff 
~l nurs~ and faculty roles. The staff nu~se in ass~~ing a 
, • 
" .. 
.. preqeptor role is no longer responsible s~~ely for 
patient.care but also assumes.the mentor role in guiding 
the student. Changes occu~ for the preceptor in the 
.. • 
I, .. 
1 . 
.. 
" 
··~ · 
' . . 
1 ., 
• 
l. . 
• 
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amount of time needed for meetings, to guide the student 
and to provide ·feedback . . The faaulty l~aison members in 
J •• 
acting as~resource persons must meet re~ularly (usually ' 
dailyf with the preceptors. They muat also be available 
to them by phone or trace~s for the ent~re shifts that 
' . This is a change students and preceptors work together. \ . 
' 
in the faculty role in terms of req.uired availability • 
. The hospital has a responsibility to schedule , 
. 
preceptors and students for one joint assig.nment and to 
. ' develop a work schedule.for preceptors so that double 
. - ' 
shifts are avoided and ~floating" to other wa;ds where 
staff shortages e?Ci.st · is kept: to a mfnimum. The Schoo·l 
' has a responsibi-lity to prepare an orientation- program· 
I . 
for ·~he preceptors that ,includes descriptions of rol~s, 
communication s.kills, teaching/ learning theory, 
. 
Ptroviding feedback, evaluation and value~ 
, . . 
clarification. 
Sources of Conflict Potential and/or Probl$mtJ 
AssociateQ with Preceptorship Programs 
Inadequate selection or ·preparation of preceptors is 
• • 
one area where probtems may arise. ·Murphy and_Hammerstad 
. . 
. . . . 
:~ .~ .. :·'. < ... ( \1:~.8.1) state that i~ order for p~ecep~ors to be able to 
. : r , ; •• ,_. ~ t~o:n ,effectively t~~y must be ~ompetent clinioal 
' '~- - . . . . 
nuts~s, have demohstrated leadership ~kills ~nd teaching 
ability and be warm, sincere, cariilg indiv~duals. ThJ' 
. ' 
. . 
. l . " . . . : ~ . - .. · •' : " ' ' 
• 
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. ) 
orientation program for preceptors should include 
knowledge of reality shock in nursing, role 
transformation whi~ th~ new nurse must ~ndergo, the 
. 
helper and counsel~or 1fle and now to p~ovide.feedback. 
. . 
Another potential pr6blem area is that of not · 
; v 
providing 'sufficient time for the preceptor to carry out 
her role. " Goldsberg (1917) notes that adequate time'is 
• 
necessary to carry out the ·pre~eptor(Fole. 
Morrow (1984) says that a common. pi~~all of 
preceptorships is that · insuf~icient time is allocated to 
• 
school coordinators and facul~y . liaison.who organiz~ the 
' ' 
programs. Adequate time is required to organize the 
\. 
-program's teaching content, choose . prec·eptors ·and train 
• .! 
• 
them, to provid-=: ~~ ... qgoing _support, and· guidanc; o'f ··"" · 
preceptors, to discuss student's progress and to re~iew 
I 
. . 
and· revise . the program periodically• 
. ~ 
sqe also .cautions 
regarding interpersonal ' conflicts among those involved 
' . 
in the program.' Negotiating with others anff 
\, 
incorporating .them into the planning phase of· the program 
can help reduce conflict. Precept~r burnout also~must.be 
watched for. '.They shoul·d be offered perio.dic breaks from 
precep~ng. · Obta~ning adequate~ time a~ay from t~e • 
. . ' c~inical area .for preceptor · trat!Un~j' can be. another 
' conflict area wh.t.ch needs to be neg"6tiated with nursing 
I '• 
~ administration. 
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·-
T~, Benefits of Preceptorship Programs 
Preceptorship programs have been. · -s~own to be 
beneficial in several areas. Water~ et al. (1983) cited 
the following benefits of the program instituted at 
, Oh~·f.me c.oM.e~: the student;s wert:r'·able to pt'actice 
. , ~ .. : c. . .. ~ • • 
n~~.ing .skills iJ1 a real work situat.ion as· well as use 
. · pr~blem-solving. i:echriiq~~.s; ,it inc~ased the ~urdng role 
accountability· for nursi~: stud~nt~J ini~iation into the 
· hospital protocol oc9urred and ·the studeitts began to, ' 
.. ,:~~ 
. ' ~ 
deve)op a peer _group and ·suppor~ · group system within the · 
_ ... 
& . . 
hospital~ -they learned to f~.mction within. organizational' 
. '\ ... . 
constraints imposed on n~rs~ng practice in hospital 
setti!lgs;-they!had-an~ppor-tuni ty to prActice ·the· nurse 
\ . 
r~le as . it exi,pts -tiot as they are ~taught it should be: it 
- . . 
afforded stucfents the opportun1ty to practice .and assess 
. . .. . 
" ' . ' ' ~ 
·their own p~rformance in a.real life ·setting. · 
t • " • 
May (1980)-believes th~t the precept~r role give~ 
~ -
op~rtunity to· formall.'y recognize and promot_e clinic~! 
' compet~nce of the staff nurse. Additionally, it fosters 
.. 
among nurses ·the at~~tude of collegial shari-ng :of 
. . I ; . 
knowledg~ and· ideas with n~w members of the profession. 
· Ch~ckerelle-end Lutz (1981) state that 
. . ., 
prec~ptorships pro~ide prqfessional nurturance to ·~ 
:A'!t.~. other . be.nef.i ts n'oi:ed inc 1 ude: the studeOt 's 
~ , expoa~ ~o everyday ·nursing practice ~ith its 
1 
. . 
• I 
. ,. . . 
. .. ..  
' 
.. . 
c 
. .. 
• 
) 
·•. 
t 
frustrations; opportunities to dis~uss and work through 
professional-bureaucr~tic conflict wi~h a meritor: 
opportunity to assume' increasing responsibilities in a 
controlled si t~ation·. 
30 
Roell ( 1981) states that new nurses are competent in 
clinical nursfng skills and~ are mo~e fami1 iar with 
' -
sta .. nd·ard~ of m:~rs ing pr·actfce once they·. complete a 
.. 
~receptorship program. She added ·that . precpptorships 
•. 
~etitted a ~ra'dual tr~nsition fr~m .-the stud~nt,· 
practitioner role •i.n a controlled.,atmosphere ·of 
.. progressive responsibility. 
i. 
Dobbie and Karlinsky ( 198!') helieve_ that ·· ~ 
preceptorship affords the benefit to the student .of . .. 
o I p I 
assessing professional attributes and values of a role 
. 
model in a realistic setting. Walters. ( 1981) h.as found 
. . ; . . -
th~t a pre~epto.rsh~p · program allows the development of 
F 
' 
considerable trust between facul'tY and prece.ptors 'which 
- . 
often carries over into- exploration of other areas of .. 
professiortal concern to both part.ie·s • 
. \ 
\ . 
\ 
The, Nature of s.atisfactory Rewards for Preceptors 
' \ . \ -Prec~tors ;a rely receive. monetary rewards for their 
role • . Howe~~\,' .there are othe.r rewards .which have been 
-found to be sa~isfying to them. Dell and Griffith ( 1977) 
teport that nursing 
reeognized by .other 
~taff who act .as. pyeptor~ are _ . 
stafof members {S-having increased 
I 
- ... 
, 
• 
( , 
. 
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•' 
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• . ·~ 1ti 
' 1 .. . ... ~ 
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• 
status in the institution and the preceptors themselves 
report greater job satisfaction. 
Morrd~ (1984) say~-that generally only hierarchial 
advancement has been available to staff nurses . 
. selection as a preceptor recognizea the staff nurses 
' . 
clinical skills and provides personal rewards through 
assisting the soci~lization proce~s of a new and 
!!)experienced nurse,· although generally no monetary 
. 
/ 
reward is given. Knauss ( 1980) .believes that th~ 
31 
· • preceptor role allows the m~rse an opportunity to 
ve{balize her own reality shock and to participate in a 
positive manner .~o reduce it for 'others. 
Turnbull (1983) states that the reward aspec~ of 
nursing work is not _well id~fied nor developed to 
...... ~ • .. I 
_ · · .·J.Wpport professional or organizational-9oals. She 
. \ .. 
believes that reward mechanisms need to be ·ari' ·integral 
. 
part of planning preceptor programs. Preceptors qften 
state. that working with students, ·sharing their 
profess~onal '"knowiedge and experien'ce and watching the 't ; 
studen~s grow professionally is rewa~ding. However, 
preceptors themselves identify the need for additional 
rewards. Some additional rewards suggested by Turnbull 
\ . 
a~.e·: lnvit'ing preceptors to parti'cipate in curriculum 
.. 
development, involving them in workshops or inservice 
. I 
Ill 
education related to their area of expertise, providing 
• 
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. , .. 
. - · 
-
them with cla~sroom and seminar t;.eaching opportunit\.es, 
as well as seeking their assistance in other aspects of 
clinical teach in~. ·The educator may also consult the 
preceptor for advice on materials for publication or 
public presentation. 
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- CHAPTER III 
..... -_ ___.,. ""' ........... 
THE INTERNSHIP 
.. 
An internship is intended to promote and develop 
professional ~administrative competence and skill by 
assigning the intern meaningful tasks to fulfill. The 
. , ·. 
internship is designed for comp~tent candidates who have 
limited administrative experience in educational 
_ - ·leadership_ experiences. 
In. order to complete the Master's degree in 
~ ' Ed\acational Administr.ation at Memorial Un~ve.rsi ty of 
Newfoundland, an internship may be undertaken. The 
University identifies three major types of internship 
acceptable to the Department of Educational 
Administration. The diversified internship emphasizes 
experience in a variety of areas tp give the intern a 
. , 
bro,_ overview of the field of educational 
~~~stration. The speciific internship emphasizes more 
c.focus.ed experiences leading to, ~xposure . to one particular 
. \ . 
area of administration. T_he .thfrd type of internship, 
.. 
that of the integrated approach, combines poth the 
diversified and the ~pec:ific. -- - r· 
This internship made use of th'e specific approach to · 
• . 
study prec:eptorsh ip programs in selected colleges. 
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Special emphasis was given to the nature of effective 
preceptorship 'programs, the administrator's role in 
design', ... imple~entation and reduction of· cQnflict 
·' ... ' ' ' , . ~ .. ~ ... 
. ·, .. 
potential in opeYationalizing a preceptorship program, 
and chan9es deemed necessary in existing hospi tai~ and . 
' nursing schools to accommodate preceptorship ,...._ 
·prograJ;nS. 
. 
Placement' and Duration of Stugy 
) 
. ' 
The internship took place in· four well-recognized 
college based nursing schools offering·preceptorship 
. . 
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programs.. These colleges were located at Ohlone College, 
Fremont, 'California:- British Columbia Institute of 
,. Technology, Burnaby, British Columbia:" Ryerson 
, : 
Polytechnical Institute and Seneca Colle~ both in 
.. 
Toronto, Ontario. Visitations to these ~olleges gave 
exposure to a ~ari~ty oB programs based in the United 
. • I 
Stat&s and Canada. The Ohlone College program was one of 
the first preceptorship programs and was,developed wi{h 
\ 
. 
the assistance of a Kellogg Foundation grant. · 
The nursing programs. visi~d closely pa~al·l~l thY 
hospital-based diploma nursing programs in Newfoundland 
• 
·. 
...... ' 
·--~· 
in length and in program content. / Students. graduating .~ 
,_/ 
. t • / .-
from these programs are eligible to· write .. nur·~~ / / 
registrat.lll~aminations i~ their province o~ ~tat.e and 
' j 
practise ·as registered nurses upon success~ul completion. 
d 
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J, 
While. visiting these colleges, issues related to 
. . 
structure and organization of suc~essful preceptorship 
programs were explored as were so,urc,s of conflict 
potential.- Additionally, the administrator Is role both 
in the de·sign and implementation of such a program was 
addressed. ~he chan~es required in existing insti tytions 
and/or school settings in orde.r to successfully 
" C?pe-ra~~onalize a prec~ptorshi~ progra~ were al~ :""' 
. ' 
explored. ~ One week was spent at each of the cot,lege~ and 
• J • ,_ ...... 
their affiliated 'hospitals agtC-~~ observer and to collect 
data-. 
Objectives of the Internship 
.. 
As indicated in Chapter I, the following ~'re the 
object~ves of ~his internship: ; "'-' 
1 • To determine the ef~ectiyeness of preceptorship 
1 • • ' " programs in fosterlng indeeendence and easing 
" ' ·~th.e transition of the inexi;>erienced nurse into 
the work environment. 
' 
, 2. To determine the administrator's role in· desi9'n 
. ' . 
and implement~tion of a prec~ptorship progr.!!m· 
.. .. 
3. To ascertain: .the na.ture of faculty and st~ff 
ro~es and responsi~'ili tl.ei/~ithin a ' 
., 
. \ ' . 
preceptorship program , I .. ' 
. . /~. 
I.· 
To determine . what ch C:s mutt be made in an 
\ 
. . 
existing hospital /or school setting to 
.. 
• . 
' I ' I ' -._/' 
.. 
.. 
p 
• 
• 
' . 
• 
..... 
t, .. 
5. 
6. 
7: 
...• 
- · 
• ..._ 
effectively operationalize a preceptorship 
program. 
;) , ~-......... , ~' 
To ascertain sources of conflict potential 
I 
' I 
and/or other pro~ms associated with· 
precep~orship programs. 
To ascertain the· benefi~s of preceptorship 
t 
programs to hospitals and nursing schools. 
I ~ 
To determine the nature of satis~actory rewards 
for preceptors • 
8. To consider the implications for the design and 
-~ implementation of a preceptorship program. 
I 
Methodology 
The method of research planned for this study was 
that of observer as nonparticipant. Vidich (1955) has 
this . to say o~ --the technique: · 
The partidipant-obser.vation technique ha" ' 
been of~ered as one of the best techniq~es on 
which to base prearranged obse.rva tional and 
structured interview categories. The_ usumption · 
is that, with ,his . gre"ater familiarity with the 
respondent's experiences and their mea~ings, t~e· 
parti"cipant observer is in the best position · tL 
draw up meaningful categQries. (p.85) 
Be~ker. and Geer (1967) also endorse the method for 
gathering data: ) 
... 
••• the observer participates in the dai~ ~ 
-life of the people under study,either op~n~y .•. 
in the' role of . resea~cher or covertlY. in sc;>me· · 
disguised. ro~e observing thi~gs that happen, 
listening to' what is said, and questioning 
people,over some 'length of 'time. (p.,322") · · 
I 
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I In this study, structured observation, that method 
which couples the flexibility of open-ended observat~on 
with the discigline of seeking certain types of 
• 
·structured data, was supplem~nted with informal 
discussion w~th_key administrative personnel: . 
· Opportunity was provided during 'the internshi-p to visit 
the hospita1i utilized by the schools . for their 
• 
preceptorship programs. 
, , 
Ohlone College School of Nursing 
,-· 
students. Students who had compldfed 
program were loc~ted in hospital~ iri·Frernont and San 
37 
\ Jose, ~alifornia. A convenience ··sample of-eight of those 
studeyls who ·had completed the preceptors hip program, and 
who ~uld be located at the time of the visit, completed 
.... 
the preceptee questionnaire. Eight preceptors who were 
on duty at t~e time of the visits to three ho~pitals in 
the area completed the preceptor questionnaire. These 
hospi tala were: washingt.Pn Hospital, Fremont~ Alexia.n 
Brothers Hospital, San . Jose~ a.,tld ~an Jose Hospital'·· San 
Jose. 
.· .. 
.1. BCIT School of Nursing had sixty stud~ts during . the 
year. Half of these were in the process ~ completing 
(?!, 
their precepto~sqip program . the remainder having 
. 
p~eviously completed • . A random selection of those in the 
__ p~eceptorship and a convenience samp!e o( previous 
... 
' , 
.· .. · ' ' .. 
.. 
. ./ 
" 
I . 
I 
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students completed eight preceptee questionnaires. Eight 
preceptors who were on duty at the time of the visit 
• 
completed t~e preceptor questionnaire. Hospit,lp visited 
in the Vancouver area were: St. Mary's Hospital1 Burnaby 
General Hospital: Lions Gate Hospital; Vancouver Ge~eral 
Hospital; and St. Paul'a Hospital. 
Seneca School. of Nursing had one hundred and 
for~even students. The prec:eptorship program ~as in 
f • • • 
progress during the visit and fourteen students, randomly 
s~l·ectt!d, comp~eted th~ preceptee questionnaire. Twelve 
preceptors, selec;.t1!'d'.from those who could be located on 
duty during visits to hospitals, ~ompleted. the preceptor 
questionnaire. Hospitals visited. wGch are assA~~ated 
~ ~ . ' with the Seneca program were North York General a_ospi ta 1 
• 
and York Central H~spital~ 
-.""-
Ryerson· School of Nursing hlld one hundred and· 
fifteen students. A convenience sample of eleven • 
students who had completed their preceptorship program 
were located · in local hospi tala ·and completed the 
preceptee questionnaire. Twelve preceptors were also 
located, and completed the preceptor questionnaire. The 
hospitals visited ·were Doctor's Hospital and Wellesl~y 
.. 
B~pital. J 
Nurs~ administrators and he·~~ ·nurses. from each of 
~he 
0 --t ' , . 
hospitals visited participated .in structured 
"·,.....:. 
I 
-~ 
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1-nterv iews. A total of ·eleven nurse administrators and 
. ~ 
fourteen head nurses who had participated in 
preceptorship' p\:ograms were interviewe.d. Four nursing 
I 
education administrators, one from each ~f the schools 
visited, also part-icipated in structured interviews. A 
total of eight faculty liaison members from the fopr 
schools Qf nurs·ing· ·visited comple~~d questionnaires. 
An opportunity was offered throug~out, the internship 
... .. tQ carry· on ·informal discussion with key admin-istrative 
~eople a,nd others~·nvolve~·~ in pr~ceptorship programs. 
Also, interactions between., preceptees and 'preceptor~ were 
observed. ·This was very helpful in supplementing the 
strUctured _data and in provi~ng valuable insights intO 
the effect~veness 'and administration of a precept&ship 
~ . : ~ 
program. . Additionally, printed materials related to the 
' preceptorship programs wer.e. furnis.hed by eaclbof the 
schools visited.• 
'\ - Instruments 
. 
si·x. instruments were uQed in this study: 
... 
questionnaires administered ~to preceptees, preceptors· and' 
. .. .,,. . . "'' 
faculty !faison members: and structblr~d interviews 
cond:ucted with head nurses, nurse administrators and 
. 
nursing education administrators. Structured inte.ryiew 
items ·were developed based on the conceptual model, the 
.. . 
. . 
review of literatu~e, and the re.searchei' s experience as 
···, 
/ 
• 
, .. 
. . , 
. ~ 
~~~' 
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. Q 
a nursing education administra-tor in a school of nursing, 
where students experience reality shock in their 
. ~ 
• I 
transition to-~e work environment. The questions in- the 
preceptee, preceptor and faculty Li.aison questionnaires 
were adapted fr~m a study of a preceftorship program 
~ 
pilot pro'!ject conducted by Ryerson School of Nur~ing, 
Items in the questionnaire for prec:eptees dealt with 
or~entation to the p~eceptorship, amount· and type of 
/ assis~c~ received, abili-ty to ~eet ·program o?jectives 
and satisfaction with the program. Items in the 
, , . I . . . 
preceptor questionn~ire dealt with orientation to the 
program, ability to teach preceptees, time allocation,' . 
input, into p~eceptee eva;.uation, and satisfaction with 
the preceptor · rol~. ~ 
. . . " ' . Items in the faculty liaison questionnaire dealt 
. 
. __ _..,. ·;· 
with criteria for ~receptor selection, -· the impact of 
4 • • 
preceptorship on the te-acher role, teaching ability of 
. 
prec~ptors, time ·availability and utili'zat~on, and the 
benefit of preceptorsnips. Items in the structured 
inter~ew for head nurses and ntH:'se admf.nistratOJ:"S dealt 
"' 
with benefit~ to the hospital and school of providing 
1
a 
preceptorship program, financial lmpl !cations·, . s~pport 
fFom funding agencies, ~ffectivene_ss of pr~c,ptorship · 
. · -~ 
programs, problti!m areas encountered and their resolution, " 
' . ' 
_effect of pre.ceptorsnip' on hospital and school staff, 
. . ' 
a.Rd the 'nature of ' a successful · preceptorship program .• 
I ' 
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Va11dity 
I 
The basis fdr the questions incorporated into the· 
. . 
questionnaires, for preceptee, preceptor and faculty 
lia.ison was obtained from a study of a preceptdrship 
I 
· pr.ogre pilot project conducted by Ryerso.n Po1ytechnica~ 
. -
Ins tit:ute. Nur.s ing staff, facu~ ty and nuEjse 
adminfstrators in Newfound1and were asked to review items 
' I Qo , 
in the questionnaires and st.ructured interviews and 
. . I . 
comm~nt on their cla;r~ty; precisiC?n, ·and a~propriateness .. 
Revisio.l'ls . were made to the questi<J'nnaires .. ~~d structured 
,. 
" 
interviews as de_emed necessary. ' · 
Analysis of. Data 
.oata from all COIJlpleted questionnaires and 
, 
structured intervi.ews were arranged in frequen<:y and 
percentage distributions. ~he proportions of total 
responses to the items ar.e given and discussed .. 
\ 
. .,-
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
' 
This chapter sets forth the findings .of this study . 
... 
The analysis of data is carried out in -keeping with the 
~ ' ' 
resea-rch questions of this study, directed towards an 
- . 
analysis o.f the b~enefit~ of prec~ptorship .programs in 
. . . 
nursing schools and the nursing education admini~rator 'a 
-4 . 
role and kn~wledge required· in designi~g .and implem~nting 
a preceptorship program. 
. .~ 
Findings are 'based on data obtained from 
~ . 
. ' 
questionnaires administered to preceptees,_ preceptors -.and 
faculty liaison members and from ~uctured interviews 
conducted with head nurses, nurse ad'ibinistrators and 
nursing ed~c:2t on ~dministrators. Materia1 in th~s · 
chapter is o . · anized so that each ~uestion posed in the .,. 
I • . 
statement of the problem i~ discussed in seque{lce. ..; 
t. ' t t 
Effectl~enes~Pre~eptorship'~ in -Easing Transition 
' . . . . 
.into the work Environment. .. 
Question 1: 
) ..; . / . ' ~ 
Are p-receptorsh.ip programs· beneficial in 
fostering independence and easing the 
... 
• ' . 
transition 6£ the inexperien'(:ed nurse into 
.. . ' 
- <\ . 
the work environment? / 
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The following items were designed to determine an 
answer to'this que~tion (See Appendix B): 
Preceptee questionnaire, items 1, z; 4-7, 11. 
Faculty liafson questionnaire, item 12. 
Head nurse structured interview, item 20 . 
. . 
Nurse administrator structured interview, 
item 6. • 
• 
Nursing education administcator structured 
'\ in'terview, i~em 1. ,_ . . . ~ 
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Item 1 of the preceptee· cj"~estionnaire .asked "Has the 
~receptorship .program_. ~s~isted you in t;>eing ab~e7to _car_ry. 
- a patient assignment . similiar to that ~'of a be.9inning 
. ... '- . . \ . . . 
· ~raduate?" Of the fo~-one returned 1 questionnaires, v 
- t , ... • 
thirty-eight responded in the· affi.rmative, one in the 
. . . 
negative and two did~not ·an$wer'the quest~on. 
' I o 
- • 1 
• Ite-m 2 of 
i the questionnaire asked "Was ~he prec~p~ or 
I ' ' 
another 
·staff member the' primary person in~olved in assisting you 
. . 
. '\ -. . . . 
to. meet your learning needs:?" Thirty-nine responded that 
• • I 'I I 
the preceptor was the -primary person involved and two 
. . i .. , • . :. ~ • 
indi~a~d t_h'at _i\nptheJ staff "member ~as t~e'· primary . . "' 
person inv~~ved. ·It~ 4 ~ed, "W~s the assist~n_ce ·you 
r_eqeived f~om your precep . too much, too little or just 
. ' ' 
~bout r~ght?" Thirty~~g t ~espqndents felt that the 
~ .. 1 .assist~nce rece;yed ~a~ just aboqt ri(fht, ·one felt it was 
. . . 
:· .. too·much-\ on'e .felt th~t .. it was too little and one 
..... . . . . 
{ . 
"" ... 
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I . 
.. 
student who had.two p~eceptor~, one in the first half of 
the rotation and another in the second half, · felt that 
one preceptor gave. too little help~and the other gave too 
much hf~lp. I-~em 5 -~ed res~ndents to "Comment o~e 
teaching ability o~the preceptor." Table 1 details the 
; ' ~ , . 
response to this item, showing tbe majority of 
' 
responqents made qpmments indicating their preceptor h~ 
g·ood 'Or excellent teaching ab.ili ty. 
,.,.... . 
Table 1 
Teaching Ability bf Pre~eptors 
~-
 Com~nts 
Good or excellent teaching ability. 
- I Gave good insig~t into the real world 
(of -nursing). 
Number n=41 
• 2~) 
- _ H.elpful and not overpowering. /-- 1 
Kind, willing to help and answer questions. 3 
Knew work, corrected me without embarrassing. 1 
-Adequate teaching ability. 2 
Too quiet,, did not give enough feedback. 1 
Did not answe~uestions. · /jY· . 1 
Di.d not. have go ~eaching approach. 1 
. fe 
- ' '" llctd two teachers during~ erience, , one good, ,.. 2 
one poor. l ' 
, I 
~/ 
... ,~J -. 
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Item 6 of the preceptee quest~onnaire asked "How 
• 
many shifts was your preceptor absent?" Thirty-one 
respondents indicated that their preceptors were absent 
• 0-2 shifts. T_abl.e 2 displays the responses to. the 
question. A 
' 
· i -
~ Table 2 ; 
Preceptor Absences 
• 
Number of Shifts 
P~eceptor Was 'Absent 
0 ·:; J..7 \ 
, 2--Y 
3 4. -
5 1>r more 
' 
Response$ 
. 12 
19 
4 
6: 
n=41 
• • 
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c Item 7 of th~ ~eceptee ques"'tionnaire asked "If your 
prec~ptor was absent, from WhOm were you able to get the 
assistance you needed?" Twelve students indicated that 
• their preceptor was not absent and therefore the question 
. 
., 
was not applicable, twenty-eight indicated that they 
l)eceived help from a,nother _graduate nurse, and 'one . 
. · ,... . 
indicated that sh~ received he~p but did not specify 'from 
whom. Item 11 ·asked "Do you feel the p~~eptorshi.P 
~ro9ram should be used for senior students in the 
~tur~?" Al.~ _:tor·~y~one respondents a·ns~~red .• yes'. Some 
added co~ents such· as:. "A}?solutely" 7· ",Pef~nite·ly" 1 ;J/ 
'can't imagi~e a nursing pro~ram without one"J "It was the 
.. . 
! 
,.. ' 
• 
I 
I 
' • 
I 
~ 
.. 
' 
t 
-
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best experience I had throughout nursing ;chool ~d it 
helped to build my confidence as a nurse a great deal": · 
"It's the only way to adequately prepare you to wotk as· 
an R.N."; ...... prepares for the real world". 
Item 12 of the faculty liaison questionnaire asked 
• 
"What is your opinion about the ef-fectiveness of a 
preceptorship program-·in easing' the transition of senior . 
. ' . 
. . 
• nursing students irito the .work environment?" There were 
... 
e~ght respondents td the questionnaire. All eight felt 
that the ' program was effective in easing tije transition 
of senior nursing students into the work environment~ 
Their comments were as follows: ~An excellent method and 
with properly selected preceptoQ; and- sufficient1 liaison 
• 
support, (it is] most effectivf"; "Very necessary (and) 
ben~fic~~l for senior studentj#to decrease stress. 
-.,. . . 
Without preceptors the senior students go from dependency 
/ 
to inappropriate independency too qttic~1y-resulting in 
fear, possible unsafe p~actice and disillusionme~t with 
I 
nursing": "The very best way if c~refully moni to-red- .b~ 
the fa c~ ;x>'P.erson • r • Essential" r ' "Essential ~I s·tudents -.. 
feel-~orjconfident and their credibility i~ definitely 
~ . / ' . 
enhanced!"; "It is an all ~a]round good experience, [it] 
. . 
demonstrates reality. Students like the independence": 
."For most, it eases them in. to a reality situation with 
SOJ1le assistance. For a few .this much reality is almost 
/ 
I 
~ 
.. . . .. ~ 
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too much"; hExcellent approach, has many advantages for t • 
stud~nts, preceptors, agency and school". 
Item 20 of the head nurse structured interview asked 
• 
the question."In your view how does'a preceptorship 
program ease the transition af the inexperienced nurse 
... . 1. / . 
into the work environment?" The fifteen...jlead nurses who ' 
were interviewed stated th~t it e~sed the transition by 
introducing them to team work, shift .work and basically 
. . . . 
the reality _of nur~ing, from the depend.ncy of a student 
to the autonomy required of a grad~ate n~e1 permitting' 
them to fi~ 'into their role upon employm~nt. Typical of 
their comments were "Studen~s are more aware of the ·:-<....., J 
reality of a situation . because they are working more 
closely with a staff member but yet without the total · 
. rasponsibility of an R.N. ·They become .acquainted with 
, hospital policies and procedures, the staff and the 
wo~ing~ of the unit": "I think' it makes her' [student] 
. , . :. 0 .. 
feel 11\0re competent,· she has a person to whom she can 
" feel allied, _ wh~ wiil help. They work well together. 
~ 
The ,R.N. [preceptor] ·will keep a close eye on the 
student, give he~ advice on hof ·· to handle the work load, 
set ~riorities": "It makes .them more comfortable· with 
.. . 
independent . decision-making·, · it offers addi tiorral 
' . 
- ' , clinical experience, it helps ease the pain of 'reality 
shock'\with the resource of an expe~ienced nurse 
t ,.. • 
I - ---
l 
., . 
~ 
' ·' 
-
' 
available to them. Also, there is the consistent 
resource of a role model · and it helps them see light at 
the end ' of the tunnel. Ha~ing ~ consistent r\le model 
encourages them to keep plugging. As a student you do 
not feel part of th~ decision-making process, the 
. ' 
48 
preceptorship helps them feel part of th~ health team". , 
Nurse administr~tor structured inte~iew question 6 
asked. ·u In your v~ew, ·does a pre:!Ptorship program ease 
transition inexperienced nurse ' the_ of the into the work 
.. ~· . 
., oJ . 
environment? Could you pleas~ ~omm~nt?" Of the eleven 
., 
nurse administ.rators interviewed,. one 'stated that it was 
r ' 
' ___.,.-
difficult to isola~e·the reason for adjustment to the 
. . ' 
work environment of new nurs~s as being related to 
preceptorship. Th~ remainin~en stateq that they 
believed that a preceptorship program eased the 
transition of the inexperienced nurse into the work 
. ' 
" • 
\.' 
environment . They made comments such as: "Definitely. 
It is ·a valuable experience in the ·reality of the work 
world. Without preceptorship, we hire people, oin.ves_t a 
lot .of' money in their orien~tion. ~ After a .couple of 
mo}lt~ these pe~pl,.e quit becLuse they can't hand~ . ij: ·. 
Ma~ of . these students in their academic performance are 
-
so concerned with principles, skills and· basic clinical 
theories that they do not get enough exp~rience in 
problem-solving an~ or~aniz~lnal activities. ·When they 
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I 
work with a role model they can see how all these 
. 
activities can be done· and they are aware that skills and 
theory don't suffer. They can meet all of the standards 
- . set down by the college .but they don't know how to do it 
when they get out in the work environment and how to 
integrate it into ~n eight-hour day. By watching a 
~ .. , ~ 
preceptor, those kind~ of que.stions and concerns can be 
answered. The professional-bureauc~atic interface can be 
addressed,"7 "Yes, I find they are more ~ompetel')t ~n 
' . 
<' ~eali~;with decisions, in planning·and implementing the 
' -
nursing process.. They ar,e more adaptable to change . · 
-- / . . . .. ' 
because they ~re more ~onfident ·in thems.el ves. "; "Yes, no 
question about it, . it is one of the bigges~factors in 
/ \ -
nurses coming back to .work here." 
,. ' 
Nur~ing education adm'inistrator structured interview 
., I 
question 1 aske~ the question "In your view, does a 
preceptorship program ease the transition of the 
inexperienced n~rse into ~h~ work environment? Would you 
. .,_ 
comment please?" Four nursing educatioq administrators 
were intervie,wed and all fou·r beli~v! that a 
' . ·. preceptorship program ~ase.s the transition of the 
-. 
--:-inexperienced ·nurse fnto the wor~ environment. Comments 
were: "Yes~ I really think it do,s.~ •• we used the buddy 
.system from the' start of our pre-graduate experien~e .. ~ - --­
in g·ener:al we felt [it] was valid enough 'that we moved to 
\ 
I • · 
i 
' I 
• 
.. . 
' • 
.. 
t' 
/ 
• 
• 
so 
' .. 
a more rigorous form, pr~ceptorship, that became much 
more prescribed."~ "In the case of our students we know 
' 
tha~ from the follow-up with the students themselves and 
from their new employers that the ~tudents do adjust more 
' 
rea~ily to the w~rk wo~lj. That's evidenced by the fact 
that it takes them about half the time to go through the 
hospital orientation program,·a~d the. hospitals feel more 
eo~fortable putting th~m on nights and allowing th~~o 
assume more management type of skills and higher leve.l~ 
aec~sion- m(\king skills."; · ''Yes, I think it provides .an 
.. 
opportunity during preceptorships for them ~o apply their 
. 
" knowledge, to integrat·e their · learning,' to increase their 
speed, to incr,ease their confidence and basically to make 
a bridge between being· a student and being a practising 
nurse." ' 
. 
Nurse Administrator's Role in Designing and 
Implementing Preceptorships 
Question 2: What is the nurse administrator's role· 
• 
both in design and implementation of a 
preceptorship program? (a) Financing: 
(b) Program; (c) Participant orie~tationJ ~~. 
.. f 
(d) Selection of suitable nursing unitsr I 
. . 
(e) Selection of prec~ptors~ 
' 
., 
The following item~ were designed to elicit answers 
.. 
to~his question c'see Appendix B): 
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Pr~ceptee questionnaire, items 3, 10 • 
. ))Preceptor questionnaire, items 1-4. / 
;~ Faculty lialson questionn,~r~, items 1-3. 
Head nurse structured interview, items 2-8, 
12, 14. 
Nurse administrator structured interview, 
i terns 2-4, e . 
Nursing education administrator structured 
interview, items 3-7. 
Financing considerations were addressed •in the 
I 
following i terns: Head nurs·e i terns 1 2 and 14-; Nurse 
administrator items 2-4; Nursing education administrator 
items 3-5." Item 12 of the head nurse structured 
Sl 
interview asked 11 Is it necessary to hire addit'ional staff 
for the unit while the preceptorship is in progress?" 
Fourteen head nurses ·responded to the question and all_ 
fourteen replied that it was generally not nec~ssary to 
~ire ~d~itional . staff for the unit during the 
. ~ 
• 
preceptorshlp. Item 14 1 of the head nurse questionnaire 
• i . 
tsked "Is_time of~ duty .granted to preceptors to attend 
. ~ 
preceptor orientation classes or do they have to utilize 
~ 
their days off?" Twelve of the fourteen respondents said 
that nurses receive paid , time Off to attend preceptor 
· orientation cla'Sses. Of .th.e remaini.ng two head nurses, 
• 
one saidr "In some cases they go on duty time, sometime" 
' 
- . 
. / ,' 
' ' \ •• • , . 0 · .. '\ . .. . ·. 
• 
,'"-: 
'· . 
. :t . ' 
' . 
./ ·~v 
~· . . .•. ~ • .• -. . 0' 
.\ 
.. 
.. 
' ~ .' . !..!..:!...:-_ _ • 
-
'. 
on €heir days off, depending on the day on which 
., 
\ 
orientation is' held."; the oth;e:r ;.h.e!ild nurses commented, 
0 
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"They have a one-day course and tha~ is a big problem: it 
.. 
·is not funded by the hospital or {the school). That , 
means they hfve to go on their own time . ·~ · " 
Ite~ 2 of the nurse administrator structured 
~ 
interview asked "What are- the fi~a~ial ~mpl~ations for 
the hospital of alprecepto~ship program?" Nurse 
administra~ors from ·eleven hospitals were interviewed• 
Variations exist in cos~ tb the hospitals fo~ · orientation 
of preceptors to their role an'd responsibil'i ties. 
. " Orientations varied in. the hospitals visited from 
one-half day to one full ~ay: Ni~e of the eleyen 
hospitals grant preceptors paid educational leave to' 
attend orientation sessions, one require~ preceptors to 
attend orientation on their own time and one will grant 
paid time, if it is a wo~ing · day. If it is held on a 
, 
day off, they are required to attend on their own time. 
A weekly Pt:eceptors' conference is held in·· the th~e 
hospit.als associated with one of the n.ursing -s~~ . 
J 
visited. Preceptors are given p~id ' time off to attend 
... 
< 
these conferences, and the~r absent time from the nursing 
units is doverld~oy the oth_er . ~~af! ~orki~g, on . the unit • . 
· Addi tiona! nurs·es hre . not hired to co.ver. ~his ;tent · ~ .. . 
time ; ""' Absent time on Qrientation days is generally 
I ·.·-
t r-~· 
' / ' 
I • 
' 
' ., 
., 
"' 
., . . _.· : ... :·!f' 
! ~ . 
• 
• 
, covered by the staff dn the nursing unit in all of the 
" 
.. 
hospitals visited~ aowever, extra staff may be brought 
.. 
in to cover absent time depending on the 
patients and acuity of care on the unit. 
nurse administrator'structured interview 
number of-
Item h of the 
aske/ "Does the 
funding source support the p~e-ce.ptorship program by 
. ....- providing_-~dequate funds to the hospital?" In response 
toJthls ques~ion~ ei~ht oft~~ nurse administrators~ho 
\ . ' . . . 
were employed in Canadian hospitals replied that they.do 
I)Ot receive ad~t.io~~l funds· ~rom. ___ ~h-~_ fun~· source. ~o 
I • - --- - ---------------------------.... - ........ -......._, 
provide for pr~ceptorship.· ?or example, f~nds to hi~e 
' . . 
additiona: s~af.f in_· order ~o reliev!!, prece,~rs for __ the 
orientation session are .not provided. The three nurse 
. . . 
.. . -
administrators in American hospitals responded that they 
do receive funds to replace preceptors during their 
orientation peribd: but the nurse administrators use 
their discretion in deciding if replacement i$ necessary 
based on the number of patient~ and acuity of ca~e. One 
. , ) . . 
o·f these_nprse .administ~ators stated that "... revenues 
. - ·, . 
~ from P!='<?V~s~~n of ~atient care prov.idt!~ funds to ~over 
preceptor co,ts." This is a different system of ·funding 
• than ex.ists in Canada ···where hospit~l costs are ·funded 
. . 
under the provincial· gove~nment hospital insurance 
programs. 
. fl 
, " 
Item 4 of the nurse adminis.trator structured 
interview asked •In what way is the hospital 
.. 
c ~ : I ' ·~;:: ' . . . 
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• 
Ai.\ 
administ~ation supportive of the program?" · ~11 eleven 
~-'- .... 
respondents'r~~rted basically that their admini&trations 
' 
are suppprtive by making their clinical facilities 
. - ~ 
available and permitting their nurses . to act as 
. 
preceptors. Typical of their response was, "From the 
,.J 
. 
point of view of participation, [we] participat~d right 
from the incep~ion of preceptorship programs. ~he 
. 
hospital is very cognizant of the fact~at as a 
community hospital we snould be .~orkin with communit~ 
. ~ 
colleg~s to prepare nurses· for the · fut re. They 
_... . . 
~ - . . . 
-' [hospital· administrators] are very supportive of· ·all 
-
concepts of educ~£ional programs.~ Also~ indications 
were that hospital administrators SUPPort these programs 
because they see th~m as an effective way to recruit new ' · 
staff members. Additionally, these new staff members are 
better oriented to the ~ork environment. 
. Progr~m consider~tions were addressed in the_ 
. 
following i terns: Head nurse i terns .2-6 and preceptee 
ques-tionnaire i terns 3 and 1 o. I terns 2-5 of the head , 
nurse structured interview asked "How ma~y patients do 
you·haye on this unit?" "What is the level of qare for 
these patients?" "Bow many,staff nurses do you have?" 
"How many preceptees· can be comfortably h~ndled . at ·one 
· 0 
time on your unit?" Table ·3 outlin&s the- responses to 
these questions of the fourteen head n~rses interviewed • 
'· 
' I 
, 
r·· , .. , 
.. • ....... 
.. 
.. 
.. . 
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.... I , 
Additionally, the responses g{ve direction in program 
planning, regarding the numb)r of preceptees that can 
'«'comfortably be handled on various types' of nursing units. 
All head nurses indicated that the preceptees are 
scheduled on different shifts to optimize the~ learning 
opportunities. • 
Table 3 
Nurnber of Preceptees Accommodated By Nursin~ · units 
Type of Number of · Number of n=14 
'• 
. 34 
40 
48 
41 
~0 
35 
25 
32 
48 ' 
~re \ 
Medical-Acute Cllre\ 
. .._,'!I • ) \, 
General ~urgery . 
Orthq)aedics-Neuranedical/ 
Surgical / 
<.- .1' 
Iw-caJ Step-Down 
Post-Partum 
sJrgical-orthopaedics 
Staff Nurses 
10 
5 
10 
30 
10 
25 
Medical Observation-Ir:ttense 11 
Post. and Antepartum /""" i 4 FUll time 
1 
• • 10 Part time 
12 FUll time 
10 Part time 
34 .. Medi;eal. Acute and Extended 12 FUll time 
10 Part time 
36 
32 
40 I . 
28 
. \ . 
::ral SU1'}eey ~ ) 
General s~w,,. 
Gene;al su~~ 
General Surgeey 
.. 
. <' 
12 FUll time 
20 Part time 
15 
12 
8 
Preceptees . 
3 
2 
5 
7 
2 
3 
1 
2 
'- -
3 .. 
2 
3 
4 
4 
2 
.., . 
~· 
~1/ ' .. 
. ' ... : ~ :. ·.i 
/ 
l 
.· 
' 
.\ 
. .. 
' ., . ' 
·r. . ' o ' , I 
' I 
Item 6 of the head nur~ structured interview asked "What 
• 
are the implications for unit fun~tioning?" .All of the 
· fourteen head.nurses interview~d felt that preceptorship 
. \ . 
' ' is a positive exp~rience for their staff which enhances 
\ 
unit functioning b~providiftg opportunities for growth of 
staff. It does n~pterf~re with unit functioning :as · • 
,../ 
~ ' preceptor and preceptee are assigned to the same shifts 
. ..~ 
and work together in providing car~ for the patie~ts~-
Examples of thei~' comments were: .... "It does not.interfere 
with functioning -of the unit, if anything it enhances and 
.. 
this is what my s~aff feel. It is good . to h~ve .students, _ 
' 
it is stimulating, it is challenging. You.· ha~e to s'eek 
out .an~wa~, you have· to refresh your .memory-, yo!J have tQ 
go back to the bo~s and a~k yourself why you are doing 
that. In some instances, the students will ~se 
questions t~at will make you take a look at [what ydu are 
I I 
doing]."; "They [precepteesJ. gave to. the 'staff and 
. ~ 
received from the staff certain knowledge. They took an 
l· 1 
interest i -n conferences. They .. gave inservices. so, I 
. ~ 
think they gave a lot to the unit~ The· staf.f came to 
feel more competent and able to do thinys they never 
• 
thought they co~ld.": "~t-· is a very pbsit~v~, 
adva~ageous thing bec~use it is 1 means of grooming a 
. 
student for a potential position on our ward or another 
.. 
.. -
-
.. . 
. ' , 
' ' ... ~· 
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ward, and it eliminates very longt extended orientations 
~ 
for, new. graduate~ ••• " ~ 
-Item 3 of the preceptee questionnaire asked "Was 
shift work a meaningful e~per~ence?" Of the forty-one 
. . A 
respondents, thirty-nine replied in the affirmative,, one 
'\ ~sta\ed that she-~~ n~t do shift work. but_ wished. that si~ 
.hadt and one did not ' answer the question •. Comments were: 
) 
" "'I~ . ~:.4\ . • . • - • 
•organization· aftd wh~'s. to be accomplished .is different 
... l. .. . ' - • 
for each shift and th~est w~y to learn this .s t~ 
-
- -experience 'tJ: first hand." 1 "Ga·v~ a rreali_stic picture of 
• • r 
• • d. what ~ursing is' {ike." 1 "It J!nabled me to see all aspects 
·. ·of care ••• th~ ~ay t:tid not. e(d at 3 p.m.~ · Pt:eceptee 
• 
. ' 
• ' • • ,!' . .• 
. . 
quest.ionnairl. Item 10 asked -~Ar~ there any . ch~nges which 
f ' r 
you- wc;;~ld suggest for · pre~ept~r~hi), programs -·of the 
' . .-. · 
future.?" One· student who changed precepto~s at mid-point "\ 
.. 
. 
'in . her .preceptor-ship pr.Qgram suggested_ that: only one 
preceptor_ shq':'_,__l:;~~e assign_e? ,~~r ~~~ole experie~ce'• .... 
Anoth~r student believed t~ey should~ minimum Wtge 
~~ - . . 
· during th~ prog;ram. Another s':lg<_l~sted that the program·, 
~·- · '~< • . . . 
'l ' 
. ; 
-
•. 
which vas fourteeri weeks in length, could have beep 
' !. lbo~tened•to ten we~ks; while another student from the 
same pro9r.ail, bel_ie.~cl' _fou'rteen \,eeks ~ ~atis~a~tor;,. A 
fourth sure.iti~n -~as . th~t . head· and ~taf~ h~S 4fhould_ -
be educated not". tel use 'prec~ptees as'' staff and not to 
' ,. . • • 4 t 
overifotJc. ~the p~ceptor.· Another felt t~at ptecep~rs \ 
. .. '. . 
_., 
• 
;! - ~ 
( .. _.:.- ~ 
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should 'be provided with an outline of skills ~~ch 
preceptees are permitted to ~&rform. It ~s also 
suggested that students should not be posted to chronic 
'ft · 
.. 
care settings. Another· ·student felt that a better 
training program was needed for .preceptors to ed~te 
.----· 
them to the fact that precep~orship was supposed _t.o be an 
'-, educ.atipnal experfe~~e • . Also, /gre~~r ~receptor , __ 
awareness of ~udents' limi tatiohs ''Was required. A • 
• student fro~ a ~teen_ week preceptorship recommended 
that it be l:ngth~ned by two months ~ ~llow (or~·afe'r• 
dev,elopment of leadership skills. It was fy.~:-tner · 
·. --
,.,, recomme11ded that the instructor· (faculty iiais~n) play a 
.. 
. ~ 
more visible role. so she c~ir really evali,Jate the student·, 
' ' ' 
and · not base her judge~~nt ~f the s5udent on_ -knowl~qe . 
from pre,)ious clinical __r_Qtations. · · ., 
Par-ticipant orientation· considera~ionl 
addressed in the following- "items: Nur$inq education 
~dminis~~ator item 7; Head nurs~ item 13; Faculty liaison 
. . . ~ 
.. · 
-i terns 2 ~ 3 r Pfeceptor L tems 1 and 2. Nurs'ing education 
administration i't'em 7- as'ked "What is . the nature of the 
·~ orientation program for· those. ·involved inj thtr · · 
~ . ) . 
. , - - • . I 
pre·ceptorship?" Three -of .the four ·school!s visited offer 
... .. . . 
~-a one-daylworkshop for ·preceptors,. the r maining school 
!> • ' \ • ' 
offers a three-hour ot;i'entation. ·.All or entations are ·· 
0 • • " • • 
"' •' . . . .... 
conducted by~ the SchQol ·faculty. - Soma spitals free 
c:r ' ' 
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p~eceptors for the whole day to attend the orientlt'tion_, 
, I 
o~hers for only three houre. If preceptors wish to 
! 
_._ 
·sg 
attend the remaindet of the orientation, they must do so 
~ , ., 
on their own. time •. Topics covereij during ·the orientation 
1 
are: tbe role of the precep~or: expectations of the 
-
preceptee1t how to evaluate1 teaching-learning · theory: 
legal aspects: .role~playing regarding how to give 
positive and negative feedback~ conflict resolbtion. 
'They· are also pr.ovided wlth a manual which· outlines their 
! 
. . ) 
role • . The full-day orientation was feit to be pr~ferable, 
, I 
·but the three-hour orientation which is minimal does 
allow preceptors to functio~ adequately in.their role. 
' 
Exper,i_enced preceptors z::eceive a·pp\oximat~ly_ a 1 i hour 
updating of policies and expectations. Preceptees 
. \ 
d \ 
'ir .. ~, ' 
4 
receive an orientatioh to the 'Preceptorship as well. 
,. 
' Expectations are reviewed with them, as is a manual 
. . 
'· outlining roles and . responsibilitie~ in·the 
.. 
preceptorship. Additionally,.hospital policies are 
reviewed ·with tha preceptees. · 
. Iteia 1! of the hea_d nurse ... structured. interview 
. (' . 
asked "Bow effective is the orientation .p.rogram for 
. _preceptors\" All fourteen 'of the head nurses interviewed 
stated that-_the .preceptor or~entation w s effective • 
. ~ r· · ~ 
._ ' I . · so~pe of their comments were: "Very eff 1btrve" 1 ."They ·are 
adequately ·prtl!p~d· for' their r~le"-1 "1 vas' eftective: 
'l'her vere'.clelt aa to ;,h~t was .expec~ed f 1 them." 
I ..._ , 
~,. 
... . , . . 
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Fa~ulty liaison item 3 read "CGmment ,on· the 
effectiveness of the orientation program for the 
preceptor." Six of ·the ~1gb\; respondents rated ·the 
orientation of preceptors as eff~ctive. Two of these six 
members felt that the three-hour orientation conducted 
>b 
·. 
fbr their preceptors was adequate _a·nd. commented thus: ., 
' ' 
"Three hours was good but minimal. Ev~Fyone got.oh_ track 
at least."~ "Three hoors (give~) ••• su~fic~ent time to 
.,.., 
review and discuss roles and expectations. More time 
[is] ~eeded in small groups to·share~previous experiences 
as preceptors, 'focus (is] on- teaching-learning." . Th-e 
" . . . 
remaining two faculty liaison ~embe~s did not indicate 
' · • ~ ... , . . l 
eff~ctiveness of the orientation but co~~~ed as 
follows: "Too much redu~dant inf~ation; Mo~e 
' :questions from preceptors and answers from~-us [would b.e 
/ '-· a]. better format.": "Vital - must be thorough and 
effective. Preceptors should evaluate. Must be -theory 
based and practical." , 
. 
Faculty liaison .item 2 read •comment on the 
. ; ., 
~ ~ . . 
. · effectiv.eness of the orientation . ,Program· for t~e ' \ 
} 
. .r' preceptee. tL:. Four~es 
. ~ . -
'effective, a fourth r 
nd~nt~ of _ei·,ght rated it as 
- , t - • 
as·somewhat effactive. 
\ 
Th'e 
remaining ·three co ented as follows·, "The preceptee 
does need orientation on objectives and expectations·, \ 
~ 
to).e of precep_see and pr\tceptors. They need agency and -
l . 
, 
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, 
unit orientation and an indi:vidual conference with 
preceptors as to mutual goals and expectations."' "~jor 
.. 
. 
goal [is] to decrease anxiety and explain the rules. • 
Emphasis on instructor support even though {she] will not 
. " . 
be available as usual .• "; "I wouldn't call ~an 
orientation program in our school. They were simply 
introduced and worked through it." • 
.. 
Preceptor item 1 asked "Did you receive an ~de~ua_te 
orientat~on to the preceptorahip prpgram ineluding 
' . 
teaching/learning principles?" Of the forty res_ponde~ts, 
thirty-six replied •yes'. However, one said that 
teaching-learning_..princip~es w~re . not ade.quately covered. 
. I ' 
Two of ·the remairiin9 prec'eptoJ»-s~i.d· 1 no' and their 
I 
comments were: "The orientation was adequate for the 
. ~ 
a~ount of time . we can .spare from, ward _duty. However, 
m~.re te.aching information [is· needed] to better guide 
.. 
• 0 0 
the studeot ••• "; "I _ h~ve been a preceptor three · times • 
-. 
The first t~me. no orientation was offered;,. the second 
time an orientation was given. Howe~er, _ ~ t,. seemed\ that 
emphasis of, ·the meetil)g was in detailing what the 
. . . 
. consolidation nurse . [preceptee] was not allowed to do~ A 
. ;~:, 
I 
.. 
..-
- ~ ( brief discussion wa·s qiven,pn e.v~luatinq the s_tudent f!lnd 
. •\ . 
,, 
I ' 
: ·· . 
p 
. ~ 
. . . 
-- ----- - -
where t~ turn if difficulties were encountered. I would 
have a·ppreciated having an idea of how -to st~rt the 
. 
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' . 
\ 
student off, for 1xampl~, how many patients (should be 
. . 
assigned] and how [to] build the skills gradually and in 
logical order." Jo responde~ts did not receive an 
orien.tation due to lack orsu.f.ficient new preceptors to 
warrant conducti.Dg it. 
Preceptor item 2 asked nwhat other as~ects were 
' incl~d~d in your orientation?~ ,ineteen of the forty , 
res~ndents did not ~dd new(,~op1cs. T~ rel"aining ) 
twenty-one respondents li~ted \arifs topics. Included 
were: .. History of precej>torehip1 Review of hospital 
policies ahe proceourjs' Application of nursing .proc~~S7 
Decision ma~~~~_pr~~lem-so~~in~J Prin'ciple·a of adult 
. - -
education; Guidelines on preceptee needs a:pd .. 
expectations, Dealing with emoti'dns and stress, · 
- ' ....._J ,.. • } 
Professional resl?onsibili ties1 Evaluation of 
c • . 
self-behavior 'at work and how to modi~ tO enhance 
•preceptorship expetienceJ Listening skillsJ Legal l 
. . ~ 
aspects1 Assessment 9f student performance, Role playing· 
of ·preceptee and precep~~oles1 Discussions with 
previous preceptors. • 
' 
....... 
, Selection 'of suitable nursincj units ·wt('s addressed tn 
":1 " ... I ,.-
nursing education ad~inistrator i'tem 6 • and nursing ;., · 
administrator item 8. Nursing edUcation administr·ator 
. · ~ 
.... 
item 6 asked "What types of nur,ing units would· you 
" . 
recommend ~or_,use ~rec•pto~sh!P programs?" · Responses 
I 
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were1 "In our program the emphasis is dn making the 
trans! tion from student to staff· nurse and what students 
• 
,Jleed to do is practice management theory an~ concepts and 
application • • • • It is di f f i fUl t ;! meet manag_emen t 
objectives unless students have an opportuni'ty to care 
# ' ) • 
for groups of patients. Because of that, we don't uae 
~- ·specialty areas _l_ike fntensive care, coronary care, 
- . 
I , 
' . 
exgergency ro\m or operating room. We use larger .units 
like general medical/surgical, Qbstetrics, psychiatry and 
• 
--paediatrics.": "We bel~eve our graduatea should be 
• . ' ' . i 
qualified to work in the genera1 practice of nursing. By· 
. . :- . .. . 
that we mean care· of the adult in a general hospital 
I -- -
Set~ing.... We cho~se · ~~~ preceptorship -place}Lents. a·s 
. ' 
. 
' - "' strictly the · mainline of nursing, medical-surgical ·· 
p • ' 
nurs!ng, eight w9eks .. medical ahd eig-ht weeks surgical 
. 
-••• " '1 "~n Onta~io, the Colle/e of Nurses and Ministry (·of 
Education] have ,Eequired that /ix weeks of pregraduate 
experien.ce [pr.eceptorship] ,must be continuous on ~hat we 
consider an active medical/surgical unit. The rest of 
. ( 
the ti:me can be in any other kind of ·a u~i t. " 
. 
Item 8 of the nursing administration structured 
. . . 
interview as~ed "What specific nursing units 'would you 
use or not use . for prece.ptorship?" Table 4 outlines the 
resPOnses. 
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... Table 4 
Nursing Units Recommended For Use 
In ~receptorship Programs 
• 
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Nu~sing Units Number Respondents n~11 
c. 
General medical/surgical units, 
paediatrics, obstetrics excluding 1 
critical care. 
General medical/surgical units, 
paediatrics, obstetrics including 
critical care-. 
• General medical/surgical units, 
and extended care (if student desires). 
General ~edical/surglcal units ~nly. 
General medical/surgical units, 
' . paediatrics, ·obstetrics, ps~chiatry 
and·critical care. 
\ Gene'ral m~dical/surgical uni t!s, · 
obstetrics, psychia~ry -nd critical • 
care~ I 
. 
1 
.. 
3 
/'\ ' 
'2 • 
2 
1 
2. 
All nurse administrators felt that medical/surgical 
' 
units could be utilized: five ag)eed with use of ; 
paediatrics1 seven agre:d with u~e -of ob~tet~}cs1 · ~ree 
r ... , "' . 
.. 
felt/sychiat'ry \ could be ut!_!ized ', seven .recommended 
_critictpi care ad~ ... ~wo~ecommEmded extended care. It was · 
l 
'felt1that the use of a~~speci~ic nursing unit was 
• • ~ . predtcated on the specific objectives of the 
i ' - ' preceptorship program. . C-ritical care, for example, 
J 
. 
could 
I _ ·• be. ut~lized depending on the program ob_jectives. 
..... ... 
Likewise extended care could be utilized but it was 
• ~recommended that the use of these units should be based 
' -~ . 
·I 
..;. ., . r 
on preceptees desire to gain experience there. 
· I' . 
·' ··'. 
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Selection of preceptors was addressed in faculty 
'\ . 
liaison questionnaire item 1 and h~-hurse structured 
ipterview items 7 and 8. Faculty liaison item 1 read 
•oescribe the criteria for preceptor selectio~." One 
...... 
faculty liaison member att~d a cop;~of the Ohlone 
~ Program criteria for preceptor selection. The m~jor 
compone\ts ~nclude: 
.._. 
•. 
1. Re9istered nurse ~mployed full time in a 
' participating agency, working either day shift 
' • 
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' 
... ' 
or evening shift. ·OR 
. 
' \ 
' 
' 
.. 
' 
\ 
\ 
· /·· 
I 
I 
. I 
:. ;· 
" ' 
~ . 
--'~l . . . . . . 
, . 
,i' 
'·•· . 
\. 
t ,\;1, ~<· ~ : ' 
.. 
Regular part~time. registered nurse scheduled a 
/ 
·min-imum o~ four shifts/week, who can arrange to 
work conststently on one unit for the entire 
.. . - . , -
·cliaical rotation. Arrangements must be made 
for o.ne d~pignated substitute 'to supervise the 
student on each of the precepcor's day off. 
2. Expresses desire to function. a·a · a,preceptor and 
.... , 
role mbdel f6r•the student. 
.-
3. !n the opinion .of the immediate supervisor, the 
preceptor: 
.. 
A( I_s recognized as a comp~tent clinician, able 
. 'io apply nursing theor~ ·t~ --nursing ,.. 
- ...., . ·• 
8. 
I . 
practice. ., \ . 
Co~un~cates and relates- e~.fectivel.y with 
patients, :~tudents, .nur~~s, . {hysician's, ' and 
other members of the neal th ~ellin. 
'\ 
., 
• 
~·. ·, -~ ~ 
~ 
,. .. . . 
\ 
• 
~· .. 
,..... 
/' 
· .. 
.£!• 
I 
.... 
., 
' 
' 
c. Demonstrates sel~~eonfidence and 
. ~ ~ ., 
'realistlcall; evaluates ·her/hi~ own nursing 
performance. 
D'. Demonstrates an interest and ability in 
facilitating the learning of students and 
new staff. 
E. Demonstrates ability to delegate to other 
f . 
' 
staff· members and collaborates e~fectively 
with other team members • 
• 
F. Able to give negative as well as posi.tive 
feedbac~to others in a constructive 
manner. 
G. Agrees to a full-time commitment to'""the 
preceRtorship (ie. does · not take educ~tional 
- -
leave during the entire period. ) . 
. 
Other faculty ~iaison members concurred with the items 
? 
included above. The following additional criteria were 
-c.. 
1. Displays personal integrity. 
, 
2. Bas had at least two years nursing experience. 
~ 
3. Demonstrates~leadership qualities. 
- . . 
Head nurse item 7 asked "Bow are preceptors 
--
selected?" Ty~ical ·of the fourteen respondents' comm&nts 
were: "We normally ask staff if any are intere._sted in 
I' . 
be lf9 a precept~J;. There are a number· for whom this 
.. 
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would 'not be a good role in my view and they would be 
.~f~Jrted out'. Basically those who apply have leadership 
ability to undertake the role. • We h"ave a large 
complement of st~ff who have been in practice for some 
,, f 
time and they are- feeling secure themselves in terms of 
hospital routines a~d organi'Ltlon .... ·They mus't be a 
clinically competent role model in terms of atti"\ude, 
.. 
care, dealing with patients and families.": "We ·ask for 
67 
• 
-:> voiunteers because I feel it is important that they 
. . 
really want to do this; that they fe·el th~y have 
something to· share •. . re · t ·akes a lot of· commitment of time 
' . . . . . 
It • ·· I . 
and energy. They must have· .goc;>d working habits. and 
. 
gen.erally a -q6od at_tj.tude abou.t thei~ work. If there was 
a .concern ··about someone who had volunteered to' act as a 
I · 
preceptor, [I) would make that clear to the [Director· of 
·Nursing) and to the [school] staff."': "We try to find 
• J 
people .with good communicatipg skills who like the 
t,eaching-learning process. I have some very motiva.ted 
, 
nurses .who want · .to _do this. There is a lot of commi tment.., 
and accduntabi~'i ~y ,on ·the individual • s part."; "They 
. <:' _.1> ' " • . -
. . . I ' . " 
volunteer and must have good bedside skills, have proven I . . 
to .me. that they /make wise nursing care decisiona and can 
- -
. . 
c~pe w~:l~i) em~rgencsr situa.tiQns. · [They must have ] 
teaching··abilities. "J , "Basic nu.rsing ~flf~, t~ch~ng 
a~ ills, time management s~ills are all considered : as well 
· as a caring a'tti tude ••• Flexibility is needed also." 
" 
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Head nurse item 8 asked "How are preceptors and 
preceptees paired?" Four hospitals attempt matchinq. A 
typical response included: "It is desirable to try to 
pair personal! ti,es if you know a little bit about the 
68 
. , 
s'Eudent. We have not .. had problems, but .POtentially you / -
cou.ld, you can minimize problems by matching as rnuch as 
possible." Eleven other hospita·l.s randomly assign 
preceptors and preceptees. 
' 
Faculty and Staff Roles and Responsibilities within 
I 
a Preceptorship Program 
Question 3: What ar·e the faculty and staff roles and 
responsibilities within a p~eceptorship 
program?. 
following i-tems we.re designed to elicit an~wers 
to this . question (See Appendix B): 
Precepto~uestionnaii:e. , i terns 3-:9. 
Faculty liaison questionnaire, items 4-11. 
Head n~rse structured .interview items 1, 9, 
• 
1 o·, 19. 
. . 
Nurse administrator structured interview, 
items 12-14 
) 
Nursing education administrator structured 
'interview, item 8. 
. . 
. , 
Item 3 of the -preceptor questionnaire- asked •oid 
. . 
you feel you had sufficient time to supervise your · 
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preceptee?" 'Thirty-one of the forty preceptors .fespo.nde~ • 
• 'Yes'. Six responded. 'No' \ primarily because of a heavy 
patient workload. Th~ee· responded I Yes. and I No I 
depending on how busy the unit was • 
. 
Item 4 of the preceptor· questionnaire- asked "Did you 
feel you . had sufficient skill to supervise and teach :. your 
. . 
preceptee?" Thirty-nine ~~- t~~ forty respondents replied 
•res'. One respondent replm 'Yes' and 'No 1 1 her 
comment was, "I was· altlays £earful I had hot taught 
enough, that I lil7a~_ not patient enough. Since t}le 
. . 
preceptee was successful; I believe that I was 
. . . . ( 
. . . . ,-
·. ·aucce~sfui:,. but they ·came to me. with so much knowledge 
o • " I 
• . . 
· ·aiid skill 1.t is -bar" to as.ae·sa ••• " 
. ' ~ 
' ~ - . . . 
Item 5 ·of-. ~~e · preceptor q~tionnaire . as~ed "Were 
' I • . • . 
· ·_.you able to give Y,Our precept:ee ' daily copsistent: 
feedback?" Thirty-seven of the forty respondents replied 
. '~es'• ~ Two replied ·~o', one ' pecause of be.ing too busy 
. . . 
in the unit some · days, th~ other 'felt the prec~ptee was a 
. . . 
pro~lem in that she did· not accept criticism well. ··one 
1 , i " • 
respondent replied .'Yes' and 'Np', depending_ on, how .busy 
the unit was·. 
. . . 
Item 6 asked "Was the faculty liaison availablE! when 
- ' . . . 
you needed her?" Thirty-four of ·f(?rty resp6ndents· said 
'Yea•, one said 'No'1 fou~;. said they had no ne~d to 
··-
·, 
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, 
contact her: and one sa.id 'Yes~ and 'No' ~ommenting thai 
.it was sometimes. diffictN.t to 'Contact her. 
,... . I 
Item 7 of the prec.eptor questionnaire .askea "IHC1 you 
have sufficient input into the e')al~.ation of the . ~ . 
student's clinical per~ormance'i" Thirty-six of the forty 
respondents ~plied 'Yes •: two replied 'No •: QJle) stated 
.. ?e had ·not yet c~mpleted ttl~ preceptee 's evaluation: ~nd 
one did not appear to und~r&tan~the question since the 
comment was an in·appropriat~ response.: 
' . i 
Item 8 of the '?receptor questionnafre as~ed "Wh~ 
did you f-ind to be the most features satisfying of your 
' 
II'"" • role as pr.eceptor? " Thir~y of the . forty re•pondents .said 
~ 
that the m~st ·~\tisfyi~· ~$~ec~ was \tlatching th~ lstu.dent' · 
grow professio"lly to ~cure, confident nurse .and to 
aeow that they had beeri instrumental in bringing ab'but ,l 
4 . ' 
. . 
. ' 
the 9.rowth. Eight of the remaining teri respo~de!'lts had · 
.. . . .. ~. - ·. . ~ "' 
various posi.ti~e .. comments .. )One res~ndent ~ndic,te~ .t~at 
~ ... . . ., 
~she could not recall any satisfying features. of her rple 
. . 
· as a pr-eceptor. Tbe. remaining respondent did not answe~ 
~· i • f 
the question, presum1lbly not finding· any sa~isfying 
. ' 
• 
features of her ~ol~ as a preceptor. 
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Item 9 of the preceptor questionnaire asked "What' .~' 
. . .> 
~ 
•. ' 
. 
\ 
. ·~ 
were the dif5:cu1 ties • in .Yf~r ro~e as p'receptor? 11 
. .. 
·Comments varied as shown in Table 5. 
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: Tabl'e 5 
'1lr ·' -n~lficultie~"· Encounter~d ~ in Pr1!ce~ting 
.
.. I 
-'{ 
--------------~--------------------------.----~-~------
' , ., Number of 
: ~ 
• 
Comments \ • Resj>orises . n=40 
. . 
. -.. 
-. 
-~ ... 
_, 
·-
• s 
~sing ._ office . dfd not: always: unde~stand 
~at student wa·s there for learning .· 
. .. . ·~· ~xpeJ;"ienc, · and ·not . t~ .. s1:~ff the ~nit. 
~ I found it hard to feli someone their 
weakness, that is; give constr~ctive 
feedback. 
.  . . . Peraona~ity differences. · .._ . 
. . 
'' Hettie ach.edule.at work not allowing 
· auffieient ·teaching time 
. . ' 
Prlbe~te~ felt I demanded too much - ~ 
' .· this was vy-y. frustrating. . 
· My .pre~epte\ -·was not ·overl; ~nclined .. to· 
. ..; · ~~·~~ --~!!emed_ b_ored.- . _ \ 
. 
'· 
.. 
• 
: ' 
. As student becomes more , ~fficie•t it ~ • · becomes difficult to' sit back and watch. 
. -
•. ~ Co~workers take advanta¥:e fact that 
:jou have a _student ~nd~ fe . you should 
. . ·l)e available for extra d ies'\ . 
. • • ,.~he .'J,Oaetiaes over~ze~l US , a ~ti tu~e of 
··~ the studen~. · ·. · · ) · "' 
. I Difficulty. in knowin9 leve·l · at which· (prec:eptee ahodld be fun:9.ti_oning at . a ). - ~ · ·giv•ftt. poin) in time. . . -
,.. ;.. .. . I r , , .. , ; . , . . 
.. = DiffiQulty in aaaea~J,ng ~tudtt~t•a needs. 
' . 
t 
Conflic:f .t,etwein 'reality' and 'ldealiam•,· 
. given 'tiae and ·budget ~.eatt:aints. , ._ ·. ~ 
. ·. 
•'. ' ~ . 
.. ' . t 
Th• fear th~t I aight not,eaall~e (ipJto ~ 
· the needa and expeDtationa of the · 
# • p~eeept!•. . · • .; .• • 
'l'be prec:e .. ea .'did ' not' yant to be in our 
P•fti~lar unit. · ' 
, . . .. ' ' 
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·~ D . • .· 
• 
\ ,. Comments Number of R~spon~es n•40 
----...------------------------- .. -·- ~--·-.- ---:-:---
It is difficul~ when students do not 
do well. 
c ' 
A decre~se in patient ce~sus . poses 
,. problems .in providlng 'adequat~ experience. 
- Al~owJng suf.f.icien~ time for p~eceRtee 
·to initiate and follow thrdugh · with 
nur:sing care. 
Overcheck1ng the student -due to 
insecuri ~Y.• \ . _ , . • \.. 
Explaining~detalls of unit routine and., 
hospital routine • . · 
/ 
' Bei~g able to explai~ things in sufficient 
detail ~atisfy ~he preceptee. 
"sometimes difficult to· balance the, 'amount 
of sup~rvision needed. while also trying 
·to i~still independen~e in the student. 
Some difficulty in teaching.orga~zational 
skills. . . r ' .. 
No problems indicated 
, .. ·~ QuEJSt:ion ~nanswered 
' . 
' ~ . 
I 
' .1 
\ 
1 
\ 
1 . 
' 
1 
/ 
. 1 
2 
r _,., 
Facu~ty. liai.son question 4 asked "pow 11\f"Y • . 
preceptees ban be :comfortably handled by one facul.ty ·' 
. . . ' . 
liaison perso~ The .eight responde.nts ~ve · a wide 
range of~ r~sponses to this q'Jestion. Table 6 indicates 
... -- . . . . ' 
. . .. :~ ........ ' . . ' 
.. 
-. 
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• 
""'-. 
, C· . 
' " 
~the lespons~es •• he ~cul.ty liaison! .. w~o gave lower . _ 
ratios, wo~k in a program with , such ~·ratio and spen~ the 
• 
·' 
. i 
¥' 
,. (I 
• 
.. 
greater· percentage of their da~ ~n the clin~cal setting 
·in."one particular hospital. Other faculty. li~i,on· · · 
. . . ' ..... . . ', . 
members cover more than one ~oapital and are paed to 
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' "' 4 ~ 
working wi~h large numbers of students. Discussions 
. . -
. ' . ~throughou~ the }n~~rnship indicated that the personal . 
c'\ntact in ~hese sett:!ngs . is less than in 'the settings 
with a smaller. ratio.. • · 
• 
•. Table 6 . 
. ; 
• Number of Prec.eptees Per Faculty Liai·son 
Respandent Number 
- . 
1 
2 
3 ,, 
4 
5, 
6 
7· 
' .a
Number of Preceptees 
8 - 12 / 
12 
.. 1 2 
15 ( 
20 
~ 20 
25 
75 
' 
.~ 
' Faculty lia;son ~uestion 5 re.~~~~Comment on the 
tea~hin~ ~kills of the pre~eptor." ·General~y15he 
• 
n=8 
comments indicate~ t~?!S h~ve va~ying levels of 
teach'ing skills ·and they. need some help from faculty 
• • I> 
• 
liaison member~. The following'~mments identity areas 
.. 
where b'elp is needed. ·•Liaison needp to help th'em 
, I 
identify, label what thei_are doing, increase the 
effective skills and· decrease the less effective"' "They 
; .~ . 
'are' quite good, moat., need help l "n how to . give feedback." 7 
"AliDOat all are excellent · ·role models, · some queati~n 
"-;;.· 
~. 
- ,{ .. . ... . ~ .· ...  
\ 
I ' 
. 
.. 
I 
. ' 
\ ' 
' 
0) 
p ~ . • • 
' • I ' 
. ... . . .
.I 
-· . 
\ 
.(~ 
... . 
... _ .. 
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' 
-\. 
·students rigoro~sly, Other~ need a push to do SOJ most 
are very 
' \' patient and will allow the student . _to problem-
_. ...,_. . ~-. . 
their ownJ some reluctant ~o seek- assistance. solve on 
• 
with teaching role, others seek readi~y.~ ~ 
Item 6 o~· .. the . f~culty lia'ison. que~~"'ionnaire ~-;~d- --- -
; . \,A:' ) j _ .. "What is the role of t6e_head nu~se. in a precepto~shlp 
pro~ram?", · Table .7 ~utlines the items -~denti~ied by th~ 
eight r~spond~nts as being . important aspects of the head · ; 
nurses' role. 
Table 7 
~ 
Role of the a._ad Nurse Ip Pr.eceptorship 
• Item Identified in Role '\ ./- _ 
Set tone and ~orale of unit. · 
\... r 
'Dis~uss ·problems ~ith preceptor/ 
~faculty liaison. 
Number of Respondents 
Iden_tifying Item 
1 
2<~ 
, .
1 Awareness of st~dent _limitations. 3 
3 
• 
f 
Awareness of· standards ~ practice 
M>r preceptees. . ... ~ · 
~war~ness of prece~tors _ role/funetion. 
Support o{ the ~rogram and the :pteceptor. 
Selecting . or recopunending preceptors,. 
. \ 
~· Faculty fiaison item 7 asked · •aow did Y.ou 
3 
3 
3 
I . . ~articipate in the preceptee evaluation?• The fpllowing 
comments identify ways 
parti~atedz •At the 
\ ~ 
) 
1 I . ' ~· 
-
n•B 
. ' \ 
'-------· __ \ __ _ . • - _ t _' --·----'----
.. 
·--- - ~- _ __ _ _,l_ _ _ 
' 
. !.·:-:- · .. 
': ,; ~ 
-· _. -'.j 
., : .J,"-
-. 
• 
/ 
. 
~- .. . 
' . 
-
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anecdoctal<~ (not·es] , feedback, etc. [I" was] .available i.'or 
discussion on ~ngoing basis ~ng weekly r~nds -
discuss:d how to deal- with problems Jd answe·r~d any 
questions as to atito· ting' of [evaluations] • "1 "Daily . ~ I . . 
discussions with precep or regarding objectives being 
• t 
··. ::::jj;:de::~: ~ v:~. ~r :;:::t::a:::::::o::f,::e • ~it Was I 
interp~eting cl-i-nical objectives and iii making and - • 
• • r'' . . 
writing an objective evalua~ion. 
made the final decision regarding 
' 
Tbe.faculty.liaison 
. •"L-1 
...._ -:w--1> 
pass or fail ioF 
_preceptee].": "The preceptors wrote evaluations~and 
sought fee~back befor~ presenting it to the,preceptor."; 
"Solicited advice/concerns/evaluation·from preceptors; 
.. 
~rview [c?nducte~] with student who wrote self ~ 
• f!l • :;-.. If evaluation at midterm alfd final."; "Student wrote own 
-' ' 
. ..
• 
-
selfrevaluation, consulting with preceptor. I tried to' / 
k~e~ /on-going notes of precept~r's comm~nts as ·wefl so -. · 
' • i''\ t.' 
tpat I had specific items when stude~t . present~d "'herie.J.f/ .. 
' y ',. ' . 
and her self-evaluation to me." Two other resP,Ondents ~ • 4 
I I • 
did not answer the question as they had not completed 
' . - ,/~ 
' 
their .first experience with t ·he preceptorship 
• 
Faculty liaison ite~ 8 asked "Ho~ frequently va...-a 
. , 
you consul ted by l the ,preceptors for assittance in dealing. •, 
with .problems?• The faculty liaison members from the 
--
schools with ~h~lowest faculty liaison/preceptee ratio, 
. -~ ~ 
' . 
'• 
. .. 
.. 
' . , 
. ., 
.... ;. .... 
. : ~ · ~ -
' : :- ... :~ 
.· 
• 
. 
' 
., 
'/, · ... · ..... . · •.. 
) 
• 
··---= 
. 
,• 
,. . · ' 
• 
--
• 
. . . . .t. . ' 
,. 
1 :·&-12 responded that they had daily contact wi.th their 
preceptors. Th~ir responses were as follows: "EverY. day 
' . . . .. 
I , • • 
th. ey / worked, w~ connected 1 ~ten ~e . d·e~l t with ~al 
/ ' · .......__~ ' 
i~es which came up when~ •oul.d pJ;'obe a bit._":~. I 
• , "' • • f • ' 
/co~sul\ed , wit}l preceptor~- ~n ,.daiiy basis for u~date on • 
/
1 srlnt' s) ,progress in ~eetin_g objectives." 1 ;'Frequently 
· regarding clarification of concerns, · which _.-in effect, 
... 
. ~ ..... _ . ' . 
prevents . problemsl" The faculty liaison members from 
~ . 
o.tl]er sch .. oo~s indicate~ tier~, was no defini tt: ·frequency, • 
it depended on- the stu~ent but weekly sessions were 
• 
generally held. 
Ftlcul ty liaison i tern 9 asked :·a ow much of each day 
did you need to be avai\tpie· inr the hospital?" . The 
. 
• faculty liaison members from the _ school wi/ the' .lowest· 
faculty · liaison/preceptee ratio indicated that they were• 
41 
availa-..e in the hospital B-'12 hqurs each working ' day. 
~ .. 
'Faculty liaison ff~m the 4ibther school.s indi~ated a range 
. 
of · 1-4 hours daily and available by pho~e at other 
times. ' 
· Faculty liaison it~m· 10 asked "Is there a need for· 
-~ 
faculty liaison on all shifts worked by preceptees?" . 
', ' 
Seven of the .,eigh.t respondEmt'Q s~aid 1 Yes 1 and furthe~ 
clajified their response ·by saying \ that .the av'ai~abil}'ty 
. ~ . 
-could be by phone through tracers. However, an attempt 
should be m~de to personallY' 1 touc~ase • ~~ -th pr·eceptora .· 
. ; ' 
. \ ' . ~erio~ica,.:y.4 One respondent•anaW':'re~ ··No'. 
4\.' ~ t' • ; 
' . ~· .. 
~ --- -- ------·- -
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·~ 
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Facu~ liaison item} 11 asked "How often was a -
preceptor.absent and arrangements had to be made for an 
-ilternate preceptor?" Six respondents indicte~ that 
this occurred only occasionally. Of the other two 
77 
} 
.. ~. . ' - . 
• '\. respOnsps, one indicated 'manY., many times' at onrl 
particular hospital and the other ~tated •weekly'. · 
I 
\ 
... 
. . 
..  . . 
'Head nurse item · 1 asked "What effect does this· f 1 
prog_ram- have on your time and . role as head nurse? .. All 
. . . 
fourteen respondents indicated that it consumed very 
• 
. little of their time. The following comment~"'· 
I . intiicative of-the comments made by the head nurses. "It 
• 
. is-not time consuming. The ~tudents are assigned with a 
' preceptor on .a one-to-on~ basis. They work through all 
. ' 
. . shifts-- with the RN [preceptor] ~~d sW· basically is their 
.resource perso~ for-- cli~tc~l d•ecisioJ:~~king and ca~e . . 
My ."contact with them ~s that I am the liatson to · make, . 
sure it' is going alrig~t. Sometimes students come to me 
./ 
' . . ) . 
· · · _· --- ~if ·the-preceptor is not ava1l.able r_!gpt·at t!ftlt moment. 
••• 
• 
" • 
/ 
.. , 
. · 
•. 
'I. · ·W 
~ . . 
i 
'·' l 
.. 
' . 
·Also, at morning ' re~ort,'I have c~~tact with the 
~ ~ 
. pr~ceptor ~nd .~tudentJ I am ~e to llll in for the . 
student and preceptor ~hat · ha~ hapJfened singe they wft-e_ .. 
» . • , 
last 'on •duty. · It is not a ·"ti~e~ ·consuming experience J~or 
. . . ,,~ · · . "' 
me b.ut a very·· vaiuable one. .I ,~,el tha·t at _conferen~ing 
. . 
. . 
time, having_a' -pr.eceptor: student· gives an oppo~tunity to · 
-
explor• care concepts and attitudes towards care." 
. ' -. 
\. :··· 
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i· 
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~ 78· . ' ' Head nurse item 9 · asked "What effect does precepting 
have on the preceptor's role as a unit nurse?" Table 8 
~ ~.outlines responses from ·the fourteen head nurses 
·--
• ... ' ~ 
• 
I' 
;. 
· interv:iewed. · 
~ 
Table 8 
( 
.. 
.} . ...:..: 
-
Effect of Preceptin_g on the J:lr~ceptor'.s ·Role. as Unit Nurse 
Number of 
• Responses Respondents n•14 
• I 
-~ . No specific effects, the preceptee and 
preceptor assigned to ··the same _patient: 
Initially it take!ra lot of the preceptor's 
~ime, less so as time goes on. · 
·' 
It makes pr~ceptor re-think what she is 
doing and maybe rear,ange thi~gs, for example, 
it improved ·. quality of car.e pl a~s • 
. '\ . ~ 
Addi tiona! .-.responsibility of hav-ing ·a· 
preceptee. .. · • , . 
. . ' 
-- -Additional responsibility of preceptee is 
stressful and leAs acute patients were 
.assign~d initially. 1!, 
\ 
6 .. 
1 
1 
2 · 
It increases the preceptors• teaching 
ability, very poaitive ·effect. 
• 2 
N~w preceptor~ ne~d a lighter wo·rkloaaeven 1 
at the pend of rotation~ ~ 
. ... 
-' · Head nurse ·item T.o· asked ".Does · the preceptor: stifl 
• 
~ carry respansibili ty for .a full pati.ent load?" . E~f_. 
the fourteen respondents answerecr 'Yes'. The· remain~ng 
thr~e said that a reduced workload is ~equir~at first 
. . 
• 
,~- .  
. . 
. .. . . ~ ' .-::-; ~ ·.• ·~ 
' 
-·~_ .... :: 
• I 
... '· 
, 
.. 
. 
. .. 
.. .. 
... 
. . 
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-
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_: ' ~ 
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• o( 
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.. 
I 
< .. ~..­
,./:. 
\ . 
' ( 
' . ,.. 
. . 
. ;. . 
·,,· \ .. 
' • 
:· 
., 
~ r ~ 
,. .. 
) 
- / 
-
( 
then the usual'workload is generally assumed after a 
• 
couple of weeks. 
~em 19 of the head ~urse structured interview asked 
• 
. ~ 
"Is there a written aescription of the responsibilities 
o ., I o .._.. o o ¥ 
of the p~e9ep~or and head nur.~e x:es~n~lities . in . 
regard. to. selecting. learning experiences, fupervision 
· and evaluating the preceptee~s p~ogress?" · All fburte~n 
- I ' 
re.spondents indicated · that the respective school_$ . 
...... 
furnished them with a manual which delailed these -
responsibiLitie~. A ' 
. 
' Nurse administrator item 12 asked "How was the 
' .. -
faculty·liaison helpful in the preceptorship?" All 
eleven respondents were very positive about the faculty 
"" . "'~"" 
liaison role. The follow!~~ are ~¥-pical comm!nts: "She 
i_s in ·a · unique position and a 'most valuable asset to the 
- . program. She has· an awareness of . the studen~s -~nd their 
bac~rou·nds ~ Sh.e has a good feel for the p;ecJ~tors' and 
' their· capabilities. She .is a ~esource, she p~ovides 
I 1 •, 
guidance .'to the preceptors and many times can be 
.~ ~ \\ • • \ I ... • 
i~~trufental 'in Pjoblem-solvinq if theta ~ecomes. a kind 
of_person•lity conflict, A concern .on the part of ~he 
. ·- · . . I 
preceptor is that she may be ev~luating the-student too 
. . ' . .. . " . ' 
closely LO 0 ,o, t~y "it dc»fJJ and "r· a :diacusa'iono 0 
. What ~~ f~und w~~ tha~ it<~asical.ly en~a up· resolvi~g th~ 
. ·' "' . ' ~ . . 
~·pr~bl~·~· : T!Je. ·!'i~.~·~n ij avf..tilable .. by ~-per . to the ~ .. 
f ' I • t 
' . . . \, •' 
·preceptor at all times. So abe'• got 'a safegua~d 
' • •'- ' t ' .. ( I : .. 
I 
. . · 
. •· 
, I 
· 11.' . 
t 
. '. •' 
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J 
.there ••• at all times."7 "It depends on the relationship 
the faculty liaison has with the institution. Our 
. ' 
liaison is just super.. Everyone works weli' with her1 she 
works well with us.-. · She knows the hospital and it 1 s a 
very good relationship. If it was SOJDeone who did no.t 
like the hospital or h~d negative _{elation·s, that. would 
.. . ~ Jl • 
come:. out in 'the l*eciepforship program more than · in a ,· . . 
· normal in~ructor to hospital ~elation~hip a~d that woutd 
be detrimental. I think it'is ~ritica4 .that the liaison 
... 
be available. They don 1 t have to be in th_e· hospital at 
-all ti~es but I thin~ "the pre~eptors have to b~ able to 
fe~l that there is · someone tha·t they can contact if they 
have a problem. That•s · not necessarily the minute it 
, I 
• !) • • 
happens, but tpey have to be ~ble to discuss it with 
-. 
~ 
someone. " '1 "It has met all of !r needs _in .terms of the 
. I . 
s~p~rt that we __ ~equire. We ha\e had an exceilent"" 
relationship with the school atJal~ levels. They haVe 
\ : 
always bee~ available when needed ~ " 
' ( 
• • .J. 
Nurse ad~inistrator item'13 asked "What ratio of 
faculty liaison/preceptee would you recommend?~ Of the 
. ' . 
. I . 
.... eleven respondents, two -did not specify a. specific 
~ 
; QUmber. The .remaining nine gave a range of 1z6 to · 
: 1 t '15-20. 4 ,,' >· ~\)'u~ree 8Cbainis.tratorfem 14 aake: "llhat iB the role ' 
_of . ~~~ hea~· nurse in pr~sh.ip?". Typical ~f their · 
.. 
co\mne'nts wares "The ~ead 'nurse's ultimate responsibility 
' 
.. . 
• t 
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1 . 
' 't1 
... . 
is for the safety of the patients on her .unit, to assure 
. . 
. . I 
th~t appropriate and safe care is being rendered to 
I 
pat:ients. W~th_ .that responsit?ili ty', she has to overs.ee 
. 
what ·preceptors and preceptees are doing. She has to 
J 
, 
have h~r ·finger on the pulse of eire~ So. the st~dent in 
.. .._. . . . 
. . 
\ • I • • tfl .. 
· '~' ·a sense does ha.ve the assurance a·nd. · ~cknowled'~ement· that 
. . 
the head nur'se is overseeing -and' supervis'ing the activity 
.i 
· . · taking piac_e. She · also nas the liaison nurse overseeing 
. . . 
·" 
\ 
• 
. -. 
,, 
!! .. .... 
.• 
·. . ' . ~ 
•-. .. . -
,t .• ' 
.... .. -t.tt • 
·" . ' \ ·. ' 
.. . 
., . 
} .. 
~. ~ , ' ' 
.. . 
. ' 
• • , ' \ ' • · - I , ' ' 
,, •j' • '.., . . • 
.~ . ' , .. 
:the activity· taking p'ra.ce. ": ·"Close liatsono with the · . · 
. . 
' . 
instructor, close ··liaison with the R.N. wh.9' is acting· as 
Q 
' 
a preceptor. She really provides communication between 
~ . 
the R.N. and the preceptor, a\d oversees the R.N.'s role 
. 1 _ 
as a preceptor. She is also involved in preceptor 
selection." 
. Nursing education administrator . item 8 a·sked 11What 
is the faculty liaisonjprecepte~ ratio?" The following 
ratios we~e _ given: 1:10, 1:15, 1:30 and 1:70. 
Effectively+Operati 
rl itals and Schools to 
a ~roceptorship Program 
Question 4: What changes must be made in an exist~ng 
. ~ospi ~al .-and/or ·achool .setting' · to 
... 
effectively oper~tional·ize a pr~c&'\orsh~p 
program? .(a) Staffing, (b)' Schedullng · 
. 
The foliow'ing· i ~ems were des~gned . to ellci t answers 
to this question· ·(se·e .Appendix B): . . t} 
\ . . . 
' · 
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• 
. · .... .. ... ..... , 
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•· 
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.. 
. 
Head nurse structured interview, items 15-~8 
' .. Nurse administrator structured interview, 
item 7 •. 
• 
Nursing education admlnistrator s~~uctured 
interview, item 9. 
• Head nurse item ]>-asked "How· is the preceptor'·s'-~ 
absent· time f. rom• th,; ward c~vered; "-- ~even of the ... 
• 
. , 
f~urteen respond~nts stated that the absent ti~·e is 
o • .. 0 I 
covered by other on-duty . staff~ · Five said that extra . 
staff is brou~ht. Two respondents sai'd the hospffal·: d~es 
not grant paid time-off to attend· prec.ptor orientation 
ses.sions. 
-
Head n~rse item 16 asked "What time scheduling 
implications ar~ associat~i th . the preceptorsh.ip 
program?" All fourteen resix>ndents replied ··th't there 
are none as the preceptee is slotted into the preceptor's 
• 
time schedule. 
· ~ He~d nurse i tern 1 7 asked 'lre preceptors 
re-scheduled, if necessary, to meet unit demands?"· Seven 
respondents of ~e fourteen said 'Yes'.Put only if 
absolutely necess;~ Seven said 'No' . . •. 
.... . 
. . 
Head nbrse item 18 ask~d ~~~~ the preceptor is 
re-scheduled; what arrangements are made for the 
" ~ . . / . ·'· . 
... ' • r'-
preceptee?" Five of the resPbndents, who ~ould . 
. ; . . ~ . 
' 
.. 
re-schedule t~e prec~ptor, said they would re-schedule 
•J 
IJ , 
" 
J j. r. I . 41 J ~ 
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83 
prec~ptee to ·work a~.OJ!9 with the pre~eptor. The 
,· 
' . 
ining ·two 'he,ad nurses,. who would re-schedule the 
: .. assign the preceptee to 
• I • 
.. 
another·. ~~rse·~: ' .The cj'Uestion was riot applicable for ·the 
._. . . . . . ' . . . . ·. . . ...,.,.... . 
··.·remaining . . Qeve.n ·head· riu'rses ,roo would. not re-schedule · 
. ... . ' . . . .. . · : . . ~ . . . . . ~ 
·.~ ' 
· · · '· · : . · preceptors. ·· · ·· : = · · • · 
" • ' ~ ' ' •• I •• ~· \ ' '' : • • • • ' ", • 
~· . ·; . . . . ·Nurse adrql~i-stt'ator '{te'm 7 asked "what tj.me 
• • •• ; t •••• • · ~ · . • • • .. · ' • t . 
:~~ .. · . ;.. s~bed.~ling .. i.~pl'ica't.ions a~e iis.soci,ted with the 
• .. .f, "'· 
' . 
: () 
. .... • • • ·. !, 
~ · ·.p~cep~orship program?" 
\ that there are no t~me scheduling problems ' as the. 
. • ' ' ' ' -.. I 
preceptee. is slotted Jnto the · p~eceptor's ti~~ · scheaule. 
. ' ;, 
All · eleven respondents stated 
' ' . . Th!_.only P.roblem r~~sed . by thrjl of ·t:he respondents was 
. . . . " f 
' . . 
.. 
· ..... 
. ·. 
. . 
; . . 
i.· ••• · 
~ .. l ' ~-... . . 
,1 ...... . 
..... ; . 
·~ · ·. ~' .. 
.. 
that of scheduling diff~rent groups. of st.ud·ents from 
• 
. "' . 
. various pro~rams who are seeking experience at the same 
'; 
• time. 
:·~ing education administrator i tern 9 asked "What 
cha~;;s were required in your school in orde~ ~o 
'· 
incorporate a precep,torstiip· program?'' One respondent 
~ 
. ..
whose school .has a four week preceptorship pro.~ram ·{\.i · 
. '. \ . 
indic•tea -that ~he continuous nature of ' the precepto~h~ 
-
does not allow students to take other cour.ses while the 
...... oitJ! 
preceptorship is in progress. Ther~fore, the students 
are ·advised l:o ta.ke. all ·~~their. general and :electi-ve 
courses before the ~jast ~eate.r of the progr~ when the 
• 
. precepto~ship it .cTnducte~. The other responde_nta ·, 
. ... ··· . ... · ---~'· \ I \, . ' 
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•• 
--/ ' ~ -
' . 
. ' 
. -\ 
indicat1d that no changes we~e required as preceetorship 
. ~ 
·was an add-.on to. the prog-ram or-.;~e · pr09ram was 
- ~ . · . ' . J • 
or~giQally designed . to 'include it. 
.r -..... 
.-, 
1 .. . . 
~ource~ of Conflict Potential 
·, 
Question 5: ~ . .. . . . Which sources .o~ conflict potentia~ a~d/or 
~ ,. . . 
problema must ~e. addressea to ensure ~-
. . . 
,· · · su~c~~sful p~cep~orshi'p pr6gram?"... ~ 
• 0 • • 
The following. items were ·designed .to-~lic-!t -- answers 
. . 
t~this question (See App_endix B): 
# • . ' • "' 
' , . . . Pr.eceptee questionnaire, it~ 8. · 
• I 
·PJ:ecept~r •9u~st1Qnnai~~, i t_em 1 o. . 
Head n_ur!$e struc.t~red int~rvlew, item 11 ~ 
. - . 
, N~rse ~adm~nfitrator str,uct_u~ed in~~'J:view·'\ 
items 9-11. - · 
· ~ur.sipg education administrat~; ~truct'u~;e~ 
· · , inter,~iew, i~em ' 10-13. "' 
.. 
Precepte'e i t~m 8 read· 11 Deseribe the )naior 
diff icul tie a. tha~ arose as a 1:es~lf ~{ b·e;~g a. ... ·-. 
. l 
.. 
~ 
.. 
<( \.. 
-I. ' 
. '; 
) 
.· 
#' preceptee. • Bi~hte~n· of the. forty-one _res~nd~nts statbd ·• ~ · 
th~tl they did not have any difficulties. · The ~.tilers ·had. 
. I ~ 
.various difficulties which are ou~li~ed in · 'nlbl~- 9/ . 
' , ./ . 
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Table 9 
Problems Encountered By Pre~~tees. 
· Responses 
- .  
-Not-- b~ing ·-permitted to carry · out.~ certain 
aspe_c~s of th~ . nurses rqle because of 
s-tudent-., statu's •. 
. ' . . ' 
Not rece_i ving · paf. 
. . . 
' . 
·Some staff members no·t 'treating you as an 
e'qual, resulting in' low self-esteem-. ' · · 
• , 
.. ,~ , . ... ._ ' 
Difficu1tY in breaking · ~ies with preceptor _: 
at · the end· of the expe~ience. 
Number of 
_Respon3ents n=41 
': 8 
.t .. 
2 
2 
1 
.. -
--..._____ 
·~ 
.. 
>-
Being· 'used' when · the unit ·was short-staffed.·. 
. t • , . ,. 
Not-give~ ;nough f~e~dom by the _ precept~. 
Lack of f~edback. · · · · 
Siz' of pati~nt load. . . 
Communications with bhe precepto~. 0 
. I 
Trustfng .the preceptor to be tru.ly working 
for you. · 1 r · 
Cecreased ·social contact with peers_.·· 
.' No di.~ficulties ·reported . 
.. 
... 1 . 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
_· '18-
' ~ ' . . 
Preceptor it~m 10 asked "W~at problems :did <you -. 
encounter i~ your ward duties as~~ ~esult of the add•d 
\task of precepting? .. 
10. 
• 
f 
; 
The fesponses are - outlip~d in Table 
. . .• 
' 
• , n 
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,I 
" -
.. 
I 
. J• 
,-
... .. 
. ~ .~:; 
'· 
I • 
i ' 
,, 
I 
I 
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.. 
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. ..... .... ~ 
.. .. 
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' Table 10 
.' 
Preceptors Problems In Relation To ward Du~ies 
. ~ ---
&' 
('. . ---
· ' 
· Responses 
Sometimes diffi6ult to give negativ~ 
:feedback. . •. . 
. () ' \ · . · Fru~tra~i~n 'of not ·being available when 
l"i'eeded .by precepte'e. . . . 
A.~;~ed w~rlcload. of. :super~ising pre~eptfee. 
"'¥t "T.JIIlo • ' ' 
Number of 
Res_pondents n=40 
'6 
·r 
. Ot-her·_ staff expecting ·your assistance ,for 
thelr"-.assignments. ~ · // 
Time li~fta~ion~ as students are sl·ow/n 
performing nurs.ing du.ties. 
3 . 
Other staff thinking you,aren't doing work, 
that it is all being done by the student, 
actually load is in~r~a~ed~ ~ 
'other , staff feeling too much~~i~e was spent 
W'ith preceptee. 
Difflcul_ty, ~n organ~zing' ev~rythi.ng dut:_ing, 
first week. ·.. ' 
2 
8 
1 
1 
. Finding suitable 'experience.s for the 1 
---===~----- · p~eceptee. · 
.· 
,_,. ... 
f,"{ · 
~ ',\ . 
- ~ :~ 
. ·~·:.; .. ·. . 
No· P.roblems encou.ntered. 16 
' . ·• ... ~a~ ~urse question 11 aske~ "~hat effect does the 
. ' . ' preceptorship program· have on other staf.t?" . Twelve · of 
. . ' \ ... 
the fourteen respondents in.dicated' -that their was no 
effe~t on or · friction be.tween preceptors ,and other· staff . 
On~ respondent stated that the preceptor role g~ves . the 
preceptor increased s_tatus among her pe~rs. One 
respondent reported · ~hat· other · staff feel that the 
. ~rec~ptor has tree t ·ime · to help with their workload. " 
\ ~ 
I 
'. \ ~ ... ' 
•. 
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. , .• 
, . 
• 
i .. 
\ . 
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\ 
• 
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• 1, , .. 
+ 
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'· .' 
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I 
) 
.I ~:··'_ . 
, . .; ! ~- -
' . 
.· : 
.. 
~· 
;.. 
• 
Nurse administrator question 9 asked "What pro~l~ms 
I 
. 
have develo~~d with unions aa ~ . result of the 4 ... 
p.re~eptorshi.p program?" . Question 1 o asked "How· have 
' 
these,problems' been handled?" Seven of the ¢leven . 
' .. 
respondents indicated that they ~ave not encountered a~y 
// . . 
~roblems. Four ·stated thaf ti~ions believe nurses sh~uld 
. '\ . 
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. :pe paid for their ' ror~ as preceptor: ··but ft · is a . 
bacKground problem not a real proble~ at tha moment •. ~h~ 
. , ,( 
• t! ... professional body. believes that part of the ptofe.ssiona·l' 
t 
nurses' r'ole is to socialize new members int·o; the ~ork 
environment, and this does·not require extra pay. 
. . 
Nurse administrator,. item 11 asked "What other 
problems hdve been associ~ted with. the pre~eptorship 
. ~ 
E_rogram?" Six of the eleven respondents indicated ~o 
~roblems ~ Four. indicated pr~ble~ e~.isted with students . 
who were not meeting the objectfVes but these were dealt 
. ·, . . 
. with through the school. One respondent indicated that a 
• 
p~rsonali ty clash existed between a preceptee a~J! . '." 
preceptor. 
I 
I 
··Nursing educ~tion.administrator · item l~ ; asked "What 
' ' (\\ . 
~ problems have developed .with unions 'as a result of 
preceptorship program?". Questfon ·11 asked ,.How ·have 
I o, , 
these problems been hand~d.?l''· Two 
res~ondents.repo~ted no -~~~~ ems. 
there•have been complaints rom the 
..• 
.. 
+ 
. . 
of the four 
Two indicated that 
.-, 
unions that preceptors 
. . \'" ' . 
t~-;./·":~ 
• 
' . , 
'·· 
.. . 
-.... 
. . .. ' 
. _r~ 
. . ,I'. . ··-~ y, ' 
{;~ ..... :.::·:·~, •.<.- : . ~:: ____ ' . . 
, : : • ' I ~ " 
.... : . . 
.. . . · ' . ... 
'• \' ' "' o I ., 
-
. . . ~ 
8~ 
• I 
·~ 
should pe paid for thei~ role -but . it has not'become a 
' Tajor .iss_ue. · The profes.sional b~~Y has stated firmly 
.. that they believe it ia part of the nurse's role· as -a 
. _... ~ .. 
~- ' . . ' 
, . : . . pro_fessional t~ -a-~s~s-~ .those,. who are entering_ the 
pr6fe~sion, and they ·shquld aot be remune~~ted. One 
. . . . 
• f • ,· .. • • \ 
. respondent _indicated ~hat a:. problem .w~ul{l exist if 
. . . . . . . ' 
·- students were ·paid becaus'e lt would be .J?ercE;lyed b~f- ._ ., 
·_ uni;n~ ·. th~t they were (taking jobs away fr~m o~·her pe~ple ... 
'· 
' . 
' •' . . ' ' ' ·. .. . \ -
Nursing education .admini~tra·t~r i tern 12' ·asked "What 
. .. ' . I 
' . 
other problems have been associated, with prec~ptorship?" . . 
' ' .,. /' ' ';, 
..... . . I 
. Item 13 asked "How have these/ prob;lems been handled?" 
I 
/ All four respopdents t;eporte.d n.o o~her problems •. 
I 
The Benefits of Preceptorsh~p _Program~- ·\ 
Ouest'ion 6: : Wtlat are the benefits of preceptorsHip · 
~\ ~ l 
programs to haspit~l~ _ and nursing· s~hool~·?" 
. 
The following items were des'igned to 'elicit 
responses to 'thia question (See Append!~ B) : 
\ 
. . ,: I 
·Pre-eeptee que-stionnaire~ i tern 9. 
' 
Nurse administrator structured· int~rview, 
items 1 and 5. 
Nursing _education ~dministrator structurea 
I 
interview,_ .... i tern . 2. ./ 
.... - ,'-· 
..... . 
Pr~~epte~ item ·9 read "Describe the major ben~fits 
•' 
' ', ' 
you received from 1 being in the pr~ceptor pr~gram?" The 
\ '. ' 
responses . of the res~ndents are outlined in fable 11. 
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Table 11 
Major Benefits .to ·Preceptees of Preceptorship Program 
-r;.. Number of . . . 
. .,_ Re~ponses RjSpondE\nts '!=41 
Independence and confidence increased. ~~ - 11 
. . -
·It provided an introduction to the reality 10 
cif' nursing ·and eased transition. 
.. 
Roie mod~.lling and resource · roie of pre·ceptor. 
. ' \ . . ~ 
Availability of preceptor · to -guide and 
preverit mi~takes. ~ 
It prepared for ·and l~d to empioyment. 
I~ imp~ov~d orga~izA~ibnal skil~s. • 
It sharpened skill's. 
Acceptance as .a member of the staff 
evident as ability of preceptee improved. 
3 .J\ 
3 
2 
1 • 
0 • • ' 
Learning was i~cre~sed. 1 
It i ncr.eas.ecL..c_Qinm_un i cation skills __ and..___ _____ ____._l _ _ 
conftdence ~ .. 
Provided needed n_urs;-ing expex:.ience. 
~receptor eased precep~ee gradually into 
~he staff nurse rdle. ·· 
1 
1 
-------------------------------------------------------------· 
Nurse administrator item 1 asked hWhat are the 
benefits to the ·hospital .of providing a precept~~ship 
program?" · Th~ fol,lowing. comments are typical of the 
. . ... . 
e.leven responses. ' "The · hospital bene£ its_ by. be.irig abl~ 
.. 
to ,participate . ~n a~ \d~cational prpcess fo~ a student . 
•• ~You enhance recruitMent efforts. Staff have a 
fe~ling of accompli~hment. fi;'Oil\ a preceptorshi.P pr~gram. 
, . 
.•• ~hey Jpreceptbrsl have taken a fri~hteried yo~ng · 
. . 
student and . lobser~edJ her become fafrly competent . and 
I , ,. 
., 
• 
.· . . ' 
., 
. 
'I 
II 
.. 
. • ' 
.. 
/ 
) 
.. 
' .. 
' ' ' ~! 
,jll 
• .. i 
. ·-
·. 
. . 
I 
. / 
/ 
/ • 
" -
... .. ' 
. f. . 
l 
~;- . 
\~-;t 
~;.· 
·.·.:-. 
, .. -: . ' _: 
... / 
' . 
./ 
. • 
' I 
' 
f ,,J 
. ~~ . ' ' ~ 
I ' ~ ·. c .. ' 
-· I ' \ I ~ 
' 
. 
.. 
c~_pable of carrying out te.am leadership resp~>nsibilities 
foi patien~s."7 · "The _key bene£it is for ~he nursing 
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· stafff they ha.ve to be on th'eir 'toes if they are going to 
' "' - . . ... 
_, , 
; have students. ' It st-imulates them • . · I £'eel -with hospital 
:· ··.;.. . . ' \ . - . ~ ·. . 
cutbacks, we ·realiy?.'·h.ave · ~a~ t9 }?ecome ·a business in 
providing care. Wi~h· that, _there are -very few finanpiai .. 
J 0 
bert~fits that we can·~ive to nurses~.~- [In(the ~receptor 
. . 
' 
program] ~ou are giv.in~ them the benefit of the · t~chool] 
· . .. 
orie~tation and of ·w6rk~ng closel~ ~ith the instructor. 
They are siqgled out in 'the_ir peex: ~group as som~one 
special •••• I think i~ helped their self-esteem. They 
0 
get to learn the n~~er concepts."; ."The stud.nt comes 
out better prepa~ed to deal with the real world of 
\ • )l! • 
nursing. . . • It puts us at an· advantage becau~e--we-know--
them ••• and who we--want to employ.'': "It's a good· 
- - . 
-e·xperience for 
experieQce for them 
preceptors because it is ~ learning . \, 
. ' . 
• • • they . · beh~it from- hav_ing been a 
preceptot a~d that.in turn is · benefi~ing the way they 
provide patie~t care."; "The preceptorship . arrangem~nt 
not onl~. pr;,qydes . sUpport· for the ile~ n~Fs. b~t ~nables 
her to become a safe ~racti~ioner." - .. 
. . ' 
Nurse admini'strator .i~em 5 ~'ked "What is the rate .;.. . :·: 
t'• • • 
.... 
•' 
Y. 
.. 
. . . . t - . 
of return to ·your hospi ~al of nurses who . have rece i.ve~ .,-· .... .;i~!: :~ 
their preceptorship experien~e at you~ -hospital ? !' In · · . i{~· 
·responding to this question the respond~nts· could ·not 
) . 
r 
.. 
' . . , ... 
... ,~ . ·-~; :···;l·. ·-~·J ..  ,_;, / r . · · ~ ' ~· I ' I ~ , ' •. . ·, . ' I 
'· 
• 
. " 
... 
.: .... 
~· -
., 
.· 
.. 
. . 
' 
.. 
'\..' .. I ..... I ,~, I i '." · 
~-
" : 
J 
' give sp·ecific rate of return but indicated that they a 
- · 
are ~ery happy ~o hire" their preceptorshi~ students if 
-..J I " 
they · ha'J o~ening~ . . .' · 
Nursing ed~ation adpinistrator item 2 asked "What 
. ' ' 
. ' . ' . . ' \ . 
are the ben~fits to the school .of a p~ecept r~hi~ . 
. ~ : , 
progr,am? II Respc)nses inpluded, n • •• .' [ i.t] imp 
. re-lationshi~ with .. ; ~the~hospitals ... .• we•v ~lways had 
. students .on u~its0 trying ·to practice' .man~9emen~ th.iOry; 
: blit t~e faculty never had an oppOrtu.~ity to 'see i s.tuden~s 
~ I 
• ' i I 
·'implement that theory in. 'a way . that compares to zhow t~ey 
I· . 
will .Qa it·.as a new .. graduat~. It is really gr.itify.ing 
l 
for ~ faculty to see them bei~g _success~ul in a .role 
' . .. 
------- - tEhR1aa-tt:-:-1. the fac\:l-lty _has' be-e-ri-t-rying t~ pre~are them for.·~; 
"We feel the stud'ent gets bett~r support .. ~. By having 
' · 
., 
... 
' . ' 
. ( 
one specific person ass~me responsibility for ~he 
. 
stude~t, I feel we get a· clearer assessment of whe~e the 
student is at .•. "; "I think the best benefit for our 
school is that our grad~ates are better prepared to 
. become more . successful in pra6tice." 
.Preceptor Rewards 
--~ 
--
Question 7:- How are preceptors rewarded for th~i~ role 
I 
and is the rewa~d satisfactory? 
The followin_g i terns attempted to deter~.ine the 
answer to thia question .(See Appendix B): 
. . - . . 
. Pre~eptor questionnaire, item~ 11-13. 
·.t . 
·;,' 
.. 
~,. 
- ~ 
..... 
.,,.., 
- ~ 
... 
1 • 
. ' 
/ 
I 
I 
'o 0 
,o ' 0 / 
J 
Nursing education adm~nistrator structured· 
.. 
-interview, items 14, 15. 
i 
Preceptor item 11 asked "How were you ~ewarded for \ (your role as preceptor?" T~enty-five of forty 
I a. .. . .. 
\ respondents felt ;.h:y· were rewarded by f~eling ·they had 
1\ 
)been helptul or a ' feeling of satisfaction 0~ observing 
o• 
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·j ~togress/ ;ro~th and accomplish~en t . ~n .thE! prec~ptee. 
Three felt rewarded by having learped _ fr~m;tWe . ~F~dent.o 
0 
) ~en . ~f the ,;emaining responqents ~ade o· va~iou~ ~;~ments 
.1' 
: , 
\0 
~ .. 
:\ · ... 
~;·. 
,., 
' · i· .. ~ 
o. ' 
" 
,,'. 
_ ...... ,.,. 
0 I 
.• ,l'r.'· ,; \ - · . 
• 
' ·'-
0
' - . such ·as being: rewarded by a tea spon~ored by 0 the s~hool, 
receiving a thank-you letter from the school, receivrng a 
• .· . I 
gift from the preceptee, receiving 'continuing education 
~ . 
credits which is rnandato~y o for ~t~te " lltensure, etc. · Two 
of the p~eceptors did not-answer th~ question. 
. ' .. 
Prec~ptor i-tem 1 2 asked "Were you saotisf ied with 
0 
• 
this reward?" Thirty.:..four of forty respondents an~wered . 
• 0 
'Yes •. One respondent · answered 'Yes·• and 'No.' and made 
the comment tha·t persona}ly she fel-t rewarded but she 
.... 
. fe~t some ; tangible reco ~nition sho'uld .have been ·giv.en-. 
0 I . . 
0 • 0 • ~ 
However, $he did not specify what that should oe. Three 
0 \ responde~ts said, 'No·' · they we~e not .satisfied. OQe felt 
-that two days off shoulct have be giy'en fo~lowing .the 
·experience as she found it ~en tally and physically . 
. ' . .. 
0 . . • 0 • 
exhausting. \ Another expresse.d · satisfaction in observing 
. . 
progress in the preceptee but fe~t o that a monetary · reward 
' ' 
': 
, . I·. 
/ ' 
o I 
.,... 
. ' . Oo \ . 
. 1' 
o• 
' ' . ; .. ' 
. ... 
''f·.:· . 
., 
~ · 
\ 
.. ~ I I 
.. 
should .have been given. The thir~ . did not_make. any 
cqmment and. did not.answer the Prreceding question which 
I 
asked how 'she ~ad. been rewarded.: Two preceptors did not 
answer the queS~ion. " / 
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Precept~r £\em. 13 .. asked "Wfuld.(ou be willing to 
participate again~as a precep•of to a pre-graduate 
student?" Thirty-~ine of ~orty respondents replied 
'Yes•. One said •J\• becauie she. was taking· a course and . 
that .was all she ~ou.ld handle . J 
I . I 
Nursing education administrator . item 14 read 11 How 
.- i 
~re preceptors rewarded for ~h~ir role?" Respondents 
I 
indicated that monet~r~ rewards are not given as funds 
ar.e not available for this. rRewards include: a thank 
you l~tt.er; a letter of commen~a.tion wh~ch is placed in 
;heir personnel file; an after~oon teat a lu~cheon; 
' . 
continuin~ educaton credit~; ~ hool library privelegea~ . 
Ia 
named as clinical associates i a faculty manual or 
' . ' 
~ollege calendar that lists th entire faculty of the 
college. · I~em 1~ of the nursi g educatiori administrator 
structured interview asked "Ar there any plans to change 
I 
.?"' 
the reward s; .. stem?'' All respo~~~n.ts 11121icated 'No'. 
I . I . \-
1 However, they indicated_ tha.t~e ._question· of pr~viding 
/ satisfactory rewards had bee iscussed on several 
,.. 
occasio~s. The school~ are no, entirely sa~isfied with 
the reward system but have not been able to find a more 
. l 
suitabie solution to the prople • 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENJ;>ATI~S 
· The intent 2!. this- study. ~as two..;. fold: · ( ~ ~o 
. . • . '<.. I ' I <l 
' investigat,e'+ the ben.efi.~s ~f pre~eptorship ~rog.r:a~i- irr~;-. 
reducing reality shC?ck. l?Y e.asi119 .the transition 9f · 
~ I 
inexperienced nurses into the work env~ronmtmt, ·and 
· (2) to examine the ·administra.tor.'s P.ers.pectives · of 
\ 
' preceptorship programs. 
\ 
This study attempted to assess: 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
. ' 
1. 
2. 
If preceptorshfp programs are beneficial in 
fosterin.9 independence and easing th~ 
:::nJt::o:n::r:::e::~~per~enced . nurse into 
Th~dministrator's role ~oth in de~ign and 
implementation of a pr,ecept.orship program: 
(a) Fina~cing; (b) Program organization; 
.. 
" ' 
' ,,, 
. ____ / 
(c) Participant ·orientation; (d) Selection -
.. 
•.. 
"· d 
i ~,-.· • 
.. 
I 
. '/.. 
. 
. ~ . . . . 
of'~uitable nursing units; (e) Selectiori 
of preceptors.~ 
3. · T~e faculty and staff roles and 
r.esponS·ibil~ ties: w-ithin a preceptor~lHp 
.4 ~ 
program. .. l .. 
.... , 
i 
The changes that; must. be made in an i 
I 
existing hospital ~nd/or school· setting to 
f? 
. 11 . 
I '• ... 
t 
0 
.. .. -.. 
,J _.. -
·--·- -- -- . ' ,. 
. 
,-
1'. 
I 
I 
1 I I 
•. l 
/ . 
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· ~ 
·effectively operationalize a preceptorship 
ft • 
pr~gram: '(a) Staffing: (b) Scheduling. 
5. The sources of confl~ct potential and/or 
t 
6
_,, 
. . 
7 • . 
(< 
problems which m~st ~e : addre~~ed JC9 ensure 
. ' 
a0 suc~essful _ preceptofship progra~. 
:-/ • . . -- I . . 
The ben•!its of pre9eptorship programs to 
·; 
I 
hospj.tals . and riurrng schopls.. <0 
The nature 0f .thJ' ~rece~tor~' r~wards for 
their role and f -the rewards are 
satisfactory. 
8 .. ·The of the findings for design 
and i.!'lplem ntati01i of a preceptorship 
program. / 
The con~eptual ~~del utilized for this study, · ·1~ ...,he 
~receptor model . as elineated by Morrow (1984). This 
. . 
model-is · b~sed on th~ premise of the preceptor being a 
comforLable w th the range. of. patients on her unit. She 
must . posseslt~ach'"in.9 abil:.ity to assist the inexperienced 
nurse in /coming a compete
0
nt nursing practitioner. As 
learnin progresses, she takes on a consultative role as 
s-~e bj . omes a resourc~e per~on available, to. the preceptee. 
J . • 
Th~ i ourth ~spe~t of the model, that df research, is 
p~'~ed out not in the traditional sense of formai 
I 
1~cientific researc~, but rather throug~ the· in~eitigation 
I 
' 
• 
Y.;.'/~ 
. . .. · ~ 
... . ·--
• 
..  
"';) I J ,,.' 
" 
' .,. 
.... -..:, 
, • ' 
.. -. 
... ,, I 
) 
Of th~ precepte~S I learning needs·, art~he S~arch for 
,methods or experiences to effectively meet those needs. 
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Scho~lEJ which of.fer prece2_to,rshi.p programs find that.·· 
• 
their graduates adjust more readilY.t9 the work 
~nvironment. .The preceptees -~ind that havin<J a 
I . . 
·~onsistent ~ole .model and resource person makes the work 
\ 
. . 
... environment less ·co·nfpsing and more satis~ying. 
l : · 'The related literature review -suppOr.fe.d the findings 
. . . 
. . . I . 
~f this study. ·The literature indicated thae 
. 
preceptorship programs~are · effective in reducing reality 
: ! .• i ! ! ·~ I ~ shock,_ by easing toe transition Qf the inexperienced 
1 
. ~ ·' Tl 
; ' ., I \ ~ ' :. ! I~ ' I 
. •, .! I 
~· .. . II ,· : l ' t 
·<> j~ ;; ! ·. ~~-day' s:...Cl.fmate. of e9oriomic re~train.ts in the health care 
. : .. \ · j' · 1 · se~tor , · whe~e monetary rewards are not feasible, 
.·· . . • i 
1 i ; '. I 
· , ; ~ ·\ preceptorship .programs create an opportunity to p~ovide 
.. :' : ~ l : . .. 
'',I ' I , .,..,.,.... ' 
' . 
nurse into the .work .envirQnment. Additi~nally, in 
·• , . ~ ... :- ·.: clinieallY;. coinpeten~ nurses with· recognition and greater 
,., . ·,. ~ \ ,. . -""-' . . . \ 
.• • t i . :·. ; l . ·,'· l.J . . . .. 
.. , : ~·; c\ l ~ job satisfaction through the preceptor role. 
·ii~ i . 0 . 
'.·
1
· .:- :· : ~ ·:: Fr~~ a . sample of forty..;one prec.eptees, . forty 
i·:j . I , 
: :'.!1·:' ~ ·' preceptors, eight faculty lia'ison members, fourteen head J I ' ~ ( I • ' 9 ' • ! , • '' \ t 'I .; I \ , • 
J ·: . ;}.; . .\' \ .': I)Urses, ~leven nurse a.dministE"ator,s and four nursing '• 
. A ··(·;)? .: i·· .. ~ education administ~ators, r~_sponses to quest~ons posed 
•· \ .~·~t ~::·::· ., :'! \'.were ~utilized in this study. Questions were posed ih th'e 
j' !' ' •' l \ . 
. :· 'l T' :0 . : . . ~ . 
) 
' · 
:.• 
·''i·.• . 
r.: ~ . 
:.~ · 
r ·~ 
' \ " . 
l , _ 
I 
i• 
' ·\·;· ~ . '. ; :; form ·of questionnaires Qr structured· .. interviews conducted 
\' . . 
· · ::· · ·: ; by the res~archer during an interrish'ip spent at foux-
. .diploma schools of. nursing which offer preceptorshi p 
I 
-. 
' . 
, 
.. . , . .. . 
"4 ·,, ·/ ;' a. i. • ~, •. ·• ~:"' ·.1' : • • • 
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r 
programs. Tpe structured interviews were deve1oped from 
• 
' . 
the ·Conceptual model, li ~erature r·eview; and the 
researche~'s exper~enc~ 6s a nursin~ education _ .... 
I 
admini~trator in a school of nursing where students 
experience· ~eality" shock in th~ir 1~r~nsition to the work 
~ . . .. . . 
. . 'J • .··P 
environment. Th~ questions . in the p~e~eptee,_ preceptor 
. I • 
·and faculty'·liai.son questionnafres ·were adapted from· a 
study "o{,a p~e.ceptorship progr~m · pl'lot . p~oject conducted. 
by Ryers~n ~ol of_ ~U":_Sin~. zi.:;rm£.1 dis,cuss.ions with 
key personnel throughout the internship provided valUable 
. . 
'infor~ation a~a insights utilized in compiling data and 
' . r in _drawing conqlusions in this study. 
' ' 
·. 
Summary of Findings 
The research qu-estions bf this study wer.e 
: addreksed · through an analysis of th~\ da.ta from 
.. 
"' 
questionna~res and structl}red · inter.vi~ws. Frequency · 
. . 
.. 
distrHSutions, ind.icating subject response.s, were 
displayed. 
' ' 
' 
. Findings indicated.that pr~ceptorship programs are 
~ effect'iv~ ~n easing the tr~nsition of th·e ~inexperienced 
nurse into the'wo~k· environment. From the preceptee 
group, thirty-eight of forty-o·ne respondents felt their ,. 
preceptorshie program had eased~heir. transition into the' 
' . . 
work environment~All fOrty-one .pr~ceptors respon~e~ to 
. ' 
. . ... 
. 
& 
, 
·' 
I 
• 
~ . .... .: ·:r 
·. ~ 
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. ' ~ } . 
. 
the question in the affVrnative. The eight facul t ·y 
liaison members also agreed. Fifteen head nurses 
\ interviewed.fe~t th~ prog~am eased the t~ansition of the 
: . 
inexperienced nurse, as did ten ·of the eleven n~rse 
.. 
administ~ators and all four o~ · the nursing edoca\io~ 
. ~ · r 
administrators. Info~mal :discussions throughout the 
. intern~hjp, eii~f ted ·.·an -::  ~~t~emely posi.t'ive · r:eqa~d ~or 
pn!cepi)O ship pr.ogra.ms, and a belief that any school •• . ' 
without such a pr~gram should develop· one for the penefit. 
of all concerned. 
. ~hirty-n~ne preceptees respOnded that the preceptor 
.... . 
• 
was the .main person who assis~ed them in meeting their 
~ 
1 leatning needs," and that ~h~· assistance · received was the 
· · · a~ount needed, not too little or · too ~uch. Seventy-five 
w-
, 
percent of the pre(eptees indic~ted that-eheir pr~ceptors 
were absent .no more than two days throughout the program. 
~ighty-eight perce.nt' of preceptees felt that· their 
~ 
pre~_eptqrs had· ~ufficient teaching .skills to adequately 
~· - , 
However, 
.... 
C· hf!lp them '.~djus.t to the work environment. 
•." .\ 
I 
fa~ulty ·li.ais~n members felt that ·preceptors varied in 
, . . ' . r ' · ~ 
·their level . of teabhing skills.,. some needing help 'fri_m._. 
1. . ' • • 
. . r . 
... 
~ I -
... 
· .. 
. ;
. .. 
. . 
f~lty liaiso~ m~mbers. When ~sked if ·they believed a 
• I • 
preceptorship .prog~a~ s~ould be use~ for senior· students 
in the· future, one hundred. percent· ·of the preceptees 
·. 
answereq yes. Some believed it was the ·best experience 
~·· . 
. . 
1 
' · . 
. · ~ ., . 
I 
'; ' . I 
.... ~· · .. .... ' ... "' \. .. : ,•:.· ... . - ' ~· ~ .: . . ..J.' . ". : : • • .· . ~· . •;,.: .-::··· . ~ .. : . 
• 
·, 
. I 
"·. 
·'- .. 
)' " 
.they ·had had through,out nursing school. This 1positive 
r 
feeling for the program was also evident in informal · 
discus'sions held -with preceptees during the internship. 
The data f.urther revealed that those Canadian. . I 
hospitals visiled are not funded to cover preceptorship 
.. 
programs,. while Ame·rican hospitals visited do' r'eceiv·e 
funding f.rom patient care revenues. Note should be made 
. ' 
that Canadian hospitals are funded . through provincial 
I 
99 
goverrunen't hospital insurance program~ rather ·than 
~ I . • , . · ' 
~ ; through ·direct revenues from 'patient care. Canadian 
. . ' 
hos~~tals do not receive funds from provincial 
gov~rnments to~reimburse them for time off-duty for 
preceptors to attend preceptor orientation sessions or 
y 
- · conferences. These conferences ranged from one-half day 
., 
to one day. One day was· fel~ to be an adequate 
I 
or~entation by the majority of respondents. Howeverr 
' . 
informal discussions throughout .the internship indicated 
th~t up to three days ~~ need~d ~o better prepaFe 
precepto.rs for their ro1e. Where time off is gr~n.ted, 
other on-duty nurses generally mrst pro_vide' _care .~or the 
' . 
pat:4.ents of that. nurse. In cases where .. extra nurses are 
brought in•to.help, th~ funds for sa~ry must come out Qf 
t.he. hospital's ·pudget. In an era ~f budgetary,, re.straints 
. , 
this is . not feasible for many hospitals. 
, 
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Hospital administrations in all hospitals visited 
,s;., 
are aware of, and supportive of, the need to provide 
educational programs to ease the transition of the 
I 
inexperi~nced nurse into the work environment. This is 
evidenced by the fact · that'they make their clinical 
- . 
facilities available to prec.eptees-, and permit thefr 
s -taff to ac·t as· preceptors'. Also • . some hosp!tals provide 
funds to cover precepto~ orientation. Intrinsically tied· 
- \ 
to this, is· the. ·fact that the prec~pt~rship P,rogram is a 
~enefit to the hospital, · in ·that it enhances re.cruitment 
effOr·tS, : providing new employees who are Well-oriented to 
the hospital ~nvironment, thus ensuring safer 
. , . . . 
pra'ctitioners. Additiohally, it provides job enrichment 
for those w~o act as preceptors and enha~ces th~ir job 
satisfaction. " Moreover, bec'ause they must· seek out · 
I 
answers · ~o pr~ceptees guestions, it is a lea~~in~ 
experience -for t 'he preceptors, and it improves the way 
they provide care to patients. 
. Nursing units recommended for use in preceptorship 
-
.programs were :·primal;'ily medical-~urg ical units ..... How7ver , 
paediatric, obstetric, psychiatri~, critica~ care, and 
. . ' 
extended care units could be utilized depending on ·· 
preceptorship program objectives and/6r the preceptee~s 
desire to obtain experience in sue~ units. ' The size of 
-th~ nursing units •v.aried from twenty to forty-eight 
J 
• .~ . : · .
· .. 
,• 
·' 
.. 
I 
.. . ~ 
., 
• 
' ! •I 
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patients, with an average of thirty-:five beds. The · 
, 
number .of preceptees accommodated on · these units is one 
. to .seven, with an average of three per unit. \ 
J 
Preceptees responded that sh~ftwork was ... a meaningful 
experienc.e for them, providi.ng a realistic picture of 
what nlfrsing is like. The organization of w~rk on 
~ . 
. varfous t.Bhifts was learn'ed tiy the preceptees who · 
participated in shi~t work. . A m~nority c>'f pre'ceptees 
indicated that the. two ·~ost. frequent dif,ficul ties which: 
"',, .arose. as a. r.esul t of being a preceptee we.re: not being· 
.. 
. 
-paid, and _'not being able to ·cal'ry out· certain aspects of 
the nurses' role because of their student status . 
. 
Prece~tees as a group · did not have any major changes to 
J • 
rec9mmend in relation to preceptorship programs. 
However~ individuals did-make a: varie.ty of comments on 
minor changes which might be made. '/. ., 
Responses related to criteria for preceptor 
. . . 
select·ion indicated t ·hat ·precep.to~s must be full-time 
.. .J· ;. ·. . " . 
employees who, . in the . opinion of their head nurses. are · 
clinically compete:l'\t nurses, , able to apply n4_rsing theory 
. up practice, communicate well, demonstrate leadersh_ip · 
. . 
.. 
ability, flexibility, and .are able to g~ve f~edback and 
e,;~luate others. They' should·. possess a minimum of two' 
years nursing experience an¢! ·express a desire to f~nction 
as preceptors. .Most hospi tale as·k for· volunteers for 
I 
I 
4. 
_/ 
. ·:: 
~ 
. ·~ 
. ' ~ .. .. 
? 
,• · 
' 
'"'{I ~ ~ ' , • ' ' ~ ' , , 
( , 
., 
this role, and the selection· from those vol.unteering is 
. . 
made by the head nurse. ·A. majority of hospitals and/or 
schools randomly assign pre-~~tees to preceptors. 
> • 
Seventy-eight percent of preceptors fert that th.ey 
had adequate · time to t·ea~h preceptees, · and nine'ty-eigh~ · 
I • 
. percent of ~hem believed that they had suffi~ient skill . 
/to.: supervis~ and t~ach th·e·· p~oeptees: They. al~~ 
· in.dicated that they were able to give· daily, consistent 
, . . .. . ~ 
feedba·ck ·to thei~ . preceptees. ·Ninety percent of 
. ' 
preceptors felt they had an oppo.rtuni ty for ~uff.fcient 
i~ut into the preceptee 's clinical evaluation. Faculty 
\ ,· • 0 • • 
.li·aison, also had input into the preceptees' ev~luations) 
I 
and generally made the- final decision regarding pass or 
. ' 
1 1 failure. 
• 
. Preceptors indicated various difficulties 
encountered in thei~ . ro~e. 'The. mdst' ft:equently reported 
difficulties .were: '!1 he~tic schedule at work, n9·t 
· allowing s~fficient teaching time: · other staff members 
I 
expecting . . assistance with ass.igilments because ·they 
perceived. t~e ~receptor to have, free time; dif.f~cu.~ ty in 
. . . 
tel~ing :the preceptees ~bout their clini9al weak~ess~s; 
. ,. 
and difficulty~n si't.ting back .and letting the preceptees 
. ' '• . ~ ~ 
take over the nursing care as they became more 
. ' . , 
profic~ent. Seventy-five p~~cent of . Pre~.~ptors felt that 
t~e most satisfying, ~.eature of t~eir role as preceptor 
.  
. . 
... '~ 
. , ... 
• 
• ' 
'' 
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.· 
was the gratification>of watching the student grow 
professionally to a secure, confident ~urse, knowing that 
th~y had been instrumental in bringing about that 
' . ' 
: 
growth. 
/ Facul~y.liaison members perceived the 9umber of 
precep~~s which they .could adequate!~ handl~ to r~nge 
. fro~.;tA ratio ~f 1:8 to 1:7~, with an average of 1:2~. 
/ 
(. 
.The ratio of faculty liaison to preceptee ·recommended by .. · 
/ 
I 
/ 
I 
// nur_se ~dmirlistrators ranged from of 1 :'6 to 1:15-20 with 
. 
an averag~ of 1:12~ Faculty liaison who.had a lowe~ 
'\ 
. 
ratio spend more of their time in the hospital than did 
those with a high~r ra.tio. Informal disc_us~ions reveal eo· 
·· that there is less persphal contact with a higher ratio 
(although most t~ied to arrange dailv contact either in 
- . . 
p~raon or, by ~hone), a~d thus·a lower ratio ia more 
.. 
desirable and satisfying to hospital staff, ing 'for 
greater issues clarification. Too,· ln the even of 
probl~ms aris!ng, .fac~l,ty liaisons need to· be a 
to preceptors on all shifts, but this ~ould be 
accomplished by phone ' through tr~cers. Nurse 
administrators fel~ that faculty liaison memb 
. 
key role in the preceptorship programs 
' . , 
_resource 'person_ to · prpv~de guidaRce to 
bei
1
_ ng instrumental; 1-"--·~~~blem-solv_inf, . 
ar se.. · . , 
,/ 
I ' 
/. 
.. 
played a 
as a 
and by 
. ~ 
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l The role of th~ head. nurse in a preceptorship 
[· program is to see th'e tr~~~ a~d -·moral.e_/ of her u_ni.t ; ' to 
provide suppor~ .~or •'th'e p~ogr~m and · preceptors working on, 
. , ::..- . 
her unit; to selecc· and ' recommen'd prece'ptors1 to be aware 
• ' " ' • I I • 
! " •• : . ": • ~ -.." .. . , . • .. 
. of stand~r-~s · of"".practice for precept.e~s; to be · 
.. ·t . '!- • • • ' , ! . . ~ ' . t - . .. . • 
. . ... ' . ~ . 
knowledgeable ot' ~th~ pre·ceptor' s role; · and. t 'o di'S·cuss 
~ , • • I ... 
. y ,, ,.. .. ' I £ • • • .. I) 
problems ~!}ich . arise wi ~h- the precept_or and/or_ faculty 
I ~ t - -t • • liais-~n •. _,· ~1f heatl .~u-rse~ . ·-i~di6ate'd · tht;'t · the~r :rol.~ . i~ , -
I r'! ' I '! • ' ' <f • • ,.. ) .... ' ..._ ' I." , ( •• 
; 
' ' l : 
' ' 
' . 
. ' . 
-· ' 
· the preceptorsh.ip · pr.bgram is not very Jtfme · cor(suming ~ , , .. .- . . ~ . 
'· . . -~ 
- .. .,. .. •" 
.. ~, 
.' '1, 
Basic;tlly ;· the}' abt . a~ . a·· ~e$o.urce . person /' to . ensQre· ~ha _t . I ' 
\ . . • . ;~ . • •. . ' • ' !' . ~ -. 
·.ev'~ryth.i)lg . is -<Joing · a'lright. · · 4 •, . ' 
• f' • • ,. ,. 
; SeveQty-nine percent ;of head nu~ses indicated that : 
•• f , 1 • 
' : . ' - \ 
. . preceptors sttll carry a full 'p~ti'~nt ass.ignme~t ~h ile 
O .... ., f , • ' , .~ ./ J" 1..r ., ' I f 
' t , I I " , J ,. .. • 
p_.recepting.. Otl1ers 'indicated 'they have a 1 ighter- load 
t • I ~ 
... 
' ' , 
" p 1 ~ ., • ' • •. 
lQi ti·al.,iy. , They,. also indicated· ·thCl.t there~ a~e po ~time · 
I , • 1 " ~ 
scheduliog -'implica~i~m~ of the preceptot:~hip pt'og~ain·, 
' · ~ ' . • •• ! ~ · • r ; / I . .. . • 
sine~~ pr,eceptees' are slot·ted ·into the preceptors • 
0 • , J 0 ~ ,"''t of : ' • , ; . \ I • ' 
schedul~. Nurse ·administF"ators concurt;"ed with :this 
,. • : • I ' 
• '!. ' r .~ } • , • • • , • F 
res pons,. ·. Fifty ·percent of the head nurses said that 
~ t . . ..; ,. f , ~ • • 
I • , • . 
· they ~do not· re-sche.dul~ pr~.c~ptor;-~ , to ~eet unit demands, 
' ~ ' ~ f .. . • ' 
/ . , I • . . 
. w.hile the reJnaining fi-~ty percent said -they do onJ.y if 
' "' I ,t. • 
• , ' . ,J , ,I ~ • , 
.
1 abbolutely. necessary. Fo~ ~ those who . would re-schedule· i _f , . 
. J 
~ ' 
necessary, the ·majority woul<L--re- schedule· the preceptee ~ ' . 
:r t ' ' 
along with the 'pre ceptor·. 
, 
For those who would not·, t he 
I 
· · · preceptee would be assigned to another graduate nurse. 
' ' 
''· . ~ I • 
·' 
··' <· •• \ ' . .. , J ' . ·~ ' ! I - : ,:o ~ . ' . ' ' , -~- · i_ ~, 
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. 
'They al~Q believe that the preceptorship program has no 
adverse effect o~~o~her staff working in the~r unit . 
. 
-
- Nursing ed4catfon administrators indicated -that no 
major changes were required in their programs in order to 
incorporate preceptorshi~ programs. The programs were 
' ~ . 
add-oris to their existing program, or· the original 
• . I 
program ~s :in~tially--designed to include preceptorship. ! . 
,.. •' ' . 
--. "' · 
. Purse ~dministraeors and nursing education 
admipistrators stated that there have been ·complaints 
·' 
fFom untons'regardin~ non-payment of preceptors fo~ their 
' .. However, these are not actual problems at the 
' 
-moment. Professional nurses' orglm:izations believe that 
.. 
" 
--. 
,. 
part of the professional nurses' role is· to socialize ne~w~------------
members into the work environ~ent, and this do~s not 
require extr~ pay. No other m~·jor problems wi-th 
. •, 
-er~ceptorship programs were r~ported by either group. 
. . .(,. 
The question of preceptor reward fpr ~heir rol~ is 
one which has been: debated within school~ of hursing. 
~A majori~y o~ , preceptors · reported that ~he ~ntrinsi6 
' . . 
reward of observing growth and accomplishment in the 
preceptee was e~ough. _ 
thank ,you letters, and 
. I , 
SchoolS· ·have .provided · teas, given .. 
I 
provided use. of school facilities 
to p-receptors. - However, they would 1 ike to have a more 
. . . . . " 
,/ 
' . 
satisfdctory way of rewarding.them. Finances are not 
ava·ilabie t~ provide mon~_tary .·re~ards. - 'l'o. da.te ~ more 
suitable ~eward system has not been identified. 
\ ' . 
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Conclusions 
\ 
\ Based ·upon the. ·data presented in this ~tudy, the 
-
following . conclusions c·an be drawn, 
1. Preceptorship programs ar~ beneficial in easing 
, . 
the . tr'ansition of til~· in~xperienced nur'se into 
. 
. the work environme,nt, .. 
\ . ·, 
. -
2. Hq~p.ital administrations are supportive of 
' ., 
3. 
preceptor~~ip programs by making their clinical 
•. ' . . . . 
~acili tie's available t~ preceptees and by 
' p~rmitting their staff to act: .as preceptors. 
Preceptorship programs are beneficial to \ 
' 
hospl tala because they en.hanc~- r~_c7ui tment ~~ .. , . 
efforts, and provide new employees ·who are 
well-oriented to .the hospital environ~en~, . thus 
e~suring safer practitioners. · Additionally, the 
. preceptor role provid~s job enri_c;:hment for 
. 
participating employees, leading to. greater job 
sa.tisfaction. More·over·, preceptors must· 
research the literature for answers to 
. preceptees • questions which increases the 
• preceptOrS I knOWledge and the Way they prOVide \ 
.. 
care. 
4. Hospitals are not adequately funded to release 
preceptors from duty· time ~o r-eceive orientation 
" 
to their~ r.ole and respon·sibili ties in 
·, · ( ' . ' · 
·" 
\. 
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~recepto;~rogram~. In Canadian hospitals 
where budgets are b~coming more restrictive each 
year and staff shortages · are commonp~ace, it 
will become .increasingly difficult for 
preceptors to . be t~leased \from their nur~ing 
.. "· . I . . 
duties, to a.t\te~d - ~rece~tor· . orie~tation, without 
additional funding to the hospit.als. 
. . I . 
M~dical-surgical nursing upi.ts -are the . are_~s 
best sul t~d ~o the ~onduct \ of pr~ceptorship 
programs. Othel:;' types ·of nursing· units . can be 
utilized depending or('pro<it;am· objectives. An 
average of tbree preceptees can be accommodated 
in a nursing unit averaging thir.ty-.ffve beds. 
Preceptor~ are the primary persons · who as&ist 
inexperienced· nurses ( preceptees) in adjusting 
to the work environment. The pre·ceptors 
generally have sufficient teaching skills and 
I • 
_knowledge of their role and respons£bili ties, 
. , ~ . . r-J• 
following a one-day orienta~ion session, to 
adeq~ately function as preceptor.s. A three-day 
orient~tion session would better prepare 
preceptors for their role• 
7. ,Preceptors must be full-time employees who have 
. \ 
a minimum of two years nursing experience and 
in the opinion of thei-J; head nurse, must be 
. . 
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8. 
~ 
9. 
clinicall~ competent nurses, who are able to 
l 
- . 
apply nursing theory to practice; communicate 
well~ demonstrate leadership ability and 
. 
flexibility~ provide feedt;>ack: and evaluate 
others. ·. They should ·be asked to volunteer, 
.. 
for the preceptot: role • 
0 . 
A majority of preceptors have adequate time ~' t.o · 
teach preceptees and give· d~ily, consistent 
feedback to them. 
\ 
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The arrangement for prec·eptee evaluation, joint 
responsibility· between preceptors and faculty 
liaisons, is satfsfactory to both groups . · 
· 10. The most frequently encountered· difficulties of 
'· \ 
---
... 
\ 
J 
I. 
I 
/ 
preceptOJ;'S were related to: a hectic work 
. ' 
schedule not permitting sufficient time to 
-
-
teach~ other staff members expecting assistance 
with their work; diffj.culty in telling 
preceptees abouf 'their clinical weaknes&Qs~ and 
difficulty in permitting preceptees to fubction_ 
' independently. as. they become more proficient. 
11. Preceptors find their role gratify~ng·, -
particularly observing the student grow 
. 
professionally to a secure, confident nurse7 and 
. . J \ :" 
knowing they (preceptors) had been instrumental 
. ' 
•• in bringing about. the growth. 
. "' 
' • 
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1 2 • Shift work is a useful ~earning expe'rience for 
... do ~~. •c.;-_./ 
preceP-ce\!s as it provides them with a realistic 
,..:~:·-~ 
. picturi~· what nursing is 1 ike on shifts ot.hes 
thari day shift. 
' 
"\' . 
13. A faculty liaison to preceptee ratio of 1:15 -
20 permits greater personal contact• between the 
faculty liaison ·and hospital staff than do 
· . ... larger ratios. · This is more satisfying. to 
• •• ••• •••• •• • • 4 
• • • t 
hospital staff·and allows for greater issues 
clarification and guidance of preceptors. 
14. In the event ot problems, faculty liaisons need 
to be available to preceptors on all ·shif.ts. · 
This could be accomplished by telephone t~~ough 
tracet:s. 
15.,. The role of the head nurse in pre.ceptorship 
programs is ~o 4Bet the tone Md morale. · of h,er 
,unit; to select preceptorsl .. to act ~s a 
. 
resource p~son to ensure that the preceptorsh i p 
is proceeding. smo9thly·. · 
16. Preceptors generally carry a full patient 
I 
assignment while pr~ceptiRg, and may be 
re-schedu'led·, if absolutely -necessary, to meet 
. 
unit demands. Generally, .Preceptees would be . 
. 
re-scheduled with their preceptor. 
II. 
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I 17. · Preceptorship programs have no adverse effect on 
other staff working on the nursing uni.t. If 
anytl)i_ng ,- preceptorshp progr:am~ enhance the 
functioning of nursing units. 
q 
18. ., major changes are required in hospitals to 
incorporate preceptorship programs. 
19. A Pc;>tential problem with unions exists in · the 
ar.ea o.f preceptox; remunel:'ation. H'owever, ~funds 
are no.t available to reimburse pr•ceptors for 
their rore. 
20. Schools of nursing are not entirely satisfied 
" 
) 
with tthe nature of current preceptor fewards. A 
more suitable r~ward system has not yet been 
identified.-
Recommendations 
-Preceptorship programs are relatively new in 
nursing, having be.en int~oduced approximately ten years 
. . / 
ago. However, in the sho~t time they have existed, all 
have ~layed a signi'fica.nt role in reducing reality shock 
for. the neophyte nurse, and in easing her, transition into 
_, 
the' work environment. In view of the success of 
. -
preceptorship programs i~ the schools visited, .the 
. - . 
following recommenda tiona are made: 
. ·, . , 
...... 
1. That .consideration be •g i veri to the introdu'ction 
' 
., . 
.. .. 
~. ;', 1 
· ' 
·-:·::.1) '· . 
.. . 
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. . 
, 
of preceptorship programs in Newfoun~land 
. . . 
schools of nursing,. where. ,the;t do n?t exist. 
2. That hospitals be fun~eci by· ·the provincial 
gover~ment t;o cover ·~oats involved in prdviding 
... 
orientation for preceptors to their role and e 
responsibilities. 
. -
3 •. That schools of iiuz;sing be . funded .to cover the· 
' ..... ' 'I')·_ ..... · 
costJs of :recept~rshi.p programs~ __,-rne~':'sts 
would include:". salaries fpr faculty 1 iai~ 
mernbers1 and the cost of providin9 rewards f~z;­
prece'pte-rs, · for example, a 1 uncheon in their 
, . '. 
, 
honor. 
, 
4. T·ha t h'ospi tal administrators provide support for· 
the· introdu~tion of ·preceptorship prog"tams ... 
. • 
. his support c~u~d be demonstrated by a•tively 
(' eeking funding for such prog~am's from 
overnment, and by m~king their cl~nical 
... 
facilities anq staff available for the condu6t 
' 
of preceptorship programs. 
'• " 
5. That mec.lical-surgical nursing units be primarily 
utilized for preceptorship programs. Other 
~ units such as obstetrics, psychiatry, 
I 0 
paediatrics, critical care and exte.nded care 
should be ... ti-lized if progr;:am objectives warrant 
/'"-./_-.. -
their use, or if ,precept.ees desire experience . 
' 
\ 
there. 
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6. T~at shift work be incorporated into a 
"' 
I 
preceptorship program to provide a ~ealistic 
. 
view of nursingL 
~ 7. That those selected as preceptors have a minimum 
of two years · of nursing experience. They should: 
be clinically compe·tent nurses in the· opinion of \ . .~ . . . 
thei~ head n~rses1 be able to apply nursing · 
., • l • • I 
theory to practice; communicate well: demons.t ·rate 
. . 
leadership ability and flex·ibility: and be able 
.... 
to give feedback and evaluate otners. ) 
8 ·. That head nurses ·and/or supervisors .be · actively 
- . 
. . 
involved in selecti~g suitable preceptors. 
. . I 
9. That precepto~i .an~ faculty li,ison' members 
___ . ___ ~ ' . . 
j~intly evaluate ~:ceptees. 
10. That faeulty liaison to pre~eptee ~atio be not 
.. 
more than 1:20 and that the provfnc~a1 
., 
9 government provide adequate fundi.ng to maintain 
thi~ ratio. ~ .... 
' 1_1. That nursing unit staff be educated regarding 
the role of p~eceptors to avoid ~lacing extra 
· demands on them. 
12. That the work · load of ,pre.cept-ors be carefully 
-
monitored by he·ad nu.rses and a reduced patient 
. . . .. 
. . . 
load be assigned if . t~e preceptor does not have 
I . ' 
sufficient time to teach the ,preceptee . 
• - · . I ·• : 
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13. That ?is~ussion be held between the Newfoundland 
nurses' union an~ ~chools of nursing to clarify 
the role of preceptors and their professional 
responsibility to orient new members to the work 
environment . 
\ 
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Dtpartment of Educational Administration Tt'lex: 016-4101 
Tt•l.: (709) 737-7647/H 
.. 
) . 
• 
/ . 
' 
" 
Mrs. Verle Waters, As~istant Dean 
Health and Science Dep~rtment 
. .Ohlone College. 
43600 ~ission Blvd. 
Fremont, California 94539 •• 
Dear Madam: 
Sept~mber · 3, 1985 
The purpose of this letter is to request your permission. for 
my graduate student, Elizabeth'Adey, to visit your coll~ge and affiliated 
hospitals during the week of September '23.- September 27; .1985. While 
there, Ms. Adey vill be meeting with. you and other selected· col leg~ and 
. ~ospita~ members so as 'to acqui_ie knowledge of preceptorship ~grams 
1n nurstng. . · · /"-... ·:-
We ~re most anxious to receive your permission to visit your 
college, since the findings vill greatly ~ssist in developin~ a perceptor~ 
ship program for Newfoundland nurses patterned on yo'ur ~uccessful 
experience. · 
J 
I would appreciate h~aring from you at your earliest co\venience. 
' 
~l~tpo~~n · ftaey g 
Gradua'te .Student 
· .. 
' 
Dt. D.U"" Treslan- --·---
Associate Professor 
. 
'·· 
• 
-
·. t . 
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MEMOR-IAL UNIVERSITY OF NEWFOUNDLAND 
_...--- St. John's, Newfoundland, Canada A I 8 3X8 
Dtportmtnl of Educational Administration Tt>ltx: 016-4/01 
Ttl.: (709) 737-7647/8 
. ' 
• 
. .. . 
.. . 
C. \ I 
0 
•. 
· ·~ . 
-" V• o 
'JI' .~ . :.· .. ; 
• 
Ms. Margaret Neylan 
Departme~t Head, Nursing. 
,"B.C. Institute of Technology 
377oo ·Willington Avenue 
Burnaby, BC 
'VSG 382 
~Madam: 
\. 
September 3, 1985 
,.,-
• 
The purpose of this letter.is to request your permission for my 
graduate student, Elizabeth Adey, to visit your college and affiliated 
hospitals during the week of._. Sept·ember 30 - October 4, 1985. While .there, 
Ms •. A&hy wiil be meeting with you and other selected college and hospital 
-members so as t 'o acquire knowledge of preceptorship programs in nursing. • 
. 
. ' . 
• We are most a~ous to receive your permission to ~isit your 
college, since• the findings will greatly assist in developing a preceptor-
ship progtam for Newfoundland nurses patte~ned on your successful 
experience. ~ • · 
.. 
I ~ould appreciate hearing from you at your~arliest convenience • 
.. 
11 beth Adey 
Graduate Stude 
-
\ 
\ 
\ 
-vr. )YoL• Treslan 
Associate Professor 
/ 
... 
'· 
r" - • • ' 
. ' 
. . • 
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• 
MEMORJAL UNIVERSITY QF NEWFOUNOLAND 
. 
.. . St. John's, Newfoundland, Canada A I B 3X8 
1tltx: OM-4101 Department J Educational Administration 
7'l'l.: (709/737-7647/R 
•• 
• 
Hs. Donna .Wells 
Dean, Health Sciences 
Seneca College of Applied 
~- ~ ' 
· krts and Technology 
1255 Sheppard Avenue East 
Willo\.dale, ON 
H2K 1E2 
. . 
Dear Madam: 
September 3, 1985 
· . 
The purpose· of this letter is to request your permission for oiy 
graduate student, Elizabeth Adey, to visit'your college and affiliated 
. . . ,... hospitals during the week of October 7 - October 11, 1985. While there, Ms. 
Adey will be meeting with you and other salected college and hospital 
members so as to' acquire knowledge qf preceptorship. programs in nursing. 
We are most anxious to recei·v,-,your permission fo visit your 
college, since the findingi will greatl'y · assist in developing ~ prec-eptor-
ship program for Newfound~and nurses ~atterned on your successful 
experience. 
I would appreciate hearing from 
h~~~oe~n ADSY// 
Graduate Stude\!t 
convenience. 
..... U.lo o U~• ll'lt:IU.Clll 
~Associate Professor 
. j .. 
.. 
.·· 
• 
/ 
.,. 
.. 
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MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY QF NEWFOUNI)J...AND 
St. John's, Newfoundland, Canada A I B JXS \. 
. I f\ 
Telex: 016-4/01 Department of EJurational Administration '---~ . Ttl.: (709) 7j7-7647{8 
\ , ., 
.~ 
I 
~ 
o' l, I 
. 
"'·· . 
, . 
1,·, ~ 
''· ~~-
:: . 
·. 
I, ; • 
' '. t.•,;."":. 
1.,, \./ 
·~ 
Ms4 Irmajean.Bajnok . 
C~airperson, Nursing Dept. 
R~rson' Polytechnic.al · Ill'stitute 
350 Victoria Street 
Toronto, ON 
MSB 21<3 
' : Dear Madam.: 
September 3, 1985. 
•• 
. 
The p.urpose -of this let~er. is to request your permi11sion for my 
graduate student, Elizabeth Adey, ·to viSit your coll~ge ancJ affiliated 
hospitals during the week of' October· 14 - October 18, 1985 • . While there, 
lis. Adey will be meeti~g with you and other selected college and hospit,al 
·members so as to acqui:re knowledge 'of preceptorship programs in nursin'g. 
We are most anxious to receive your permission to visit your 
college, since the fi~dings will gre~tly assist in developing a preceptor-
ship program for Newfoundland nurses patt~rned on your successful 
experience. 
' .I ") I would appreciate hearing from you at your earliest convenience • . 
!.l1f(lbeth Adey/f 
~raduat~ Stud~t 
. . 
.. 
.' 
\ 
... 
t-
m:. D•~reslan .. 
As~ociate Professor 
• 
' . 
.._) 
'· 
... 
' · 
.· '' 
Fremont-Newark 
Community College 
01str1Ct 
-
-\\7 
OHLON~ ~G~ 
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September 16, 1985 
Dr. D.L. Treslan 
Associate Professo1f; ·. . 
•. 
Dept. of Educational Administration 
Memorial Uni~ersity of Newfoundland 
· St .. John's, Newfoundland, Canada AlB 3X8 
L 
43600'Mission Blvd. 
P.O. Box.3909 . 
Frcmonl, CA 94539 ~~ 
I'\ • •• 
Dear Dr. Treslan: 
It will be our pleasure to have Ms. Eliabeth Adey vfsit our~ 
college and affiliated hospitals Septem~er 23-27~ 
. . 
Sharlene Limon, Nursing Program Coordinator, is arranging 
visits for Ms. Adey with faculty, hospital personnel, an Ohlone 
graduates. 
/ 
1 The nursing preceptorship has been a successful addition to 
our program, and we appreciate the opportunity to~sh~re our 
experience. 
VW: rk -
NUR00030 
• 
• 
Sinserely, 
I 
Verle Waters -~ Assistant Dean • 
He a 1 th & .' Science .. 
. I 
'I 
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BRITISH COLUMBIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
1700 WllliNGOON AVENUl. BURNABY. BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA VSG lH2 AREA CODE 604 4)4· 5734 
September 17, 1985 
' Dr. D. L. Treslan 
Associate Professor 
Department of Educational 
Administration 
Memorial University of 
Newfoundland 
St. John's~ Newfoundland . 
AlB 3X8 
Dear Dr. D.L. Treslan, 
_ .. '.. 
In response to your letter of S~ptember 3, 1985, permission has been' 
granted for Elizabeth Adey•s visit during the week of September 30 -
October 4, 1985. 
.. 
Please find a p,artial schedule for the ~eek. Mary Whltehead C.I. · for Term 
5 will be arranging for the presently unscheduled intervals. , The final-
ized schedule will be .available when Elizabeth Adey meets with me at 9:00 
a.m. on Monday, September 30, 1985 in my office 2N 418 at'~CIT. A map of 
the campus is enclosed. · · 
I am pleased to· note that the findings from Ms. Adey' s visit' are \-J be · '· 
used to assist in developing_ a preceptorship program for Newfoundland 
nurses. The agencies and ourselves would be intere~ted in haviJ\jf a copy . 
of the _report. • 
Sint;frely 
c.c. · Brian Giilespie 
Mary Whitehead 
Joan Belfry 
Bli~abeth Adey · 
., . . 
· .,Enclosure~ 
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~ENECA COLLEGE OF APPliEp ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY 
IHS SHEfPARD AVENUE EAST. NORTH YORK. ONTARIO' M2K IE2 
'A 
September 18, 1985 
I 
Dr. D. L. Treslan 
Associate Professor 
Department of Education~! Administration 
Memorial University of Newfoundland 
St. Jolm' s, Newfoundland· 
AlB 3X8 
Dear Doctor Treslan: 
• 
• 
• .t9 1 - 5050 
' 
.. 
w~ would be most pleasedPto have Elizabeth ~ey visit our 
College and affiliated hospitals during the week of Octoper 7th . 
to October~ 11th. . " · ( "" 
-.. 
We trust the arrangements made by Kathie Janzen, ~i~, 
Clinical Nursing wi¥1 be most beneficial for Elizabeth, ~d look 
forwarp to see~er again. _ , . 
' Sincerely You;r.s, · 
Donna M. Wells 
D~, Health Sciences 
J:MW:cg 
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RYERSON -
SCHOOLOFNURSING. FACUL1YOFCOMMUNTIY~ERVICES 
September 12, 1985 
I 
• 
Dr. D. L. Treslian 
Associate Pr~fessor· . . 
· Memorial University of Newfoundland 
· Department of ' Educ~tional . 
.. 
Administration · 
St. John's~ Newfoundland AlB 3X8 
•• Dear Dr. Treslian, 
a 
. . 
.. 
.. 
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,. 
,. 
I am most !"happy to we\come Elizabeth Adey to Ry-erson to complete 
project requir.ements for her graduate studies. i ltave sent 
ElJzabeth particulars about the· time frame and what we could pos-
sibly arrange and -have attached a copy of my-letter to her for your 
information. 
. .. \.... (j 
. 1 certainly hafe not~t this time, made any arrangements with 
hoepttals anct•would anticipate that once Elizabeth is here, specific 
arrangements could be made and~interviews established. I am cert-
ainly happy to be involved with Hemori~l University in this way. 
Please feel . free to contact me again, ..ahou'td you require any further 
· information. 
S~nce~ I 
J 
---
Irmajean Bajno~ · ( Chairman 
IB/ap \ 
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APPENDIX B 
Questionnaires and Structured Interviews 
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Iri order to assist in the analysis of preceptorship programs, your 
oarpletion of this questionnaire would be greatly appreciated • 
1. Did ypu receive an adequate orientation tO the 
preceptorship program inclucUrig teaming/learning .. 
No 
128 
principles? Yes 
: -
Qaments: ------------------------------------------~\ ~· ---
2. What other aspects were incl'?' in you: o~ientation? 
) 
,.._ 
3. Did you feel you had sufficient time to 
supervise and teadl your preceptee? 
..; 
4. Did You feel you had sufficient skill . to 
supervi~ ana tead\ your preceptee? 
_,.. 
Yes 
Yes · No 
. Qaments: -----------------------------------------------
• , 
I 
... 
... . : 
' . ~ - '- I I ' '~~ 
r • 
, \ 
' 
.. 
f . 
:1 
. \ 
-
5. Were you able to give your preceptee daily 
consistent feedback? Yes 
129 
No 
taments: -------------------------------------------------
·-6. .was the faculty liaison available when yoU 
needed her? .. Yea No_ 
"' Ooouen~=------------------------------~------------
• 7. Did you have sufficient input into the 
evaluation of. the student's clinical performance? Yes No 
Comments: ----------------------------~-------------------
8. \'alat did you find to be tile · JOOSt satisfying 
features of yoUr role as pr~ptor? 
,......._ 
9. Mlat 11Jir& the diffiCI.:'ltie~ in your· role as preceptor? 
• 
·. : 
,. 
.. . 
' . 
: ) 
,;.;; 
, ;~·.fl 
..... 
'·!.' 
. ~ ~ . - : . . . ·, 
', ' 
' ' 
. ·, .. 
~ .. 
·, . 
,,·· -
I· ·. 
:·.~ . 
I· 
l 
. ' 
·-
. 
-
f30 
' 10. What problems did you enoounter in your ward 
duties as a result of the added tas1t of precepting? ------
' r 
11. HeM were you rewarded for your role as preceptor? - ---.-:-.--
\ . 
~12. Were you satisfied with this reward? Yes No 
Carments: ----------------------------------------~-------
13. ~d yoJ be willing to participate again as a 
(~tor to a pre-graduate student? C nts: ________________________________________ _ 
.. ~ 
Yes No 
.. 
'!'hank you for carpleting th~ questionnaire. 
.. . 
( _; 
• 
H .. ·~ · ' ; ;:! • ,j I 1- o ' ... 
. I . ~ , .... : 
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' In order to assist in the analysis of precept.orship ~, your 
cc:rrpletiort of this q&estionnaire would be greatly awreciated. 
1 • Has the pr:~ptorship P,I"'gg'am assistea you in 
... _2. 
being able to carey a patient assignment similar 
·to that of a begi.nn}ng graduate? .. · 
Coment:S': · 
Yes No 
-
----------------------------------~-----------
W~ the preceptor or another staff .r the primary person 
inVolved in assisting you to meet your learning needs? 
.. 
3. Was shift work a meanit<Jful experience? Yes No 
.CQments: -----------------------------·-------------~~~---
~ ' . ~ 
4~ was the ·as~istance you received fran your 
preceptor (in your opinion) 
(a) too mudl (b) too little 
_.. ----
(c) just about right ____ 
/ 
Caments: --------------------------------------------~-// 
/ 
... 
5. -Cament on the teadling abilities pf the preceptor. 
• 
/. 
' . 
· • 
.. , 
. i . .., ~? ,•' . ' 
• h,..: .. 
" 
....._., 
.. ~ 
.' " 
\ 
·\ 
/ 
.__.....--. 
' '• 
'. 
•' ;• 
/ ' 
'' 
,, 
. ? 
: : ...... .. . 
...... \ .. ' 
~f.-
6. 
7. 
8. 
• I 
9 • . 
10. 
.... 
11. 
.. ·· 
• 
How many shifts was your preceptor abient? 
If your preceptor was absent; fran whan were 
-you able ·to get . the assistance you needed? 
Oeser~ the major difficulties· that .arose as a 
result of. befng a preceptee • 
. . 
\ .. 
'. 
I -
.... 
• 
• 
'Ill 
Describe the major behetits you received fran being ~ in the Preceptor Program? 
~re any changes· wich yo.1-would· suggest for 
preceptorship programs ·of ~ future? 
• 
, 
D0 6 ycu feel the precept:orship program should ·.be 
used for senior students in·the 'future? Ye·s · 
Carrnents: 
• . 
.. 
' . ' · , .... 
' . 
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* 
• 
. ' 
. ' 
. \ 
•.\.-.. .. 
. ~ :t 
I 
12. 'Arrj other carments? 
• 
'lllank you for carpleting this questionnaire. 
. " . . .. 
.:... 
.. 
.. 
-·-~ 
,... .. 
.. 
L 
/ 
/ 
. ... 
.. 
l r'. -:. 
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, . 
,_ 
.. 
' 
, 
• 
FAOJL'IY LIAISCN QUESTicmAIRE 
In order to as~ist in the analysis of preceptorship p[ograms, your 
~letion of this questionnaire would be greatly appreciated. 
Please cament on: 
134 
1 • Describe the criteria for ·preceptor selecti9n -------.~\ ' 
. \ _) 
\ ' . 
. ,., =~the effectiveness of the orientation pt<lgfam ft>r the 
3. Corment on the effecti~ness of the prec:eptol!L ori4:mtation program 
.. 
-
4. Hal many preceptees can be canfortably handl~by one faculty liaison 
person? - ·· J . 
f ' 
·-
-· 
\.. 
. .... ' 
· ' 
' ' 
I 
• , 
t..:.· 
5. Carment. on the teaching skills of the preceptor. 
. I 
r, 
13~ 
'-._) 
• • 
-------
6. Wh~t is the role of the fead nurse in a preceptorship program? 
. . ' 
·' 
• 
-
7. How did you participate in the preceptee e~tions? 
8. 
.. 
.. 
How fr~tly were you consul ted by the preceptors for assistance 
in dealing'\t(ith problems? --·--------------
qj. How much of each day did you need to . be avaJ;Icible in· the hospital? 
• 
.. 
' 4 
I . 
.,. 
, 
. 
.. 
, -
·"' . 
:)- , . ' 
. 
.. , 
. ' 
: ' 
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) 
10. Is there a. n~ for faculty liaison on all shifts 
worked by prebeptees? Yes No 
Carrnent: 
~11. HeM often was a preceptor ateent and arrangements had to be made 
for an· alternatyeceptor?· 
.· 
12. Wlat is yPur opinion about the ~ffecti veness of a· prece~rahip 
program in easing the transition of senior nursing studenb;» into 
the work environment? ' 
' 
• 
'\ 
leting this questionnaire. 
\ ' 
\ 
• 
' 
J 
\ 
. . ,. ' 
, 
. .. 
/ 
. '
.. .. 
.,_. 
~ ?-t. · •• • 
\ .. 
I 
I 
\ 
\ 
--..-!-- ·-
. ~ . 
,·, 
.. ,, 
. . 
' 
• 
• 
Would you plea!e outline the criteria for preceptor selection? 
,... . } 
1. \ta'lat effect does this program have on your time· and role as Head 
Nurse? 
2. How ~ patients do you have O!l this unit? · 
3. ~at is the level of ·care for these patients? 
4. How many staff nurses do you have? 
1~ 
5. How many preceptees can be canfortably handled ai: one t~ on yOur •· 
unit? 1 
6. \ta'lat,'are the implications feSt: unit f\Dlctioning? 
• 7. ~ pow are preceptQrs select~ 
8. How are preceptors and preceptees paired? ....- · .--
I 
9. \tlat effect bs precepting have on tl'le preceptor 1 s role ' as a lDli t 
... 
nurse? , -
10. D:>es the 'preceptor still carry responsibility for a full patient load? . . . . 
11 • \ta'lat effect does . the preceptorship program have on other staff? 
12. 
. . ' . 
Is' i.t .. necessary to hire additional tn:aff for the tmit while the 
preceptorship is in progress? t 
13 • ' How effective i th i tati & to "'? s e or en on program .a..or precep ra 
.. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
Is time off duty granted t:b. preceptors to attend PJ:~ceptor orien-
tati_C?n classes or do they have to ut~ze their days off? ~ 
How is the preceptor 1 s abseitt. time fran the ward covered? 
\that time scheduling ipplications are asQOCiated with the 
,Precep.torship program? 
17. Are preceptors ~e-scheduled, if necessary, to meet unit demands? 
-· 
• : 
..__} 
.. 
' ., 
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1&. If ·the preceptor is re-scheduled, ~ arrangements are made for the 
pr~? 
19. Is there a Written de~iption of the responsibilities of the 
I Preceptor and ·head nu,:se in regard to . selecti leal!ning experiences, 
· supervision and evaluati1'1C3 the preceptee' s ess? :t 
' ·. . .~ 
20. In your view how does a preceptor;ship program ease the transitionoof 
the inexperienced nurSe irito the work envi nt? Could you catacent 
.please? · 
' . . 
21 • Are there aey other .carrrents · regard~ precept6r:ship programs which 
you wish to make1 · · · . , . \ - . 
'lhank"'you for your assistance. j 
•· 
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1. ~t are the benefits to th'e hospital of providing a preceptorship 
~~? , 
2. What ~re! the financial i.nplications for the hospital of a 
pr~pt:orship program? .. 
~ 
3. noes the f1.mding source support the preceptorship program by 
providing adequate funds <:.to the ho~:~pital. 
4. 'rn what way is the ,ital administration su~rtive of the 
program? • -
. . 
" ~ . 
5. ~at is t:Pe rate of return to your hospital of nurses who have 
received their preceptorship experience at your hospital? 
' ' 
. 
..-
"' 
6. In your view'· does a preceptorship ~· ease the trans! tion of the 
inexperienced nurse into the work envi nt? \'b.Jld you ccmrent, 
please? . ~ . 
7. ~t tine scheduling i.nplications are assoeiatedtwith the 
preceptorship program? ~ 
e. What s~cific nursing units wduld you use or not: use for 'I 
preceptorship? "' ~I 
9. Vllat problems ht;r:veloped with unions as a result of the 
precfptorship p ? 
1 0. How have these prQblems 6een h~led? 
11. What other problems have been .associated· wiEh the preeeptorship · 
progran? 
12. 
13. 
14. 
How ~s the faculty liaison helpful i) the pre~torship? 
Vllat ratio of faculty lia15on/preceptee would YQ:J reccmnend? 
' - ,_, ' 
Vllat is the role <?£ the head nurse in preceptorship? 
I ' ' 
\ 
II 
(\ 
1 s. j. 1 f • ' Do you have any ofher ccmrents Q( suggestions that would be helpful 
in develcping a preceptorship program. 
0 .. 
I 
' '.Itlank you forrr assis~ce'. 
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NURSING EDUCATION ADMINISTRATOR 
STRUCTURED INTERVIEW 
1. In your view, does a preceptorship program ease the 
transition~ the. inexJ?erience~_nurse into the work 
environment? Would you please!comment? 
. , I • 
2. What are the benefi~ to .. ~He sc~ool of a 
preceptorship PFOgram?--;· · 
" . . 
3. What are 'the financial implicati(?n·~ for the sc~ol 
of a ·prec;eptors,hip program? 
. ~- Doe~ .. the .funding :~ource suppor't .your pr&t:eptorbhip 
pr.ogram by providing adequate · funds to ~he school-? 
'\ 1 
5. ; "'s your c~llege .. miriist,ration supi>ortive of your 
Pteceptorship program? .• . · , 
\ 
6. ·What types of nursing units would you recommend for 
use in precept$rship? ' 
• D ·; 
7. What is the nature of the orien~at~ program for 
thos~ invo~ved in the preceptorship? 
. . ) 
8. What i's the faculty l.~.ais~>n/preceptee ratio? 
•9. _tJhat cnanges .were ~equ~red in your school in order 
··to incorporate a " preceptorship program? 
. . ·. ;_- ..... . . 
10. • ~at probl'e~ps htve 9eve~oped with unitms as a result 
o preceptorship programs? t • 
11. How have ~hese ~~em~ been handled? 
12. · What; other p~obl~m~ have been associated with 
preceptorship? • 
. . . 
1•3 • . How _have these pr~blems been fiandled? 
14. How are- p~(ceptors reward.ed for their role? -, .. 
Ar' the;e any pla;s to ch~ng.~ the reward_ system? 
Do you have any ot.her ~dvice c:)r __. sugg,es~Jpns which 
would be helpful in developing .a pre~eptorsbiP 
15 • 
.... 
' ' 16. 
progr~? · 
Thank you for your ·aaaist~n~e •. 
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